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E
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Acronyms and abbreviations
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AIDA

an inclusive dilepton analysis

ATLAS

A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS

BSM

beyond the Standard Model

CERN

European Council for Nuclear Research

CMS

Compact Muon Solenoid

CoEPP

ARC Centre of Excellence for Particle Physics at the Terascale

fb

femtobarn

FTK

Fast Track Trigger

GeV

giga electron volt

HEP

high-energy physics

INFN

Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare

KEK

High Energy Accelerator Research Organization

LHC

Large Hadron Collider

MSSM

Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model

NMSSM

Next-to-Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model

QCD

quantum chromodynamics

RC

research computing

SABRE

sodium-iodide with active background rejection

SM

Standard Model of particle physics

SUPL

Stawell Underground Physics Laboratory

SUSY

supersymmetry

SVD

silicon vertex detectors

TeV

tera electron volt

WLCG

Worldwide LHC Computing Grid
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ABOUT

About CoEPP
ABOUT

The ARC Centre of Excellence for Particle Physics at the Terascale
(CoEPP) is a collaborative research venture between the
universities of Melbourne, Adelaide, Sydney and Monash.
CoEPP fosters links between experimental
and theoretical particle physics, further
links Australian research to significant
international research centres, establishes
strong Australian grid and cloud computing
expertise, and further develops accelerator
technologies in Australia.

Mission

Vision

•

The Centre will exploit a once-in-ageneration opportunity for fundamental
scientific research in Australia through
its involvement with the Large Hadron
Collider at CERN. This includes the
prospect of understanding the origin
of mass, discovering new physical laws,
recreating and investigating matter under
conditions that have not existed since the
big bang, and producing and studying dark
matter in the laboratory. The Centre will
lead the nation in pursuing knowledge of
the fundamental laws of particle physics,
through a deepening engagement in
the international field of high-energy
particle physics.

•

•

To enable young Australian scientists
direct access to this most exciting
field of endeavour on a footing where
they will be competitive with their
international peers.
To inspire a new generation of young
Australians to pursue careers in science
and technology.
To lead Australia in the field of highenergy physics research and to
establish national awareness, pride
and longevity in this field through
international collaboration, excellence
in research training, and opportunity
for engagement.
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Director’s report

ABOUT

2015 was a big year for particle physics, particularly with the
Large Hadron Collider restarting mid-year after a 2-year hiatus
for essential upgrades. The new collision energy of 13 TeV has
already seen some tantalising hints of new physics around the
750 GeV mass, and, although this may simply disappear, it offers
an important target for both ATLAS and CMS in 2016.
Professor
Geoffrey Taylor
Centre Director

With the Higgs boson discovered and
the LHC running at 13 TeV, the focus has
shifted to measuring Higgs properties.
Measurement of Higgs properties tests the
Standard Model further and any deviation
from predictions can give rise to Standard
Model extensions or, indeed, completely
new physics. CoEPP has a solid reputation
in many Higgs analyses, but particularly in
the Higgs decaying to a pair of tau leptons
and the Higgs to WW channel.
CoEPP has forged a worldwide reputation
for innovation through its theory–
experiment collaboration across all
its nodes.

Collaboration is strong both
nationally and internationally
through deep connections
with our partner institutes,
and great new partnerships
have been developed through
the associated activities
of the Centre.
Extensive theoretical work has been seen
in the area of supersymmetry (SUSY)
searches, with strong collaboration across
all Centre nodes and partner institutes
Cambridge and Freiburg. Exotics searches,
including resonance searches, Mono-X,
doubly charged Higgs and monopole
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searches, sees partnership with Geneva
and Milano. The Sydney node and partner
institute Duke University have forged
ahead in the development of the AIDA
(an inclusive dilepton analysis) approach,
with a focus on top-quark studies in 2015.
All nodes are involved in SUSY searches
or interpretations in a variety of channels.
The Fast Track Trigger (FTK) Project
is an ongoing effort with Melbourne,
Milano and Geneva – all members of
the FTK Collaboration. Activities in
Melbourne included development of
monitoring software for the Associative
Memory Boards.
The Stawell Underground Physics
Laboratory (SUPL) has become a
significant project with the award of a
$1.18 million, 5-year, Australian Research
Council Linkage Project grant that includes
the Stawell Gold Mine owners (the
Australian Nuclear Science and Technology
Organisation [ANSTO] and the Australian
National University [ANU]), and Melbourne
and Adelaide universities. SUPL has also
received State and Federal support of
$1.75 million from each for construction of
the laboratory.
The direct dark matter experiment, SABRE,
to be housed at SUPL, is forging ahead via
a collaboration between CoEPP members
– led by Elisabetta Barberio – the Princeton
group and Gran Sasso.
Centre researchers were recognised
throughout the year with prestigious
awards. Most notably, Dr Phillip Urquijo
received the 2015 3M Eureka Prize

ANNUAL REPORT

Research computing at CoEPP represents
Australia’s contribution to the largescale computing requirements needed
by CoEPP’s international collaborations
and local researchers to undertake
their work. Significant infrastructure
improvements were implemented in 2015,
including growing the CoEPP grid site by
50 terabytes and replacing 320 terabytes
of current storage through a large gift of
equipment, still in warranty but excess
to requirements, from the Victorian Life
Sciences Computing Initiative.
The CoEPP outreach program continues
to power ahead. Engagement with
high schools through the international
masterclass and work experience week
remains strong. Highlights of the program
include: the Collision art-meets-science
project, which has a very broad impact,
including a family-based submission from
Tasmania, and school-based submissions
facilitated through a collaboration between
visual arts and science teachers on the
project. The Centre ran national showings

of the film, Particle Fever for National
Science Week and participated for the
very first time in the Global Particle Physics
Photowalk run by the global particle
physics communications group Interactions
Collaboration. In the latter, Mark Killmer
was second in the Jury Category and
Molly Patton won the Peoples’ Choice
Category, both with photos taken in the
Stawell Gold Mine.

ABOUT

for Emerging Leader in Science. The
highly prestigious Eureka Prizes reward
outstanding achievements in science;
Phillip’s win is testament to his rapid rise in
the competitive world of particle physics.
Dr Martin White was a finalist in the SA
Science Excellence Awards ‘Tall Poppy of
the Year’ category. The Tall Poppy award
recognises excellence in early career
research across all the sciences. Finally,
Research Computing team member Sean
Crosby received an Endeavour Executive
Fellowship to work with the cloud
computing team at CERN.

In closing, I should mention the huge
effort spent during the year to produce
the Expression of Interest and, after being
selected as 1 of 20 out of more than
120 submissions, the full proposal for the
next round of ARC Centres of Excellence,
for funding from 2017. If the successes to
date and the massive change that CoEPP
has brought about for high-energy physics
in Australia are any indication, we can
expect to be judged very positively in our
goal of securing a second funding period
for an internationally competitive national
high-energy physics program.

Professor
Geoffrey Taylor
Centre Director
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Chair’s report

ABOUT

Particle physics explores the fundamental constituents of matter
and energy, and reveals the profound connections underlying
everything we see – from the very smallest to the largest structures
of the universe. CoEPP builds human capital and coordinates the
nation’s high-energy physics research, so that Australia plays
an ever greater role in the grand quest to uncover the physics to
explain how the universe really works.
Professor
Jeremy Mould
Chair, Advisory
Board
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During 2015, we have seen increased
participation in the ATLAS experiment
at the LHC at CERN, which restarted at
an unprecedented energy of 13 TeV; the
development of associated advanced
instrumentation; significant hardware
upgrades; the development of advanced
computational techniques; and a vigorous
theory program. In addition, the Centre
has been preparing for the SABRE dark
matter direct-detection experiment in
Australia, which will pair detectors here
with those in the northern hemisphere
at Gran Sasso, Italy; and significant
involvement with the Belle II experiment,
currently under construction at the High
Energy Accelerator Research Organization
laboratory (KEK) in Japan. This will provide
measurements that complement those
made by the LHC experiments, through
the study of very rare processes. Belle II is
expected to commence collecting physics
data in 2017 with a partial detector.

CoEPP is on board with the Australian
Government’s renewed push for innovation
to benefit the nation. Participation in the
evaluation and selection of technologies
for a proposed Australian hadron (proton
and light ion) beam therapy facility can be
a key route into a significant program. A
major accelerator R&D program in Australia
would significantly improve the cost:benefit
ratio for Australia becoming an Associate
Member of CERN. The benefits of Associate
Membership become very significant
for technology transfer as well as for
direct industrial and commercial benefit,
in addition to continued international
scientific cooperation. With a new Chief
Scientist who has also chaired an ARC
Centre of Excellence, I hope the voices
calling for formal Australian membership
may now be heard.
Professor
Jeremy Mould
Chair, Advisory Board
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Report from the International Advisory
Committee

The 2015 meeting of the IAC and Partner
Investigators was held on Monday
24 August at CERN, Geneva. Participants
included:
• IAC members – Professors John
Ellis, Rolf Heuer, Peter Jenni and
Young-Kee Kim
• Partner Investigators – Professors Allan
Clark and Mark Kruse
• CoEPP Director – Professor Geoffrey
Taylor
• Chief Investigator – Dr Antonio
Limosani.
The committee noted that the Centre
had made good progress in a number
of areas, including involvement in the
ATLAS upgrades, the fact that Partner
Investigators were generally very pleased
with their collaboration with CoEPP,
and that members of CoEPP played an
important role in the observation of Higgs
to WW* and tau tau decays. It commended
CoEPP on the increase in the number of
students, new activities such as Belle II, and
the work of its research computing group.
The committee discussed areas where the
Centre could improve, including monitoring
alumni destinations and the possibility of
the Centre establishing collaboration with
universities in New Zealand. The Centre was
encouraged to make the most of resources
from its partner institutions to increase
the representation of women and other
minority groups and noted that at least
one senior member at the Melbourne node
has been instrumental in attracting more
female students.

ABOUT

The International Advisory Committee (IAC) is made up of leading
particle physics researchers; it meets once a year to discuss and
guide the scientific direction of the Centre.
Significant points made at the meeting
included the following:
• Seen externally, the Centre’s most
striking innovation is the experiment–
theory connection at all four
CoEPP nodes.
• Strong contributions have been made
to the Fast Track Trigger (FTK) Project
by CoEPP and its partner institutions
(Melbourne, Milano and Geneva are
members of FTK Collaboration),
with excellent work synergy across
huge distances.
• CoEPP provides major contributions to
several physics analyses, including
-- Higgs boson physics (in particular
H to ττ)
-- searches for BSM physics
(SUSY, exotics)
-- dark matter searches
-- top-quark physics
-- precision Standard Model physics
(e.g. onia studies).

“The CoEPP program has been
a real success and has the made
the Australian HEP community
a solid international partner
at both the theoretical and
experimental level”
Professor Allan Clark, University of Geneva
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Structure and governance

ABOUT

The operation of the Centre is managed through committees and
management teams. The organisational structure is designed to
support a focused, coordinated program and to sustain the ability
to deliver change over an extended period.

Operation and
management

Below: CoEPP
organisational
structure

The Centre management structure
comprises the Director, Professor Geoffrey
Taylor, and the Associate Director,
Professor Anthony Thomas. The Centre is
also managed by the node directors who
manage local issues at each of the four
nodes of the Centre. The Centre Executive
Committee comprises the above members,
who meet monthly throughout the year.
Four face-to-face meetings are held during
the year, one at each of the nodes, and the

International Advisory
Committee

remainder are held by teleconference to
ensure as wide participation as possible,
in consideration of the varied travel
schedules of the members of the executive
team. A Centre Manager supports the
Director and the executive team and
oversees administrative, IT, outreach and
communications support for the Centre.
The Centre Manager also works with
Node Directors to ensure the proper
flow of accounting information between
the Centre and the nodes. Financial
statements are generated quarterly and
financial reports are presented annually to
the board, with interim statements at the

Director

Associate Director

Centre Manager

Professor Anthony
Thomas
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Advisory Board

Professor Geoffrey Taylor

David Varvel

Research Computing
Manager

Communications and
Outreach Coordinator

Lucien Boland

Caroline Hamilton

Melbourne Node
Director

Adelaide Node
Director

Monash Node
Director

Sydney Node
Director

Professor
Raymond Volkas

Professor Anthony
Thomas

Associate Professor
Csaba Balazs

Professor
Kevin Varvell
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Centre Advisory
Committees

ABOUT

half-yearly meetings. Two other key roles
within the Centre comprise Outreach and
Communications, and Research Computing.
Outreach activities include national and
local programs for school students,
as well as public outreach programs;
communications activities include publicfacing elements such as media liaison,
promotion of the Centre, its research and
its researchers, and management of web
and social media. The Centre Research
Computing facility enables the Centre
to maintain its pledge to the Worldwide
LHC Computing Grid by providing Tier 2
compute facilities to the ATLAS experiment
and local analysis support for the Centre’s
experimental researchers and students.

International Advisory
Committee
The IAC meets annually and provides
independent scientific expertise, advice
and experience from established research
centres and leading international
laboratories. The IAC is chaired by
Professor Rolf-Dieter Heuer, DirectorGeneral of CERN. During the year,
professors Cecilia Jarlskog, Marcela Carena
and Carlos Wagner stepped down from
the IAC, and the Centre thanks them for
their support during their tenure. In 2015,
Professor Young-Kee Kim joined the
IAC. Professor Kim is a valuable addition
and brings a wealth of experience in

Member

Position

Prof Rolf-Dieter Heuer
(Chair)

Director-General CERN, Switzerland

Prof Hiroaki Aihara

Vice President, University of Tokyo and Associate Director,
Institute for the Physics and Mathematics of the Universe
(IPMU), Japan

Prof Marcela Carena

Theoretical Physics Department, Fermilab, United States
(member to June 2015)

Prof John Ellis

CERN and Clerk Maxwell Professor of Theoretical Physics at
King’s College London, United Kingdom

Prof Cecilia Jarlskog

Department of Mathematical Physics, Lund University,
Sweden (member to June 2015)

Prof Peter Jenni

CERN and Guest Scientist with the Albert-LudwigsUniversität, Freiburg, Germany

Prof Young-Kee Kim

Louis Block Professor of Physics, University of Chicago,
United States (member from July 2015)

Prof Carlos Wagner

Head of High Energy Physics Group, Argonne National
Laboratory, University of Chicago, United States (member
to June 2015)
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experimental particle physics to this role.
Most notably, she was Deputy Director of
Fermilab for 13 years, and is currently the
Louis Block Professor at the University
of Chicago. Members of the IAC met in
August at CERN and were briefed on
recent Centre activities.

Advisory Board
The Advisory Board meets every 6 months
to provide advice to the Centre Director;
and to provide oversight, review and
comment on matters of strategic direction,
the conduct of research and other relevant
Centre activities. The board is chaired by
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Professor Jeremy Mould. The board met at
the CoEPP Annual Scientific Workshop in
Hobart in February and at the University of
Melbourne in August.
During 2015, Dr Tanya Hill stepped down
from the board. CoEPP would like to thank
Dr Hill for her contributions during the
first 5 years of the Centre, particularly her
significant input into the Centre’s outreach
program. Mrs Sarah Brooker, Managing
Director of the science communications
company Science in Public, joined
the Advisory Board in May. Sarah has
considerable experience in media and
communications, and will be a great asset
to the Centre.

Member

Position

Prof Jeremy Mould (Chair)

Professor of Astrophysics, Swinburne University

Mrs Sarah Brooker

Managing Director, Science in Public (member from May
2015)

Prof Mike Brooks

Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Research) University of Adelaide

Prof Karen Day

Dean of Science, University of Melbourne (Deputy Vice
Chancellor (Research) nominee)

Dr Tanya Hill

Curator of Astronomy, Museum Victoria (member to March
2015)

Prof Bruce McKellar AC

President, International Union of Pure and Applied Physics
(IUPAP) and Honorary Professorial Fellow, University of
Melbourne

Prof Michael Morgan

Head, School of Physics and Astronomy, Monash University
(Deputy Vice Chancellor (Research) nominee)

Dr Adi Paterson

Chief Executive Officer, Australian Nuclear Science and
Technology Organisation

Prof Michael Thompson

Professor in Zoology, University of Sydney (Deputy Vice
Chancellor (Research) nominee)
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Meeting schedules
Meeting

Attendees

Timing

Details

International
Advisory Committee

IAC Committee and
Director

Annually

Held during CERN
meeting in August

Advisory Board

Advisory Board and 6-monthly
Director. The Centre
academics were also
invited to the Hobart
workshop meeting

Centre Executive

Director, Executive
Committee, Centre
Chief Investigators
and academics

Monthly

4 face-to-face
meetings per year;
remaining meetings
by teleconference

CoEPP Experimental
Particle Physics
Group

Experimental
particle physics staff
and students from
Melbourne, Adelaide
and Sydney
universities

Weekly

Teleconference
between the
3 experimental
nodes of the Centre

Internal Annual
Research Workshop

All CoEPP research
and administration
staff and students,
and representatives
from Partner
Institutions

Annually

Held in Hobart in
February

Theory Group
Journal Club

Theory researchers
and students from
all nodes

Weekly

Held by
teleconference
between all nodes

At the Hobart
workshop in
February and at
the University of
Melbourne in August
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PERSONNEL
Chief investigators

PERSONNEL

Professor
Geoff Taylor FAA

Associate Professor
Csaba Balazs

Professor
Anthony Thomas FAA

Professor
Kevin Varvell

Professor
Ray Volkas FAA

Centre Director
University of
Melbourne

Monash Node
Director
Monash University

Adelaide Node
Director
University of
Adelaide

Sydney Node
Director
University of Sydney

Melbourne Node
Director
University of
Melbourne

Professor
Elisabetta Barberio

Associate Professor
Nicole Bell

Dr
Antonio Limosani

Associate Professor
Martin Sevior

Professor
Anthony Williams

Chief Investigator
University of
Melbourne

Chief Investigator
University of
Melbourne

Chief Investigator
University of Sydney

Chief Investigator
University of
Melbourne

Chief Investigator
University of
Adelaide

Dr
Bruce Yabsley

Associate Professor
Ross Young

Chief Investigator
University of Sydney

Chief Investigator
University of
Adelaide
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PERSONNEL

Additional academic staff
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Dr
Robert Foot

Associate Professor
Paul Jackson

Dr
Archil Kobakhidze

Dr
Michael Schmidt

Associate Professor
Peter Skands

Senior Researcher
University of
Melbourne

ARC Future Fellow
University of
Adelaide

ARC Future Fellow
University of Sydney

Academic Staff
University of Sydney

ARC Future Fellow
Monash University

Dr
Phillip Urquijo

Dr
Martin White

Dr
Matthew Dolan

Professor
German Valencia

ARC Future Fellow
University of
Melbourne

ARC Future Fellow
University of
Adelaide

Academic Staff
University of
Melbourne

Academic Staff
Monash University
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Honorary fellows and associates

PERSONNEL

Dr
Shivani Gupta

Dr
Girish Joshi

Dr
Katherine Mack

Professor
Bruce McKellar AC

Associate Professor
Lawrence Peak

Visiting Research
Associate
University of
Adelaide

Honorary Principal
Fellow
University of
Melbourne

Honorary Fellow
University of
Melbourne

Honorary Professorial
Fellow
University of
Melbourne

Honorary Fellow
University of Sydney

Dr
Brian Petersen

Dr
Aldo Saavedra

Honorary Fellow
University of
Melbourne

Honorary Fellow
University of Sydney
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PERSONNEL

Partner investigators
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Professor
Allan Clark

Professor
Karl Jacobs

Professor
Mark Kruse

Professor
Chiara Meroni

Professor
Andy Parker

University of Geneva,
Switzerland

University of
Freiburg, Germany

Duke University,
United States

Istituto Nazionale di
Fisica Nucleare, Italy

University of
Cambridge, United
Kingdom

Professor
Mark Trodden

Professor
Tony Gherghetta

University of
Pennsylvania, United
States

University of
Minnesota, United
States
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Postdoctoral researchers

PERSONNEL

Dr
Alexei Sibidanov

Dr
Andreas Petridis

Dr
Andrew Fowlie

Dr
Andrew Spray

Dr
Anibal Medina

Postdoctoral
Researcher
University of Sydney
(until April 2015)

Postdoctoral
Researcher
University of
Adelaide

Postdoctoral
Researcher
Monash University

Postdoctoral
Researcher
University of
Melbourne
(until August 2015)

Postdoctoral
Researcher
University of
Melbourne
(until August 2015)

Dr
Anthony Morely

Dr
Cameron Cuthbert

Dr
Daniele Zanzi

Dr
David Dossett

Mr
Federico Scutti

Postdoctoral
Researcher
University of Sydney

Postdoctoral
Researcher
University of Sydney
(until February 2015)

Postdoctoral
Researcher
University of
Melbourne

Postdoctoral
Researcher, Belle II
University of
Melbourne

Postdoctoral
Researcher
University of
Melbourne
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Dr
Francesca Ungaro

Dr
Francesco Tenchini

Dr
Geng Yuan Jeng

Dr
Giorgio Busoni

Dr
Haitao Li

Postdoctoral
Researcher
University of
Melbourne

Postdoctoral
Researcher, Belle II
University of
Melbourne

Postdoctoral
Researcher
University of Sydney
(until April 2015)

Postdoctoral
Researcher
University of
Melbourne

Postdoctoral
Researcher
Monash University

Dr
Hrayr Matevosyan

Dr
James Barnard

Dr
Jin Wang

Dr
Jinmian Li

Dr
Kevin Finelli

Postdoctoral
Researcher
University of
Adelaide

Postdoctoral
Researcher
University of
Melbourne

Postdoctoral
Researcher
University of Sydney

Postdoctoral
Researcher
University of
Adelaide

Postdoctoral
Researcher
University of Sydney

Dr
Kristian McDonald

Dr
Lawrence Lee

Dr
Lei Wu

Dr
Matteo Volpi

Dr
Noel Dawe

Postdoctoral
Researcher
University of Sydney

Postdoctoral
Researcher
University of
Adelaide

Postdoctoral
Researcher
University of Sydney

Postdoctoral
Researcher
University of
Melbourne
(until July 2015)

Postdoctoral
Researcher
University of
Melbourne
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Dr
Peter Athron

Dr
Roman Nevzorov

Dr
Soumya Rao

Dr
Sujeet Akula

Postdoctoral
Researcher
University of
Adelaide

Postdoctoral
Researcher
Monash University

Postdoctoral
Researcher
University of
Adelaide

Postdoctoral
Researcher
University of
Adelaide

Postdoctoral
Researcher
Monash University

Dr
Takashi Kubota

Dr
Tyler Corbett

Dr
Yi Cai

Dr
Tong Li

Dr
Zhao-Huan Yu

Postdoctoral
Researcher
University of
Melbourne

Postdoctoral
Researcher
University of
Melbourne

Postdoctoral
Researcher
University of
Melbourne

Postdoctoral
Researcher
Monash University

Postdoctoral
Researcher
University of
Melbourne

PERSONNEL

Dr
Pankaj Sharma

Dr
Chunhua Li
Postdoctoral
Researcher, Belle II
University of
Melbourne
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PERSONNEL

Professional staff
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Mr
Lucien Boland

Mr
Sean Crosby

Dr
Goncalo Borges

Mr
Stephen Gregory

Ms
Caroline Hamilton

Research Computing
Manager
University of
Melbourne

Research Computing
Administrator and
Developer
University of
Melbourne

Research Computing
Officer
University of Sydney

Engineer
University of
Melbourne

Communications
and Outreach
Coordinator
University of
Melbourne

Ms
Ying Hu

Dr
Catherine Buchanan

Ms
Winnie Huang

Ms
Sharon Johnson

Melbourne Node
Administrator
University of
Melbourne

Monash Node
Administrator
Monash University

Ms
Annabelle
Pontvianne

Centre Administrator
and PA to Director
University of
Melbourne

Adelaide Node
Administrator
University of
Adelaide

Monash Node
Administrator
Monash University
(until January 2015)
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PERSONNEL

Dr
Diana Londish

Mr
Padric McGee

Mr
David Varvel

Mr
Alessandro Caronti

Ms
Mary Odlum

Sydney Node
Administrator
University of Sydney

IT Support
University of
Adelaide

Centre Manager
University of
Melbourne

Project
Administration
Officer
University of
Melbourne

Finance Officer
University of
Adelaide

Ms
Silvana Santucci

Ms
Tracy Sproull

Mr
Tiziano Baroncelli

Mr
Tommaso Baroncelli

Administrator
University of
Adelaide

Finance Officer
University of
Melbourne

Engineer, Belle II
University of
Melbourne

Engineer, Belle II
University of
Melbourne
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Students
Monash University
PhD

Mr Andrew Lifson

Mr Graham White

Ms Katie Auchettl

Ms Nadine Fischer

Supervisor: Csaba
Balazs
Particle cosmology

Supervisor: Csaba
Balazs
The phenomenology
of dark matter using
astrophysical data

Supervisor: Peter
Skands
Precision
calculations and
phenomenological
studies at the Large
Hadron Collider

PERSONNEL

Honours

Monash University

24
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University of Adelaide
Honours
PERSONNEL

Mr Benjamin
Geytenbeek

Mr David Lawton

Mr Dylan Peukert

Mr Jacob Bickerton

Mr Jason Oliver

University of Adelaide
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Honours (cont.)
PERSONNEL

Ms Desiree Brundin

Mr Josh Charvetto

Mr Kim Somfleth

Mr Robert Perry

Mr Zachary
Matthews

Masters
Mr Jens Kroeger

Mr Andre Scaffidi

26

Mr Guy Pitman

Mr Kaustubh Naik

Mr Samuel Murray
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PhD
PERSONNEL

Mr Ankit Beniwal

Mr Damir Duvnjak

Mr Daniel Murnane

Mr Dylan Harries

Mr Filip Rajec

Supervisors: Anthony
Williams and Martin
White

Supervisor: Paul
Jackson

Supervisors: Anthony
Williams and Martin
White

Supervisor: Anthony
Williams
Non-minimal
supersymmetry

Supervisors: Anthony
Williams and Martin
White

Mr Marco Santoni

Mr
Nicholas Ivancevic

Ms Phiala Shanahan

Mr Ryan Coad

Supervisor: Anthony
Thomas
Strangeness and
charge symmetry
violation in nucleon
structure

Supervisor: Anthony
Williams

Ms Sophie
Underwood

Supervisor: Paul
Jackson
Study of stop pair
production at LHC

Supervisors: Anthony
Williams and Rod
Crewther

Supervisor: Anthony
Thomas

Ms Anum Qureshi
Supervisor: Paul
Jackson

Ms Sophie Hollitt
Supervisors: Ross
Young, Paul Jackson
and James Zanotti
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University of Melbourne
Masters
PERSONNEL

Mr Benjamin Graham

Mr Alexander Millar

University of
Melbourne
School of Physics
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Mr Anders Huitfeldt

Mr Andrew Duong

Mr David Wakeham
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Masters (cont.)
PERSONNEL

Mr Isaac Sanderson

Mr John Koo

Mr Johnathan
Gargalionis

Mr Joshua Ellis

Ms Lucy Strang

Ms Martine Schroor

Ms Nina Rajcic

Mr Oliver Whitton

Mr Peter McNamara

Mr Steven Keyte

Mr Sunny Vagnozzi

Mr Tristan Ruggeri

Mr Wee
Chaimanowong

Mr Wessam Badr

Mr Paul Jaeger
Belle II
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PERSONNEL

Masters (cont.)

Ms Caitlin Guenther

Mr James Kahn

Mr Neil Shepperd

Mr James Webb

Mr Scott Williams

Belle II

Belle II

Belle II

Belle II

Belle II

Mr Byung Cheon

Mr Braden Moore

Mr Kim Smith

Belle II

Belle II

Belle II

Ms Amelia Brennan

Mr Anton
HawthorneGonzalvez

PhD

Mr Alexander
Ermakov
Supervisor: Phillip
Urquijo
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Supervisor:
Elisabetta Barberio
Hunting in the dark: a
search for simplified
models of dark
matter at the Large
Hadron Collider

Supervisor: Martin
Sevior

Mr Ben Callen
Supervisor: Ray
Volkas
Domain-wall
braneworld
phenomenology
in five and six
dimensions
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PhD (cont.)
PERSONNEL

Mr Brian Le

Ms Cassandra Avram

Mr David Jennens

Mr Francesco Nuti

Mr Giacomo Caria

Supervisor:
Elisabetta Barberio
A multivariate
approach to the
search for the Higgs
boson decaying to τ
pair in the associated
production mode
in proton–proton
collisions with ATLAS

Supervisor:
Elisabetta Barberio

Supervisor:
Elisabetta Barberio
The decay of the
Higgs boson into tau
leptons at ATLAS

Supervisor:
Elisabetta Barberio
Search for Higgs
boson in WW channel
with the ATLAS
detector

Supervisor: Phillip
Urquijo
B decays to orbitally
excited charm
mesons for Belle, and
SVD improvements
for Belle II

Mr Iason Baldes

Mr Jackson Clarke

Mr KG Tan

Mr Laurence Spiller

Mr Marco Milesi

Supervisor: Nicole
Bell
Early universe
cosmology and the
matter–antimatter
asymmetry

Supervisor: Ray
Volkas
Physics beyond the
Standard Model

Supervisor:
Elisabetta Barberio
Standard Model
Higgs in the H-TT-lh
channel

Supervisor:
Elisabetta Barberio
Investigating the
origin of lepton mass
at the Large Hadron
Collider

Supervisor:
Elisabetta Barberio
Standard Model
Higgs in the
associated
production channel
with tt̄ quarks
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PhD (cont.)
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Ms Millie McDonald

Mr Pere Rados

Mr Peter Cox

Mr Thor Taylor

Ms Rebecca Leane

Supervisor:
Elisabetta Barberio
Applying constraints
to the Simplified
Models of dark
matter using monojet collider searches

Supervisor:
Elisabetta Barberio
Higgs searches
and property
measurements in the
WW decay channel

Supervisor: Tony
Gherghetta
Studies of the radion
in warped extra
dimensions

Supervisor:
Elisabetta Barberio
A search for a highmass Higgs boson in
the H → WW → lνlν
channel using 21 fb−1
of pp collision data
–
at √s = 8 TeV at the
LHC

Supervisor: Nicole
Bell
Asymmetric dark
matter and the
matter–antimatter
asymmetry of the
universe

Mr Stephen Lonsdale

Mr Timothy Trott

Mr Tomasz Dutka

Supervisor: Ray
Volkas

Supervisor: Ray
Volkas

Supervisor: Ray
Volkas
Higgs and neutrino
physics

Mr Wai Meng (Kevin)
Thong

Mr Tristan
Bloomfield

Supervisor: Geoff
Taylor
Silicon tracker (SCT)
hits characterisation
study

Supervisor: Martin
Sevior
Belle II
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PERSONNEL

Ms Chia-Ling Hsu

Mr Luis Pesantez

Ms Eiasha Waheed

Supervisor: Martin
Sevior
Belle II

Supervisor: Philip
Urquijo
Belle II

Supervisor:
Elisabetta Barberio
Belle II. Right
handed currents and
other new physics
in semileptonic B
decays

Prof Ray Volkas
(left) and Dr Antonio
Limosani (right)
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University of Sydney
Masters

PERSONNEL

Honours

Mr Lachlan VaughanTaylor

University of Sydney
School of Physics
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Mr Rupert Coy

Mr Somasuntharam
Arunasalam

Mr Yunho Kim

Mr Cyril Lagger
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PhD
PERSONNEL

Mr Adrian Manning

Mr Alex SpencerSmith

Mr Bahman
Ghadirian

Supervisor: Archil
Kobakhidze
Implications of Higgs
vacuum stability for
inflation and beyond
the Standard Model
physics

Supervisor: Michael
Schmidt

Mr Jason Yue

Mr Mark Scarcella

Supervisor: Archil
Kobakhidze
Higgs properties
at the LHC and
cosmological
implications

Supervisor: Kevin
Varvell
A search for
Standard Model H →
ττ using multi-variate
techniques with the
ATLAS detector at
the LHC

Supervisor: Archil
Kobakhidze
Quantum field theory
in curved spacetimes

Mr Carl Suster

Mr Curtis Black

Supervisor: Kevin
Varvell
An inclusive
measurement of
Wt production
cross-section in
the dilepton final
state at the ATLAS
experiment

Supervisor: Kevin
Varvell
Search for the
Standard Model
Higgs boson
produced in
association with a
vector boson and
decaying to a tau
pair with the ATLAS
detector at the LHC

Mr Matthew Talia

Mr Neil Barrie

Ms Shelley Liang

Supervisor: Archil
Kobakhidze
Effective description
of a supersymmetric
Standard Model

Supervisor: Archil
Kobakhidze
Models of inflationary
baryogenesis
and their
phenomenological
implications

Supervisor: Archil
Kobakhidze
Scale-invariant
extension of the
Standard Model
Higgs sector
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CoEPP undertakes groundbreaking and transformational particle
physics research, and is the foremost particle physics research
centre in Australia. Centre members work on the most pressing
questions in the field, including tests of the Standard Model of
particle physics (SM), Higgs boson properties and Higgs decay
analysis, new physics beyond the SM, SUSY and dark matter. A
major focus of research within CoEPP is the ATLAS experiment at
CERN, and 2015 was a pivotal time, with the LHC restarting at an
unprecedented energy of 13 TeV, after being shut down for 2 years
for essential upgrades.
CoEPP’s work at ATLAS includes the
analysis of Higgs boson decay modes
(which is vital for its characterisation)
and the development of new and refined
theoretical models and analysis techniques.
Centre work studies physics beyond
the SM, the search for the origins of
neutrino mass, fine-tuning constraints in
supersymmetric models and the elusive
search for dark matter. Theoretical work
underpins the experimental studies, with
theorists and experimentalists working
collaboratively on the many areas of study
in the Centre’s rich research program.

Cross-node collaboration is strong,
particularly with the establishment of new
research groups: an experimental group
at the Adelaide node, led by Associate
Professor Paul Jackson, and a theory
group at the Sydney node, led by Dr Archil
Kobakhidze. Theoretical and experimental
researchers across the nodes meet weekly
via videoconference. CoEPP researchers
also work with individuals across the globe
on specific projects and, besides ATLAS,
are members of many other particle
physics collaborations, including Belle II
and GAMBIT.
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Higgs program

Researchers
Academics
Elisabetta Barberio
Noel Dawe
Geng-Yuan Jeng
Takashi Kubota
Geoffrey Taylor
Daniele Zanzi
Kevin Varvell
Martin White
Lawrence Lee

Students
Curtis Black
David Jennens
Brian Le
Marco Milesi
Francesco Nuti
Pere Rados
Laurence Spiller
KG Tan
Thor Taylor
Oliver Whitton

Introduction
The discovery of the Higgs boson has
been the most important result from the
ATLAS and CMS experiments in the first
period of data taking (Run 1) of the LHC,
and proves that the SM is a self-consistent
theory. In 2015, after a 2-year long shutdown
for essential upgrades, the LHC began
its Run 2 phase. With collisions set at the
unprecedented energy of 13 TeV, the Higgs
boson physics programs in both the ATLAS
and CMS experiments focused on finalising
the Run 1 measurements and gearing up
for the Run 2 data taking that started
in mid-2015.
Now that discovery of the Higgs boson has
been well established, Higgs boson searches
have turned into precision measurements.
The aim is to measure – as precisely as
possible – all the properties of the new
particle and compare them with the SM
predictions. Deviations may give hints of
extensions of the SM with other Higgs
boson partners or of new physics at higher
energy scales.
A combination of the Higgs boson Run 1
analyses from both ATLAS and CMS
experiments has been released (ATLASCONF-2015-044), with the most precise
measurements of the Higgs boson
properties. Measured cross-sections for
different Higgs boson production modes
are shown in Figure 1 and measured Higgs
boson decay rates are shown in Figure 2.
In both cases, results are presented in
units of SM predictions. Consistent results
between the two experiments have been
observed, largely in agreement with the
SM predictions. CoEPP researchers gave
prominent contributions to these results,
working across the wide range of Higgs
boson analyses.
CoEPP researchers have also been actively
looking at the first Run 2, 13 TeV data.
Parts of the ATLAS detector and of the
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data acquisition and event reconstruction
software have been upgraded, and
properties of the proton collisions have
changed with respect to Run 1. That meant
that the ATLAS detector and software had
to be thoroughly commissioned with the
new data. Results with the 3.3 fb-1 of data
collected in 2015 will be used to show the
high performance of the ATLAS detector.

Research
H → ττ
The search for the Higgs boson decaying
into pairs of tau leptons is the most sensitive
analysis for discovering the Higgs boson
coupling to fermions. Preliminary results
released in 2013 showed strong evidence
for Higgs boson decays into tau leptons.
This result was updated in 2014, based on
the full set of data collected by the ATLAS
experiment during the first period of LHC
data taking, corresponding to about 5 fb-1
of proton–proton collisions at the centre-ofmass energy of 7 TeV and about 20 fb-1 at
8 TeV. The updated result, now published in
the Journal of High Energy Physics (JHEP
04 (2015) 117), shows a clear excess of
events, with a significance of 4.5 standard
deviations above the background-only
hypothesis. This is the strongest evidence
so far for the Higgs boson coupling to
fermions. Under the hypothesis that the
Higgs boson is produced and decays to
tau leptons, the measured cross-section
is 1.4 ± 0.4 times the one predicted by the
SM, and the measured Higgs boson mass
is about 125 GeV, compatible with the mass
measured more accurately in the Higgs
boson decay into pairs of vector bosons.
One of the main challenges in the H → ττ
analysis is the efficient reconstruction and
identification of the hadronic decays of
the tau leptons. These tau lepton decays
occur with the highest probability, but the
resulting hadrons are difficult to distinguish
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Barberio, Dawe and PhD student KG Tan
contributed to a multivariate analysis of
the events where both tau leptons decay
hadronically. This analysis was optimised
to obtain the best sensitivity to the Higgs
signal and subsequent measurement of the
H → ττ cross-section.
Zanzi developed a separate event selection
in the same fully hadronic channel that has
high sensitivity for both the cross-section
measurement and the measurement of the
Higgs boson mass.
CoEPP researchers are also leading the
search for these decays by targeting one
specific production mode: Higgs boson
production in association with a vector
boson (VH). This production mode is
subleading with respect to those exploited
in the main H → ττ search, but observing
this rare process is relevant for pinning down
the Higgs boson properties and for testing
SM predictions. The analysis of the 20 fb-1 of
data collected at the centre-of-mass energy
of 8 TeV concluded in 2015 and has been
submitted for publication in Physical Review
D (arXiv, 1511.08352). An upper exclusion
limit on the production cross-section
times branching ratio for VH(→ττ) events
is set at 5.6 times the SM prediction and
the signal cross-section is measured to be
2.3 ± 1.6 times the SM prediction.
Dr Geng-Yuan Jeng coordinated the
analysis. Jeng, Zanzi and PhD students
Curtis Black and David Jennens established
a data-driven method for estimating
background events with misidentified
muons and electrons and hadronically
decaying tau leptons. The method is

expected to have wider applications in other
physics searches. PhD student Brian Le
together with Jennens and Zanzi pioneered
a multivariate approach for estimating the
background events from production of two
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from jets of hadrons produced by the
fragmentation of quarks and gluons emitted
from the proton–proton collisions. CoEPP
researchers have a longstanding and
significant contribution in both the search
for H → ττ and the reconstruction and
identification of the hadronically decaying
tau leptons.

Figure 1
Best-fit results of
the production
signal strengths for
the combination of
ATLAS and CMS.
Also shown are the
results for each
experiment. The
error bars indicate
the 1σ (thick lines)
and 2σ (thin lines)
intervals. The
measurements of
the global signal
strength μ are also
shown (ATLASCONF-2015-044).

Figure 2
Best-fit results for
the decay signal
strengths for the
combination of
ATLAS and CMS.
Also shown for
completeness are
the results for
each experiment.
The error bars
indicate the 1σ
intervals (ATLASCONF-2015-044).
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vector bosons. Barberio edited the paper
submitted to Physical Review D.
CoEPP researchers are also fully committed
to the H → ττ search for the next period
of LHC data taking. In 2016, the sensitivity
for a discovery at five standard deviations
is expected to be reached. To achieve such
results, preparations have already started.
PhD student Laurence Spiller has begun
an improved multivariate analysis of the
2015 data in the fully hadronic final state,
using new topological variables. Zanzi and
PhD students Brian Le and Pere Rados are
preparing to work on the data acquisition
software for events with hadronically
decaying taus and on calibrating the energy
measurement of such particles. Zanzi is also
leading the design of the measurement of
the Higgs boson CP quantum number in the
Higgs boson decays into tau leptons. This is
a complex analysis because of the difficulty
in selecting the signal events and the need
for a precise reconstruction of the tau
lepton decays. Nonetheless, this analysis will
be one of the most sensitive measurements
for the Higgs boson CP quantum number
with important implication for the indirect
search for physics beyond the SM.

WH → WWW
Measurements of the Higgs boson couplings
to other elementary particles give crucial
insights into the mass generation mechanism
in the SM. One of the couplings that can be
more precisely measured at the LHC is the
Higgs boson coupling to W bosons. This
coupling can be directly measured from the
cross-section of events where the Higgs
boson is produced in association with a
W boson and then decays into a pair of W
bosons (WH → WWW). This channel profits
from the large H → WW decay rate and leads
to experimentally clean final states when the
subsequent leptonic decays of W bosons are
chosen.
Kubota, Rados and Masters student Oliver
Whitton lead the WH → WWW analysis at the
LHC with the ATLAS detector.
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Kubota was coordinator of the WH → WWW
analysis group, which includes four subgroups, and has edited the paper based
on the full Run 1 dataset (JHEP 08 (2015)
137). Rados drove the analysis of the final
state with three leptons, which has the
highest sensitivity, and has been in charge
of outlining the Run 2 trigger strategy for
all H → WW analyses. Kubota and Rados
also contributed to the observation and
measurement of Higgs boson decays to WW
in the gluon fusion and vector boson fusion
production modes with the Run 1 dataset
(Phys. Rev. D 92(1), 012006).
Kubota, Rados and Whitton are now
analysing the Run 2 data. They are
leading the development of the new
analysis framework, and taking part in the
commissioning of the ATLAS detector and
the new reconstruction software with the
very first data collected in 2015 at the centreof-mass energy of 13 TeV. Results from the
2015 data are expected in early 2016.

ttH → leptons
The top quark and the Higgs boson are the
heaviest known fundamental particles. Their
coupling, known as top-Yukawa coupling, is
the strongest between the Higgs boson and
the fermions. Quantum effects from virtual
top pairs are crucial in determining the Higgs
boson physics and the precise measurement
of the top-Yukawa can bring indirect
sensitivity to new physics beyond the SM at
energy scales not directly reachable at the
LHC.
The top-Yukawa is likely to be the only Higgs
boson-to-fermions coupling that can be
directly measured at the LHC, which can be
done by measuring the cross-section of the
production of the Higgs boson in association
with a pair of top quarks (ttH). This is a
very rare process, probably the rarest Higgs
boson production mode detectable in the
LHC. But it is the one that benefits the most
from the increase of the centre-of-mass
energy of the proton–proton collisions. The
data collected in the LHC Run 2 at 13 TeV are
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Barberio, Zanzi and PhD students Marco
Milesi and Francesco Nuti gave a leading
contribution to the search for the ttH
production in events where the Higgs boson
decays to either a pair of massive vector
bosons or a pair of tau leptons, and these
subsequently decay into electrons or muons.
They have been involved in the analysis of
the 8 TeV data (Phys. Lett. B, 749:519–541),
and are now involved in the analysis of the
13 TeV data. Their main focus is on two
of the dominant sources of systematic
uncertainties affecting the sensitivity of the
search. One is the theoretical uncertainty on
signal and background event productions.
The second is the systematic uncertainty
in estimating background events where
electrons or muons come from the decay of
b or c quarks.

Events / 40 GeV

The 8 TeV analysis is not sensitive enough to
claim that ttH production has been observed,
but an excess of events has been observed
104

corresponding to a signal cross-section
twice the one predicted by the SM, with a
significance of approximately two standard
deviations (see Figure 1). Given this excess
and the impact for searches for new physics,
results from the 13 TeV data are one of the
most anticipated from the second period of
LHC data taking.

Exotic Higgs searches
Adelaide researchers Larry Lee and Martin
White were responsible for studying
properties of an excess of events that were
produced in diphoton final states (Figure 3).
After exploring a variety of beyond-SM
explanations, they demonstrated that scalar
singlet production via gluon fusion provides
a good fit to the 8 TeV and the 13 TeV data.
A preliminary fit of the parameters for an
effective field theory also demonstrated
consistency with null observations in other
final states. Lee and White are currently
developing Monte Carlo simulations to be
used in forthcoming ATLAS searches in
diphoton, top pair and dijet final states.

Figure 3
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in fact more than twice as sensitive as the
data collected in Run 1 at 8 TeV.
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Higgs physics theory

Researchers

Introduction

Peter Athron

CoEPP theorists continued investigating
various properties of the Higgs boson in
light of the experimental data from the
LHC. The ultimate goal of this research is to
understand the dynamics of the electroweak
symmetry breaking and to uncover new
physics phenomena associated with it.
Theoretical investigations in this direction
also have far-reaching implications for
understanding the history of the universe
we live in. The observed dominance of
matter over antimatter in today’s universe,
and hence ultimately our existence, may
indeed be defined by interaction couplings
of the Higgs.

Tyler Corbett
Matthew Dolan
Tony Gherghetta
(Minnesota)
Zhao-Huan Yu
Archil Kobakhidze
Tong Li
Roman Nevzorov
Anthony Thomas
Raymond Volkas
Martin White
Anthony Williams
Lei Wu

Students
Jackson Clarke
Jason Yue

Among the key research directions of the
CoEPP Higgs Theory Program are:
• theoretical study of various strategies
to measure Higgs boson couplings at
the LHC
• model building that allows electroweak
symmetry breaking to be placed
within a more complete and consistent
theoretical framework
• uncovering subtle cosmological
and astrophysical manifestations of
Higgs physics.
Several interesting results have been
obtained in these areas in 2015.

Research
Higgs collider phenomenology
Precision measurement of Higgs interaction
couplings is one of the highest priority
tasks at the LHC and beyond. Amongst the
Higgs couplings that determine the nature
of the electroweak phase transition in the
earlier universe, the most important are
the Higgs self-interaction coupling and its
coupling(s) to the heaviest particle in the
SM – the top quark. These couplings are
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rather challenging to measure at the LHC.
Dolan and collaborators have studied the
feasibility of measuring the Higgs trilinear
self-interaction coupling through the doubleHiggs production at 14 TeV High-Luminosity
LHC (HL-LHC) (Eur. Phys. J C 75 (2015)
8:387).
Anomalous CP-violating couplings of the
Higgs with the top-quarks have been studied
at the Sydney node. Yue demonstrated that
the anomalous Higgs-top couplings can
be measured at 14 TeV HL-LHC with 3–7σ
significance, depending on the coupling
modulus and its phase (Phys. Lett. B,
744:131–136). Wu analysed LHC signatures of
enhanced flavour-changing neutral current
processes in a model with anomalous Higgs
top couplings (JHEP 02 (2015) 061).
PhD student Jackson Clarke studied an
interesting class of models where longlived particles are pair-produced via
Higgs decays (JHEP 10 (2015) 061). Using
the LHC Higgs data, he presented new
constraints on parameters of such models.
Li and his collaborator studied models
with an additional heavy exotic Higgs
particle through its decay into charged
Higgses (JHEP 11 (2015) 068), while Wu and
collaborators investigated Higgs trilinear
self-interaction couplings within the Minimal
Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM)
and Next to Minimal Supersymmetric
Standard Model (NMSSM), using the full LHC
Run 1 dataset (Phys. Lett. B 747:378–389).
Athron, Nevzorov, Williams and an overseas
collaborator investigated exotic Higgs decays
within the MSSM extended by additional U(1)
gauge symmetry (JHEP 01 (2015):153).

New theory models and ideas
Although the Higgs mechanism equips
elementary particles with masses, the
fundamental origin of the Higgs mass
parameter itself still remains a mystery. One
elegant idea is that all fundamental mass
scales, including the Higgs mass, emerge
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An interesting idea for composite Higgs
boson has been presented by Nevzorov and
Thomas in Phys. Rev. D 92(7), 075007. Their
model is based on E6 Grand Unified Theory

Source: Lei Wu et al., Phys. Lett. B, 747:378–389

and assumes two extra spatial dimensions
compactified on an orbifold. The model
suggests some interesting possibilities for
experimental signals for future LHC runs. In
Eur. Phys. J C75 (2015) 8:384, Kobakhidze
proposed a qualitatively new explanation
of the origin of the electroweak scale.
According to this proposal, the infrared
quantum gravitational fluctuations in a de
Sitter universe can screen the initially large
Higgs mass, similar to the infrared screening
of the fine-structure constant in quantum
electrodynamics.
The idea of the Higgs boson being a
composite particle is one of the possible
means to reduce fine-tuning in the Higgs
sector. Barnard and White completed a
comprehensive study of collider constraints
on fine-tuning in composite Higgs models
(JHEP 10 (2015) 072). The smallest current
tuning in the minimal composite Higgs
scenario was 2.5–5%, which will be decreased
to around 0.8–3.3% if no top partners are
observed over the lifetime of the LHC.
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as a result of quantum fluctuations of fields
in classically massless (aka scale invariant)
theory. Building on previously developed
ideas on softly broken scale invariance,
Centre theorists worked on constructing
realistic models that accommodate various
observational evidences for physics beyond
the SM. Foot and Kobakhidze suggested a
class of scale-invariant models with vanishing
cosmological constant (Int. J. Mod. Phys.
A30 (2015) 21, 1550126). The dilaton develops
mass at the 2-loop level and hence may be
as light as a few GeVs in this class of models.
Clarke, Foot and Volkas constructed a two
Higgs doublet model incorporating neutrino
masses via a type-I seesaw mechanism and a
successful leptogenesis that does not require
fine-tuning to explain the hierarchy between
the seesaw and the electroweak scales (Phys.
Rev. D 91(7), 073009).

Figure 1
Tri-linear selfinteraction
coupling λ 3h2NMSSM
of the Higgslike boson as a
function of λ –
parameter and for
various values of
tanβ computed
within the Nextto-Minimal
Supersymmetric
Standard Model
(NMSSM).
Detection
sensitivities at
the planned
High-Luminosity
LHC and the
International
Linear Collider
(ILC) are shown as
dashed lines.
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Searching for the origin of neutrino masses

Researchers

Introduction

Elisabetta Barberio

Neutrinos have been shown to have mass
through the experimental discovery of
neutrino oscillations, the subject of the 2015
Nobel Prize in physics. In the SM neutrinos
are massless, so the theory must be extended
to take account of the experimental
observations. Many such extensions are
possible, and the task is both to develop and
analyse the various theories, and to search
for evidence of the new physics responsible
for neutrino mass experimentally. CoEPP
has a systematic program in this area on the
theoretical and experimental aspects and
through collaboration between the two.

Michael Schmidt
Kristian McDonald
Phillip Urquijo
Raymond Volkas

Students
Johnathan
Gargalionis
Lucy Strang

In the now-falsified massless case, neutrinos
and antineutrinos are distinct particles.
Massive neutrinos and antineutrinos may
be either distinct or not distinct, depending
on whether they acquire Dirac or Majorana
masses, respectively. CoEPP research focuses
on the Majorana possibility. Determining
the origin of neutrino masses, and whether
they are Dirac or Majorana, is a major task
in particle physics globally. Neutrino mass
models may be classified into “tree level”
models, where the mass is generated at the
classical level, and “radiative” or loop-level
models, where mass is generated through
small quantum effects. In both cases, a major

Figure 1
3-loop contribution
to neutrino mass
in a model by
McDonald et
al. The virtual
particles labelled
S and N are exotic
massive states
required by the
structure of the
theory.
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motivation is to explain why the measured
neutrino masses are so small (less than an
electron-volt or eV), in contrast to the other
SM particles such as electrons and quarks.
Both types of theories were examined in
CoEPP research.

Research
McDonald worked with collaborators
A Ahriche (Jilel University, Algeria, and the
International Centre for Theoretical Physics,
Trieste, Italy), S Nasri (United Arab Emirates
University) and T Toma (Laboratoire de
Physique Théorique, Orsay, France) to
further the study of 3-loop radiative neutrino
mass models (see Figure 1). The term “3loop” indicates that the quantum effects
responsible for the mass generation are really
very small, which in turn requires the new
physics to manifest at relatively low energies
and thus is amenable for searches at the
LHC. In Phys. Lett. B. 746:430–435, Ahriche,
McDonald, Nasri and Toma constructed a
3-loop model that automatically features a
stable dark matter candidate, thus connecting
two of the most important problems in
particle physics. They further showed that
the model features a charged scalar particle
that can be discovered at the LHC. Ahriche,
McDonald and Nasri continued the study
of 3-loop models in arXiv, 1508.02607 and
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Barberio and Volkas worked with their joint
Masters student Johnathan Gargalionis
to analyse the theoretical aspects and
experimental LHC signatures of a new model
that sees neutrino masses arise at 1-loop. The
parameter space of the model was filtered
by the need to fit the neutrino oscillation
data and simultaneously adhere to existing
constraints on certain rare processes to be
able to identify the nature of the new physics
that could be discovered at the LHC. In
particular, a study of the experimental reach
of the 13 TeV LHC was undertaken for the first
time. The model hypothesises the existence
of a new type of scalar particle called a
“leptoquark” that will be produced through
LHC collisions if its mass is in the right range.
This work will be further developed early in
2016. Earlier CoEPP work on radiative models
was presented by Volkas at the International
Conference on Massive Neutrinos (9–13
Febrary 2015, Singapore).

Urquijo worked with collaborators at Bonn
(J Dingfelder, L Wiik, B Winter) and Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory/UC Berkeley
(M Hance, B Heineman, DR Yu) on the ATLAS
analysis of type-III seesaw neutrinos in Run 1
of the ATLAS dataset, published in JHEP
09 (2015), 108. In the paper, a search for
heavy leptons decaying to a Z boson and an
electron or a muon is presented. The search is
based on proton–proton collision data taken
with an 8 TeV centre-of-mass corresponding
to an integrated luminosity of 20.3 fb−1. No
significant excess above SM background
predictions is observed, and 95% confidencelevel limits on the production cross-section of
high-mass trilepton resonances are derived
(see Figure 2). The results are interpreted in
the context of vector-like lepton and type-III
seesaw models. For the vector-like lepton
model, most heavy lepton mass values in the
range 114–176 GeV are excluded. For the typeIII seesaw model, most mass values in the
range 100–468 GeV are excluded.
Urquijo and Barberio worked with Masters
student Lucy Strang on the experimental
reach of Run 2 for the same experimental
signatures. It was found that the mass reach
would increase to beyond 800 GeV for typeIII seesaw heavy lepton partners. Possible
contributions of seesaw heavy leptons to
observables in flavour physics, specifically
tau lepton flavour violation, were also
calculated. This work informs future searches
in Belle II data.
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Phys. Rev. D 92(9), 095020 by, in the former,
developing a theory where both neutrino
masses and the electroweak symmetry
breaking scale arise as quantum effects, and,
in the latter, presenting a detailed study of
the collider signatures of the scalar sector
of a 3-loop model. Some of this work was
presented by Ahriche at the 2nd Toyama
International Workshop on Higgs as a
Probe of New Physics (11–15 February 2015,
Toyama, Japan).

Figure 2
95% confidence
level upper limits
on the type-III
seesaw heavy
lepton production
cross-section,
as a function of
mass, mL±. The
left and right plots
show the limits
assuming 100%
branching fraction
to e/νe and µ/νµ,
respectively. The
solid line shows
the observed limit.
The dashed line
shows the median
expected limit for
a backgroundonly hypothesis
dataset, with
green and yellow
bands indicating
the expected
fluctuations at the
±1σ and ±2σ levels.
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Precision tests of the Standard Model

Researchers

Introduction

Allan Clark (Geneva)

The SM is the theory describing all known
fundamental particles and their interactions
via electromagnetic, weak and colour
forces. It assumed its current form in the
mid-1970s and has achieved remarkable
success through predicting the existence
of weak gauge bosons, the top quark,
the tau neutrino and, very recently, the
Higgs boson.

Kevin Finelli
Mark Kruse (Duke)
Antonio Limosani
Anthony Morley
Aldo Saavedra
Peter Skands
Kevin Varvell
Jin Wang

Students
Carl Suster
Chen Zhou (Duke)

With no evidence of physics beyond the SM
in accelerator-based collider experiments,
more attention is turning to both precision
measurements of, and searches for, SM
processes. This quest is motivated by
the potential for new physics to perturb
their rate and characteristics. Importantly,
because they form the backgrounds to
many searches, precise measurements of
SM processes are an essential task of the
LHC physics program.
2015 was a watershed year of SM
measurements within CoEPP, with five
measurements reaching completion and
associated publications submitted to highimpact physics journals.1 Moreover, with
the successful start of Run 2 at the LHC at
world record collision energy of 13 TeV, new
measurements using Run 2 data have been
performed and are nearing publication.
1
“Measurement of the top pair production
cross-section in 8 TeV proton-proton collisions
using kinematic information in the lepton+jets
final state with ATLAS”, Phys. Rev. D 91(11), 112013;
“Measurements of the top-quark branching ratios
into channels with leptons and quarks with the
ATLAS detector”, Phys. Rev. D 92(7), 072005;
“Measurements of fiducial cross-sections for tt
production with one or two additional b-jets in pp
–
collisions at √s = 8 TeV using the ATLAS detector”,
submitted to EPJC; “Measurement of the differential
cross-section of highly boosted top quarks as a
–
function of their transverse momentum in √s = 8
TeV proton–proton collisions using the ATLAS
detector”, submitted to EPJC; “Measurements of
top-quark pair differential cross-sections in the
–
lepton+jets channel in pp collisions at √s = 8 TeV
using the ATLAS detector”, submitted to EPJC.
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Our studies encompass three areas of
the SM, namely, low energy quantum
chromodynamics (QCD), top quark and
electroweak physics.

Research
Tests of models of low
energy QCD
The measurement of the multiplicity and
kinematic distributions of inclusive charge
particles in proton–proton collisions provide
insight into the strong interaction in the
low energy, nonperturbative region of QCD.
Particle interactions at these energy scales
are typically described by QCD-inspired
models implemented in Monte Carlo event
generators with free parameters that can
be constrained by such measurements.
An accurate description of low-energy
strong interaction processes is essential for
simulating the effects of multiple proton–
proton interactions at high instantaneous
luminosity in hadron colliders. The
importance of this measurement cannot be
overstated because it forms the bedrock
for all measurements undertaken at 13 TeV
through its elucidation of the underlying
event and the measurement of all
systematic uncertainties arising in charged
particle tracking.
Morley led this measurement within ATLAS
through his role as convener of the ATLAS
Minimum Bias@13 TeV task force. This role
was recognised through his invitation to
present the results at the prestigious EPS
Conference on High Energy Physics held in
Vienna from 22 to 29 July, in the talk titled
“Charged-particle multiplicities at different
pp interaction centre-of-mass energies
measured with the ATLAS detector at the
LHC”. The subsequent paper has since
been submitted to the Journal of High
Energy Physics.
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This project spans the Sydney node
and partner institutes Duke University
and the University of Geneva. AIDA is
well established in the Centre’s research
program, and subsequently within ATLAS.
The first measurement made by the group,
“Simultaneous measurements of the
top-quark pair, W-boson pair, and Z boson
decay to tau-pair production cross-sections
in pp collisions at collision energy 7 TeV
with the ATLAS detector”, was published
in Phys. Rev. D 91(5), 052005 very early in
2015. Since it has been discussed in detail
in previous CoEPP annual reports, no
further detail will be given here beyond that
the paper has already received 18 citations.
Finelli’s research on this topic led to his
appointment as convenor of the “topquark cross-section” working group within
ATLAS.

ATLAS published “Measurement of the
ttW and ttZ production cross-sections in pp
collisions at energy 8 TeV with the ATLAS
1/ N ev ⋅ dN ev / dn ch

AIDA and top cross-sections

be closely connected to electroweak
symmetry breaking. Although the top
quark was discovered two decades ago,
some of its properties – in particular its
coupling to the Z boson – have never been
directly measured. Several extensions
of the SM, such as technicolour or other
scenarios with a strongly coupled Higgs
sector, modify the top-quark couplings.
With the centre-of-mass energy and
integrated luminosity of the collected
data samples at the LHC, the processes
in which the electroweak SM bosons (Z,
W and H) are produced in association
with top quarks become experimentally
accessible. Measurements of the ttZ, ttW
and ttH processes provide a means of
directly determining top-quark couplings
to bosons, while the ttW process is a SM
source of same-sign dilepton events, which
are a signature of many models of physics
beyond the SM.

10− 1

n ch ≥ 1, p > 500 MeV, | η | < 2.5
T

ATLAS Preliminary s = 13 TeV
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The top quark is the heaviest known
elementary particle, and strong coupling
to the Higgs boson suggests that it might

1

10− 2

AIDA@8 TeV
In 2015, the AIDA group focused more
strongly on the study of the top quark.
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These measurements, together with
previous results, shed light on the centreof-mass energy dependence of chargedparticle multiplicities, which has been
poorly constrained in the past. These
distributions are measured with tracks from
charged particles, corrected for detector
effects, and are presented as inclusiveinelastic distributions. One of the measured
distributions is displayed in Figure 1. This
analysis also highlights the links within
CoEPP, as this measurement provides
a direct test of the model (PYTHIA8
MONASH) pioneered by Peter Skands
from the Monash node, which is shown in
Figure 1.

Data
PYTHIA 8 A2
PYTHIA 8 Monash
HERWIG++ UE-EE5
EPOS LHC
QGSJET II-04

Figure 1
Charged-particle
multiplicity for
events with nch ≥ 1,
pT > 500 MeV and
|η| < 2.5. The dots
represent the data
and the curves the
predictions from
different Monte
Carlo models.
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detector” in JHEP 11 (2015) 172. The paper
has already received seven citations.

Figure 2
Measurement of
the ttW and ttZ
production crosssections in pp
collisions at energy
8 TeV

Events
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These processes are irreducible
backgrounds to searches for new physics
and measurements of the associated
production of a Higgs boson with topquark pairs (ttH). The measurement serves
as a benchmark for the SM calculations of
ttV at next-to-leading order in the strong
coupling constant. New physics can be
probed because anomalous couplings may
exist to enhance the ttW and ttZ crosssections. The predicted cross-section for
ttZ depends on the coupling between
Z bosons and top quarks. The coupling
has not been measured yet. An accurate
measurement of the cross-section can be
reinterpreted as a measurement of the
coupling. The simultaneous measurement
of the ttW and ttZ cross-section allows
the coupling to be measured with better
accuracy because of the cancellation of
theoretical and experimental uncertainties.
AIDA specifically contributed the analysis
of the same-sign charged dilepton final
state, which made the measurement of
ttW possible. Finelli and Zhou led the
effort, with support from Kruse, Limosani,
Paramonov (Argonne National Laboratory)
and PhD student Rifki (University of
Oklahoma). Suster presented this analysis
in a poster at TOP2015 (8th International
Workshop on Top Quark Physics). The

25
20

measurement of the electron and muon
same-signed charged final state is shown in
Figure 2.

AIDA@13 TeV
With 13 TeV data, the initial focus of the
AIDA group is the dedicated measurement
of the production of single top quarks in
the “Wt” channel. This analysis involves
Wang, Finelli and Suster of CoEPP, in
collaboration with scientists from Bonn
University.

Differential top-quark
production cross-section@7 TeV
The measurement of the differential topquark production cross-section involves
partner institute the University of Geneva,
and formed the basis of Watson’s PhD
thesis, which was co-supervised by
Varvell and Clark (Geneva), with heavy
involvement from Bell (Geneva) and
Saavedra. Watson was a cotutelle PhD
student at the University of Sydney and
the University of Geneva, and successfully
defended his thesis in July 2014 in Geneva.
This project measured the differential
cross-section for a so-called “pseudotop” in the semi-leptonic channel of
top-pair production separately in top

Data
ttW
ttZ
Charge misID
Fake leptons
Rare SM
Total unc.

ATLAS
s = 8 TeV, 20.3 fb-1
eμ-SS
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Top cross-section@13 TeV
Since October 2014, Finelli has served as
convener for the top-quark cross-section
group in ATLAS, overseeing the submission
and publication of five2 new top physics
results. These results have focused on
gaining a detailed understanding of the
mechanisms of top-quark production in
the Run 1 data at the LHC. At the same
time, focus has shifted to top physics in
the Run 2 data, and the top cross-section
group has been at the forefront of ATLAS
results, presenting an early cross-section
measurement at the European Physical
Society conference in July 2015.

Search for associated
production of a weak vector
boson in association with the
Υ(1S) resonance
Kruse, Limosani and Zhou searched for
the associated production of a weak
vector boson in association with the
Υ(1S) resonance using proton and antiproton collisions at energy 1.96 TeV from
the Tevatron recorded by the Collider
Detector at Fermilab (CDF) experiment.
This is a very rare process in the SM, and
measurements for it rely on nonrelativistic
QCD models (NRQCD), especially the
numerical values of the long distance
matrix elements, which determine the
probability that b-quark and b-antiquark
will form a resonance state. Measurements
of Υ + W/Z are important for validating
NRQCD models.

RESEARCH

transverse momentum and top rapidity. The
measurements are very useful for tuning
model descriptions of LHC collision events,
and in constraining the gluon content of
the proton. This measurement of pseudotop, the first of its kind, has paved the
way for many future measurements as the
community agrees that this technique of
measuring the differential cross-section
at the particle level is the best method of
minimising model dependency. In 2015,
Watson, Saavedra and Clark progressed
this analysis to publication as “Differential
top-antitop cross-section measurements
as a function of observables constructed
from final-state particles using pp collisions
at 7 TeV in the ATLAS detector” in JHEP 06
(2015) 100.

This channel is also interesting with respect
to supersymmetric particle physics models,
where some predict the decay of a charged
Higgs boson into Υ(1S) plus W-boson final
states with a large branching fraction.
Similarly, in addition to the expected
decays of a SM Higgs to an ΥZ pair, further
light neutral scalars may decay into ΥZ.
The measurement has reported the most
stringent limits for these processes to date,
and intriguingly reported a signal event for
Υ + Z, where there was a very small chance
of observing an event. Naturally, with one
event, a discovery cannot be claimed but
it provides motivation for further research.
The paper “Search for production of an
Υ(1S) meson in association with a W or
Z boson using the full 1.96 TeV p–anti-p
collision dataset at CDF” was published in
Phys. Rev. D 91(5), 052011.

2 “Measurement of the top pair production
cross-section in 8 TeV proton-proton collisions
using kinematic information in the lepton+jets
final state with ATLAS”, Phys. Rev. D 91(11), 112013;
“Measurements of the top-quark branching ratios
into channels with leptons and quarks with the
ATLAS detector”, Phys. Rev. D 92(7), 072005;
“Measurements of fiducial cross-sections for tt
production with one or two additional b-jets in pp
–
collisions at √s = 8 TeV using the ATLAS detector”,
submitted to EPJC; “Measurement of the differential
cross-section of highly boosted top quarks as a
–
function of their transverse momentum in √s = 8
TeV proton–proton collisions using the ATLAS
detector”, submitted to EPJC; “Measurements of
top-quark pair differential cross-sections in the
–
lepton+jets channel in pp collisions at √s = 8 TeV
using the ATLAS detector”, submitted to EPJC.
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Dark matter

Researchers

Introduction

Peter Athron

Finding evidence of particle dark matter
is a leading challenge in particle physics.
Dark matter makes up more than 20% of
the energy-mass of the universe, yet there
is still no accepted explanation for it, and
it does not fit within the current SM. There
are, however, potential particle candidates,
particularly in physics beyond the SM
(BSM). CoEPP researchers are making a
substantial effort in the search for dark
matter, including theoretical exploration
of BSM models, phenomenological work
on dark matter searches, analyses of
ATLAS experimental data and dark matter
simplified models at the LHC.

Csaba Balazs
Elisabetta Barberio
Noel Dawe
Francesca Ungaro
Nicole Bell
Yi Cai
Matthew Dolan
Robert Foot
Paul Jackson
Jinmian Li
Tong Li
Andrew Spray
Anthony Thomas
Raymond Volkas
Martin White
Anthony Williams
Zhao-Huan Yu

Research
students
Ankit Beniwal
Amelia Brennan
Jackson Clarke
Rebecca Leane
Millie McDonald
Filip Rajec
Andre Scaffidi
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Research
Collider dark matter searches
Bell worked with PhD student Rebecca
Leane, postdoc Yi Cai, and external
collaborators Thomas Weiler (Vanderbilt)
and James Dent (Louisiana) to examine
the implications of gauge invariance for
collider dark matter production, particularly
for mono-W signals (Phys. Rev. D 92(5),
053008; arXiv, 1503.07874). Previous
mono-W analyses focused primarily on
effective field theory operators that do
not respect the weak gauge symmetries
of the SM, with ATLAS and CMS placing
very strong limits on these operators.
Bell et al. argued that such operators
are invalid at LHC energies, because
they will feature spurious cross-section
enhancements in the form of unphysical
longitudinal gauge boson contributions. To
avoid such difficulties, a gauge invariant,
renormalisable, description of dark matter
interactions should be used. In a follow-up
article, Bell, Cai and Leane studied mono-W
signals in renormalisable models in which
gauge invariance is enforced from the
outset, and examined the size of isospin

violating effects that are introduced by
electroweak symmetry breaking (arXiv,
1512.00476).
Simplified models of dark matter, which
add a dark matter particle and an
additional light mediator to the SM, are
now prevalent in generic dark matter
searches at the ATLAS experiment. Dark
matter is commonly hunted in mono-X
analyses, where X is some SM particle
recoiling against a large missing transverse
momentum – the missing momentum is
attributed to invisible particles such as
dark matter. Brennan and Dawe helped
develop a set of recommendations for
the ATLAS and CMS mono-X searches for
simplified models, including a range of
proposed couplings for the t-channel scalar
model to appropriately handle the width
effects (arXiv, 1507.00966). Brennan, Dawe,
McDonald and Barberio have worked on
mono-jet, mono-Z and mono-WZ ATLAS
searches. The mono-WZ search was one of
the first public ATLAS results from Run 2,
released as ATLAS-CONF-2015-080.

BSM theories of dark matter
and implications for its
detection
Volkas and his PhD student Jackson Clarke
developed a theory that incorporates
axionic dark matter. The motivation was to
demonstrate the existence of a theory that,
in the absence of gravity, is “technically
natural”, meaning that high mass–scale
new physics does not destabilise the
electroweak symmetry breaking scale
(which has a value of about 200 GeV)
and solves the three important empirical
problems with the SM: the absences of
dark matter, neutrino mass generation and
a baryogenesis mechanism. The new theory
achieves this by isolating the required new
physics in “hidden sectors” – self-contained
sets of particles and interactions that
interact only very weakly with the usual
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Dolan and collaborators examined
supersymmetric dark matter in light of
LHC Run 1 results (arXiv, 1508.01173). The
mechanisms that play dominant roles in
bringing the relic neutralino density into
the range allowed by cosmology were
examined, and the prospects for future
LHC and dark matter direct detection
searches were explored.
Dolan also contributed to the report
on “Simplified models for dark matter
searches”, which resulted from discussions
held at the Dark Matter @ LHC 2014
workshop at Oxford (arXiv, 1506.03116).
McDonald and collaborators studied
relationships between dark matter
candidates and the origin of neutrino mass,
specifically models of radiative neutrino
mass. In one paper (arXiv, 1504.05755;
Phys. Lett. B, 746:430–435), they uncovered
the first such model in which dark matter
stability resulted from an accidental
symmetry, while in another they considered
connections to scale invariance (arXiv,
1508.02607).
Foot examined the possibility of using
dissipative dark matter dynamics to
account for the dark matter density profiles
of galaxies. It was found that dissipative
behaviour can provide a reasonable
explanation for the observed rotation
curves of spiral and dwarf galaxies (Phys.
Rev. D 91(12), 123543; arXiv, 1502.07817;
arXiv, 1506.01451).
Foot also worked with PhD student
Jackson Clarke to examine the implications
of plasma dark matter for direct detection

experiments. This requires understanding
the complex issue of the plasma dark
matter distribution in the vicinity of Earth.
This problem was approached using
magnetohydrodynamics, and analogies
with the solar wind–Venus/Moon systems
were used (arXiv, 1512.06471).
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SM particles. Clarke and Volkas did this by
developing a variant of the Dine–Fischler–
Srednicki–Zhitnitsky invisible axion model,
whose original motivation was to solve a
fine-tuning problem in QCD known as the
“strong CP problem”. The main prediction
for the LHC is the existence of additional
Higgs bosons at the TeV scale.

Postdocs Yi Cai and Andrew Spray
researched semi-annihilation in simplified
WIMP dark matter models, especially ones
with a fermionic dark matter candidate.
Associated phenomenology such as
Sommerfeld effects were also studied.
It was found that dark matter semiannihilation can help to explain the galactic
centre gamma ray excess (arXiv, 1511.09247;
arXiv, 1509.08481).
Postdoc Zhao-Huan Yu and collaborators
studied perturbativity limits for scalar
septuplet minimal dark matter with Yukawa
interactions. The candidates for minimal
dark matter are limited if one demands
perturbativity up to a very high scale, and
it was believed that the model with a real
scalar septuplet could remain perturbative
up to the Planck or grand unified theory
scale. However, this was found not to be
true once the running of the quartic selfcoupling of the scalar septuplet is taken
into account. Extensions of the model,
designed to restore perturbativity to a high
scale, were also discussed (Phys. Rev. D
92(11), 115004; arXiv, 1510.01559).
Spin-dependent scattering of dark matter
candidates tends to receive less attention
because of the absence of the boost that
coherence provides for elastic scattering
from a large-A nucleus. However, recently
Thomas and postdoctoral fellow Jinmian
Li (arXiv, 1506.03560) showed that in
NMSSM-like models the consequences
of a light supersymmetric partner of
the b-quark can be very interesting. For
example, through the axial anomaly, a
significant boost in the spin-dependent
cross-section can be found, as well as
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remarkable differences between the proton
and neutron.

Figure 1
The Fermi-LAT
instrument on the
Fermi satellite
observed an excess
in the photon
spectrum from
the galactic centre
peaking in the GeV
region, commonly
denoted as
galactic centre
excess (GCE). The
figure shows the
spectrum of the
GCE and best-fit
spectra for dark
matter annihilation
to a pseudoscalar
and a Higgs for
different values of
the pseudoscalar
mass. For
comparison, the
spectra for the bb̅
and hh channels
are also shown.
Salmon-coloured
boxes depict the
empirical model
systematics, error
bars correspond to
statistical errors,
and olive-green
boxes are the
combination of the
statistical and all
systematic errors.
Source: arXiv,
1507.00966
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Much work at Adelaide and Monash
focused on dark matter explanations of the
Fermi-LAT gamma ray excess observed
in the galactic centre data. Building on a
previous Monash study that used Bayesian
methods to find the most viable simplified
model for the excess, Balazs and Tong
Li (with direct search contributions from
C Savage, Utah, and M White, Adelaide)
tested the plausibility that a Majorana
fermion dark matter candidate with a
scalar mediator explains the Fermi-LAT
observations (Phys. Rev. D 92(12), 123520).
A global fit was performed using data on
the dark matter abundance and scattering
on nuclei, gamma, positron and anti-proton
cosmic ray fluxes’ radio emission from
dark matter annihilation and the effect of
dark matter annihilations on the cosmic
microwave background. The data preferred
a dark matter (mediator) mass in the

10–100 (3–1000) GeV region and weakly
correlated couplings to bottom quarks and
tau leptons with values of 10-3-1 at the 68%
credibility level. A further study by Balazs
and Li demonstrated that the same model
provides an excellent fit to the AMS-02
measurements of electron and positron
fluxes, and the antiproton-to-proton ratio,
improving the fit over a model with no dark
matter component (arXiv, 1509.02219).
Finally, Adelaide theorists Williams and
Jinmian Li, in collaboration with Beijing
theorists Jun Guo and Tianjian Li, explained
the galactic centre excess in the framework
of the NMSSM, and examined the most
promising LHC search strategies for the
favoured regions of the model parameter
space (Phys. Rev. D 91(9), 095003).
An emerging interest in Australian
particle astrophysics is involvement in the
forthcoming Cherenkov Telescope Array
(CTA) gamma ray facility. CoEPP members
Balazs and White have joined the CTA
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matter interpretation of the results of
the DAMA experiment at the Gran Sasso
National Laboratory.

A particularly simple model of dark matter
involves the addition of one particle to
the SM that interacts only with the Higgs
boson. This minimises the extension of
the SM field content, and gives a model
with only a few free parameters. Adelaide
students Ankit Beniwal and Filip Rajec
worked with Adelaide researchers White
and Williams, and external collaborators
Chris Savage (Utah), Pat Scott (Imperial
College London) and Christoph Weniger
(Gravitation and Astroparticle Physics,
Amsterdam) to perform the most detailed
study to date of a range of Higgs portal
models, involving different choices of
dark matter spin (arXiv, 1512.06458). The
analysis included the first proper treatment
of indirect detection constraints alongside
constraints from the LHC, direct search
experiments and cosmic microwave
background measurements. CTA
projections were presented for fermion and
vector models for the first time, indicating
a good mass reach for the forthcoming
experiment.

Peter Athron, Balazs, Jackson and White
are leading members of the GAMBIT
collaboration, a statistical-fitting team
comprising 30 particle physicists,
astrophysicists and statisticians from
worldwide institutes, including Harvard,
Imperial College London and Stockholm
University. The team has developed the
first general software code for constraining
dark matter (and other BSM) theories using
a huge range of collider and astrophysics
data, and will release the code and results
early in 2016. First results were shown this
year at Harvard University by the co-leader
of the collaboration, Martin White.

Adelaide student Andre Scaffidi worked
with White, Williams and Christopher
Savage to develop a new tool for
calculating limits on dark matter models
from the LUX (Large Underground Xenon)
direct search experiment (Phys. Rev. D
92(10), 103519). This was used to present
LUX limits on spin-dependent dark matter–
nucleon couplings for the first time. These
show that, under standard assumptions,
LUX excludes the entire spin-dependent
parameter space, consistent with a dark
matter interpretation of DAMA’s (the Dark
Matter project) anomalous signal (the first
time a single experiment has been able
to do so). These also show that, under
standard assumptions, LUX excludes
the entire spin-dependent parameter
space, which is consistent with a dark
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consortium (arXiv, 1508.05894), with Balazs
presenting dark matter search prospects in
arXiv, 1508.06128.

χ¯

Source: Phys. Rev. D 91,
105004 (2015)
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Searching for supersymmetry

Researchers

Introduction

elaborated for the first time (Phys. Lett. B,
751:251; arXiv, 1508.04068).

Sujeet Akula

The SM describes all known particles and
their interactions, and explains a vast
amount of experimental observations from
subatomic collisions to the microscopic
workings of the universe.

Wu presented a potential SUSY
contribution to the trilinear Higgs coupling
that has been estimated based on the LHC
Run 1 data (Phys. Lett. B, 747:378; arXiv,
1504.06932).

The SM particle content was completed
with the discovery of the Higgs boson.
However, the presence of the Higgs particle
also creates a serious problem. According
to the SM, the mass of the Higgs boson is
affected by physics that is separated from
it by 15 orders of magnitude, thus creating
a problem of “naturalness”.

Akula studied the variety of simplified
models that are relevant in scenarios of
supergravity grand unification, and the
phenomenology at the LHC for Run 2
and in direct searches for neutralino dark
matter (JHEP 01 (2015) 158).

Peter Athron
Csaba Balazs
James Barnard
Paul Jackson
Francesca Ungaro
Archil Kobakhidze
Lawrence Lee
Jinmian Li
Roman Nevzorov
Andreas Petridis
Anthony Thomas
Martin White
Anthony Williams
Lei Wu

Students
Damir Duvnjak
Dylan Harries
Jason Oliver
Dylan Peukert
Anum Qureshi
Marco Santoni
Matthew Talia
Sophie Underwood
Graham White

SUSY is an important theory in particle
physics, which is being pursued in the
hope of explaining such theoretical
dilemmas. SUSY offers a simple solution
to the naturalness problem by pairing all
standard particles with superpartners.
This mechanism, in turn, relies on known
symmetries of the SM to shield the Higgs
mass from high-energy corrections. SUSY
also provides a dark matter candidate,
currently lacking in the SM. It is a unified
framework for all forces and matter,
including gravity.

Research
Theoretical models
Kobakhidze and Wu have studied the
ATLAS excess of dilepton events with
an invariant mass near the Z mass and
explained this in terms of gluino-mediated
sbottom production within the MSSM with
compressed spectra (Phys. Rev. D 92(7),
075008; arXiv, 1504.04390).
Kobakhidze and Talia constructed a model
of effective MSSM, based on nonlinear
realisation of the electroweak gauge
symmetry constructed, and studied some
phenomenological consequences that were
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Santoni and Jackson have developed a
new approach to studying models with
multiple b-jets and missing energy in the
final state. This provides kinematic methods
to distinguish among decays containing
intermediate Higgs bosons in their decay
chain, producing pairs of b-quarks, and
those where the b-quarks arise from third
generation SUSY particles.
CoEPP researchers are studying models
beyond minimal extensions to the SM
arising from an elegant and unified
picture at high energies, which are well
motivated and have exciting consequences
for low energy phenomenology. In an
ongoing project, CoEPP researchers
Athron, Thomas, Underwood and White
are combining LHC measurements of
the Higgs boson and mass limits on new
supersymmetric particles to perform a
complete search across parameter space
for the Exceptional Supersymmetric SM
(E6SSM), to identify scenarios compatible
with Higgs properties, relic density,
direct dark matter searches and beyond.
In other ongoing projects with related
models, Athron, Harries and Williams have
investigated fine-tuning in the E6SSM and
other U(1) extensions of the MSSM.
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Experimental searches

The GAMBIT collaboration, detailed in the
dark matter research section, is performing
comprehensive studies of supersymmetric
models, including both GUT-scale and
weak-scale models. This includes a fully
rigorous implementation of LHC constraints
via direct simulation, and the first treatment
of a variety of astrophysical signatures.

CoEPP has played an active role in ATLAS
SUSY searches.
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Jackson and a collaborator at Harvard
University (C Rogan) have developed a
new kinematic basis to design more natural,
physics-inspired variables that permit more
sensitive extraction of signals through a
wide range of mass splittings.
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The developed code is now available for
public consumption at www.restframes.
com. Both Jackson and Lee gave
presentations at the SUSY 2015 conference
on uses of the recursive jigsaw technique.
This has now been applied to analysis
within the ATLAS collaboration. This work
is being carried out with collaborators
from the University of Chicago (DW Miller,
M Swiatlowski and G Stark), the
University of Texas at Arlington (A Farbin,
L Heelan and D Bullock), the University
of Cambridge (TJ Khoo) and Columbia
University (R Smith).
In September 2015, Jackson co-organised
the first recursive jigsaw workshop at
Harvard University. CoEPP collaborators
(Lee, Petridis, White) attended and
presented their work.
Jackson, Lee, Petridis, Qureshi and
White contributed to the search for the
pair production of gluinos and squarks,
resulting in final states enriched in hadronic
jets and missing transverse momentum.
Lee is leading the analysis using recursive
jigsaw variables, and leads a group of
12 researchers from Australia, Europe and
the United States.
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Petridis leads the ATLAS SUSY group
in searches for final states with 2- and
3-leptons. The analyses pursued in
this group focus on the production of
electroweak SUSY partners or “gauginos”.
Duvnjak, Jackson and Petridis commenced
an analysis studying dilepton production in
association with jets and missing transverse
momentum in the context of electroweak
SUSY processes with intermediate W and
Z bosons.
Jackson and Peukert studied the strong
production of gluino and squarks
producing final states enriched with
bosons, one of which decay to pairs
of opposite-sign same-flavour leptons.
Kobakhidze, Wu and collaborators have
studied the phenomenology of this
final state.
Lee and White have studied di-photon final
states in the context of SUSY and other
BSM theories.
Jackson was the leader of the ATLAS
SUSY upgrade group during 2015 and was
responsible for results to be used in the
Scoping Document to plan for the phase-II
upgrade of the ATLAS detector.
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Searching for exotic mesons at ATLAS

Research

Researchers

Exotic mesons have been actively studied
since the discovery of the X(3872) by the
Belle experiment in 2003. Most exotics share
some properties with charmonium states
such as the J/ψ, which are bound states of a
charm quark and charm antiquark. However,
the exotics are believed to be “put together”
in a different way, including as two quarks
and two antiquarks, as two mesons bound
together in a kind of “molecule” or as a
charmonium core surrounded by a “halo” of
light hadronic matter. A better understanding
of exotic meson structure would shed light
on how the strong interaction (the “strong
nuclear force”) works.

A search for an Xb using the Run 1 ATLAS
data was performed by Cuthbert and
Yabsley and published early this year
(ATLAS, Phys. Lett. B, 740:199–217). One of
the plots summarising the results is shown
in Figure 1. No evidence for an Xb state
was seen. The X(3872) has a prominent
decay to π + π – J/ψ; Cuthbert and Yabsley
looked for an Xb decaying to π + π – Y(1S) –
the analogous final state. This analysis is
sensitive to an Xb that is “X(3872)-like” in
the sense that it is produced at the same
rate relative to Y states, that the X(3872)
is produced relative to ψ states, and that it
has analogous decays. Such a state would
have been seen if it were present in the
ATLAS data.

Cameron Cuthbert

One of the key questions in exotic meson
studies is whether charmonium-like exotics
have heavier counterparts. The J/ψ has a
heavier counterpart called the Y(1S), which
is a bound state of a beauty quark and
beauty antiquark: it has three times the mass
of the J/ψ and is, in many ways, a heavier
copy or cousin of the J/ψ. Does the X(3872)
have a heavier counterpart in this way: a
so-called Xb?

Bruce Yabsley
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Introduction

Students
Lachlan VaughanTaylor

There are good theoretical reasons for
supposing that an Xb would be different
to the X(3872) in some ways: in particular,
its decays to π + π – Y(1S) might be quite
rare. In this case, one of the more likely
decays would be to π + π – χ b1 , with the χ b1
subsequently decaying to γ Y(1S). Such a
final state, including a low-energy photon,

Figure 1
The “local significance” for a new
particle decaying to ππY(1S) in ATLAS
data from Run 1, as a function of mass.
Some fluctuations in this quantity are
expected due to chance; a threshold
of 5 has typically been set for a
new phenomenon at the LHC to be
considered a discovery. No evidence for
new states decaying to ππY(1S) was seen
at Run 1. The blue dashed line shows
the expected significance for a particle
with production and decay properties
comparable to the X(3872): any such
state would have been discovered in
the ATLAS data. Evidence for a signal
with half that strength (red dashed line)
would also likely have been seen.
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is very difficult to study at the LHC. Any
facility requires tradeoffs in its design, and
ATLAS is optimised for energetic photons,
such as those produced in the decay of
the Higgs.

Workers assembling
the ATLAS
SemiConductor
Tracker at CERN
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Yabsley is currently working on this
problem, and on the prospects for Xb and
other exotic meson searches at Run 2.
After completing his PhD in 2014, Cuthbert
contributed to these studies as a postdoc
for several months. Vaughan-Taylor also
contributed through his 2015 honours
project, on acceptance effects.
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Running and upgrading the experiment

Here we highlight roles of CoEPP members
in “running and upgrading the experiment”;
it purposely leaves out roles associated
with physics data analyses, which are
covered in previous sections:
• ATLAS Beam Spot Coordinator –
Anthony Morley
• ATLAS Collaboration Board Advisory
Board – Paul Jackson
• ATLAS Fast Track Trigger institution
Board – Elisabetta Barberio
• ATLAS Fast Track Trigger integration –
Pere Rados, Peter McNamara
• ATLAS Fast Track Trigger offline
software – Thor Taylor, Noel Dawe,
Elisabetta Barberio
• ATLAS Fast Track Trigger readout –
Takashi Kubota
• ATLAS High Density tracking for Run 2 –
Marco Milesi, Francesca Ungaro
• ATLAS HLT development of hadronic
multi-jet triggers using Razor variables –
Paul Jackson, Lawrence Lee
• ATLAS Semiconductor Tracker (SCT)
data acquisition upgrade – Damir

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Being a member of the ATLAS collaboration not only provides the
opportunity to analyse data from the experiment but also “run the
experiment” and “perform R&D on upgrades”. The ATLAS detector
is arguably the most complex scientific instrument ever created
and, along with the Worldwide LHC Computing Grid (WLCG)
that serves its data, requires many hundreds of people to run and
maintain. ATLAS recognises this through its organisation being
loosely broken down into Detector Operation, Trigger, Computing
and Software, Data Preparation and Physics activities. With the
LHC continually improving to reach and extend its design goals,
the detector, trigger, computing infrastructure and software
must not only be maintained, but must mirror the improvements
in the LHC to simply keep up, and thereby ensure that “physics”
outcomes are maximised.
Duvnjak, Paul Jackson, Lawrence Lee,
Mark Kruse (Duke)
ATLAS Simulation development –
Andreas Petridis, Anum Qureshi
ATLAS Software Infrastructure Team –
Antonio Limosani
ATLAS Software Performance
Management Board Chair – Antonio
Limosani
ATLAS Speakers committee advisory
board – Paul Jackson
ATLAS Speakers committee member –
Bruce Yabsley
ATLAS Supersymmetry Upgrade
Physics convener – Paul Jackson
ATLAS Tau lepton Energy Scale –
Daniele Zanzi, Brian Le
ATLAS Tau trigger slice convener –
Daniele Zanzi
ATLAS Tracking studies: “Stability study
of ATLAS pixel cluster neural networks”,
“Reconstruction in Dense Environments”
– Anthony Morley.
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Research computing

Chief
Introduction
Investigators The CoEPP research computing (RC)
Martin Sevior, Project
Manager
Anthony Williams,
Chair of the RT07
NeCTAR project
governance board

Staff
Lucien Boland,
Research Computing
Manager
Sean Crosby,
Research Computing
System Administrator
and Developer
Goncalo Borges,
Research Computing
Officer
Shunde Zhang,
eResearch Developer
James Khan,
eResearch Developer

team is responsible for meeting the largescale computing requirements needed
by CoEPP’s international collaborations
and local researchers to achieve worldleading scientific outcomes. Through the
management of petabytes of data storage,
the operation of thousands of computer
cores and the expertise in providing
scientists secure access to computing
resources, the RC team is an enabler for
CoEPP’s scientific discovery and research.
In 2015, the RC team’s work focused on
four key strategic computing areas.

Operations
This area of work covers the day-to-day
operation of the large number of computer
and disk hardware, as well as the running
of all the infrastructure services needed
to deploy, monitor and manage these
resources. It is the bread and butter of
the RC team, and the year’s success in all
other areas depended on well-performing
computing resources.

Researcher support
CoEPP researchers need reliable and wellperforming computing resources as well
as require expert assistance and support
in using the systems. The RC team held
regular computing forums, provided direct
phone and email support, and maintained
documentation and new user induction
information. A detailed overview of
resources was also provided at the annual
graduate summer workshop.
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conferences and workshops, active
participation in working groups promoted
by the community, and detailed testing
– and investigation – of state-of-the-art
technologies. All while being focused on
efficiently delivering the best solutions for
CoEPP researchers.

Community engagement
CoEPP RC team members contributed
to the development of the international
grid infrastructure by sharing experiences
through community talks and conference
presentations of our work. The RC
team also assisted with many outreach
activities, including tours of computing
facilities, IT support for masterclasses and
public presentations.

Grid computing
Operating a reliable Worldwide LHC
Computing Grid (WLCG) site requires
well-engineered infrastructure, collaborative
relationships with service providers, and
staff dedicated to delivering a continuous
service. In 2015, the CoEPP Australia-ATLAS
Tier 2 WLCG site delivered the critical
ATLAS services at a 99.88% reliability level,
and were second only to a US-ATLAS Tier 2
site for availability, at 99.56% (see Figure 1).

Technology innovation

These results improved on the impressive
2014 figures and demonstrate that the
correct processes and procedures are in
place for managing the resources that
contribute to the international WLCG
computing effort. It also indicates that RC
staff have an exceptional understanding of
the technology employed to transfer the
immense volume of data and to process the
tremendous number of jobs flowing around
the world.

The RC team kept abreast of all the latest
technological developments through
attendance at national and international

To keep up with the growing computation
and storage needs of the ATLAS experiment,
the RC team grew the CoEPP grid site by
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Infrastructure
Some of the year’s infrastructure
improvement highlights included
implementation of an automated support
ticketing system, called RT. This ensures user
requests are tracked and able to be handled
by the geographically distributed RC team.
A local GitLab repository service was
delivered to CoEPP researchers to provide a
centrally managed, world accessible source
code store for sharing work among local and
international collaborators in a secure way.
Also, a method for remote graphical system
interaction was installed and demonstrated
to all researchers who need access to the
graphic user interfaces of applications
through secure channels.

CoEPP computing
This year’s main hardware acquisition for
local CoEPP users was an 80-node highperformance computing cluster donated to
the RC team by computing colleagues at the
Victorian Life Sciences Computing Initiative.
Not only did the two-rack cluster almost
double local computing capacity, it also
provided high-speed, low-latency parallel
computing capability not available on any
of the existing clusters. This is particularly
helpful to CoEPP theorists who will no
longer need to use external resources for
this aspect of their computational code.
Borges was active in a supervisor role
for the Talented Student Program at the
University of Sydney. The first semester

project “Exploring containers for the
execution of scientific applications” not only
benefited the student but was also a great
way for the RC team to start using container
technology for CoEPP workloads.
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50 terabytes and replaced 320 terabytes of
out-of-warranty storage. The CoEPP central
processing unit contribution increased
by 3700 HEPSPEC06, with new storage
hardware provided by the VicNode NeCTAR
project as part of a successful research data
storage allocation request, although it is
configured and run by the RC team.

Crosby was awarded a prestigious
Endeavour Fellowship, which is an
internationally competitive, merit-based
scholarship funded by the Australian
Government to undertake study, research
and professional development overseas.
Crosby joined the CERN cloud computing
team for 3 months from August 2015 and
worked on various high-profile projects,
including one that reduced hypervisor
overheads from 18% to 6% for all CERN’s
virtual machine infrastructure.
Finally, the RC team also worked on
provisioning large-scale local storage
for CoEPP researchers. A new storage
technology called CEPH was investigated
and implemented, since it offers features
and performance that would not be
possible with the existing storage. CEPH
was thoroughly tested and analysed to
determine the best configuration settings
to use, and prototypes were deployed to
verify its capabilities. A production system
was completed using reclaimed grid
computing storage to provide the large
amount of storage required; it will become
an important resource in years to come.

Innovations in distributed
computing and
partnerships with industry
The RC team continued to evolve the
middleware originally developed from
the NeCTAR RT07 project. The code has
been generalised to enable multiple batch
systems and cloud environments. To reflect
this, the project has been renamed from
Dynamic Torque to Dynamic Cluster. The
middleware enables batch systems to
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make use of multiple cloud environments
in addition to OpenStack. In this project,
the RC team worked closely with the
world-leading commercial cloud provider,
Amazon Web Services (AWS), which – in
addition to in-kind technical support –
provided a $10K grant for AWS computing
resources. This work was led by Shunde
Zhang. The cloud computing resources
made available via NeCTAR and Dynamic
Cluster provide the resources required
for Australia’s contribution to Belle II
Distributed Computing, as well as the vast
majority of the local computing cluster.

Figure 1
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In addition to this, the RC team established
a partnership with the world’s leading
open source software company, Red Hat
Inc., creators of the CEPH distributed data
storage technology. The RC team plans to
collaborate with Red Hat to develop and
improve their open source CEPH storage
software to meet the challenging storage
requirements of Australian researchers in
both the ATLAS and Belle II experiments.
This project has the potential to provide a
petabyte-scale distributed data system by
deploying high-speed connected object
storage servers and clients across sites,
and distributing data based on specific
researchers' requirements at each location.
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With the LHC’s second running period in
full swing in 2016, the RC team will continue
to focus on providing excellence in terms
of resource reliability and availability. It is
also expected that greater engagement
with researchers will help to improve the
services the team provides and increase
their effective use.
Continued innovation is a must in the
research computing field. As the world
moves towards Software as a Service

(SaaS) computing models, and technology
allows for a paradigm shift towards
Infrastructure as Code (IaC), the nature
of system administration and computing
services provision will evolve tremendously.
In 2016, the RC team will concertedly drive
CoEPP’s computing services towards the
emerging technologies and approaches
that are delivering the disruptive power of
new enterprises in the commercial sector.
The team will be looking to harness the
benefits of these for the advancement of
the ambitious scientific program CoEPP
has articulated for 2016.

RESEARCH

Looking ahead – research
computing in 2016

Figure 2
Growth of
Australian ATLAS
Tier 2 grid storage
under CoEPP,
2011–15
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Collaborations

In addition to participation in large-scale collaborations, CoEPP
researchers collaborate with individuals on specific research areas
and projects. These collaborative relationships involve researchers
from across the world (see table below).
Institution

Researcher

Project

Albert-LudwigsUniversität Freiburg,
Germany

Dr Martin Flechl

Energy scale calibration of hadronic
tau decays for the ATLAS detector
Tau lepton identification correction
factor study in the ATLAS experiment

Prof Karl Jakobs

Higgs to tau tau / Higgs to WW/
quartic couplings

Dr Alexander
Paramonov

Measurement of the top–antitop W
and top–antitop Z production crosssections in TeV in ATLAS

Mr T-SH Lee

Spectroscopy

Aristotle University of
Thessaloniki, Greece

Prof Chara Petridou

Cross-section measurement of
the ZZ production with the ATLAS
experiment

Australian National
University, Australia

Dr B Menadue

Lattice studies

Prof Andrew
Sutchbery

SABRE/SUPL

Beijing Institute of
Theoretical Physics,
China

Mr Jun Guo

NMSSM explanations of gamma ray
excess

Argonne National
Laboratory,
United States
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Institution

Researcher

Beijing Institute for
Prof Tianjun Li
Theoretical Physics,
China, and Texas A&M
University, United States

Project
Supersymmetric model building with
composite states, supersymmetric
unification of all forces, new dark
matter candidates, new Higgs
particles
NMSSM explanations of gamma ray
excess

Prof Jin Min Yang

New physics beyond the Standard
Model

RESEARCH

The ATLAS leptonic-Z excess from
light squark productions in the
NMSSM extension with a heavy dirac
gluino

Single top squark production as a
probe of natural supersymmetry at
the LHC
Collider searches for BSM particles
Supersymmetric model building with
composite states, supersymmetric
unification of all forces, new dark
matter candidates, new Higgs
particles
Beijing University of
Technology, China

Assoc Prof Wenyu
Wang

750 GeV diphoton excess and NMSSM

Brookhaven
National Laboratory,
United States

Dr Elke-Caroline
Aschenauer

Studying the spin structure of nucleon
in experiments at JLab and planned
electron-ion collider

Budker Institute of
Nuclear Physics, Russia

Dr Alexander Kuzmin

Calibration of CsI(Tl) electromagnetic
calorimeters

Dr Zurab Silagadze

Using mirror dark matter to explain
the observed alignment of the dwarf
spheroidal galaxies associated with
the Milky Way and M31 galaxies

Carleton University,
Canada

Dr Ioannis Nomidis

Cross-section measurement of
the ZZ production with the ATLAS
experiment

Center for Neutrino
Physics, Virginia
Tech, and Center
for Cosmology,
University of California,
United States

Dr Shunsaku Horiuchi

Dark matter indirect detection
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Project

CERN, Switzerland

Dr Brian Petersen

Phase-II fast track trigger in the
ATLAS experiment

Dr Bruno Lenzi

Photon conversion reconstruction

Dr David d’Enterria

Working group (WG5 on QCD and
gamma-gamma) of the worldwide
FCC-ee design study

Dr Florian Staub

SARAH / flexibleSUSY applications

Dr Heather Gray

Measurement of charged particle
multiplicities @ 13 TeV

Dr Jamie Boyd

SUSY searches with the ATLAS
detector

Dr Liron Barak

Photon conversion reconstruction

Dr Markus Elsing

Track reconstruction in boosted
objects for new physics searches

CERN, Switzerland, and
Kings College London,
United Kingdom

Prof John Ellis

Phenomenological implications of
SUSY

Chulalongkorn
University, Thailand

Dr Adisorn
Adulpravitchai

KeV sterile neutrino dark matter

College of William and
Mary, United States

Prof Marc Sher

Exceptional Supersymmetric
Standard Model

Deutsches ElektronenSynchrotron (DESY),
Germany

Dr Alexander Voigt

Flexible supersymmetry
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Institution
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Next-to-minimal softsusy
Dr Kerstin Tackman

Photon conversion reconstruction

Dr Mykhailo Lisovyi

Simultaneous measurements of
Standard Model cross-sections at the
ATLAS experiment

Dr Tancredi Carli

7 TeV differential cross-section of
top–antitop quark (psuedotop)

Dr Thorsten Kuhl

Measurement of charged particle
multiplicities @ 13 TeV

Prof Georg Weiglein

Phenomenological implications of
SUSY

Prof Gerrit Schierholz

Lattice studies
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Institution

Researcher

Project

Duke University,
United States

Chen Zhou

Search for upsilon production in
association with a weak vector boson
Simultaneous measurements of
Standard Model cross-sections at the
ATLAS experiment

Dr Doug Benjamin

Inclusive dilepton analyses in ATLAS

Prof Mark Kruse

Inclusive dilepton analyses in ATLAS
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Simultaneous measurement of
Standard Model cross-sections in the
ATLAS experiment

Search for upsilon production in
association with a weak vector boson
Simultaneous measurement of
Standard Model cross-sections in the
ATLAS experiment
Durham University,
United Kingdom

Dr Aaron Vincent

Helioseismology constraints on dark
matter

Edinburgh University,
United Kingdom

Prof R Horsley

Lattice studies

Excellence Cluster
‘Universe’, TU München,
Germany

Dr Claudia Hagedorn

Neutrinos from GUTs down to low
energies

Fermilab, United States

Dr Steven Mrenna

Automated uncertainty estimates for
the PYTHIA generator

Giessen University,
Germany

Dr Richard Williams

Nonperturbative QED

Harvard University,
United States

Dr Chris Rogan

SUSY searches in multijet final states
with the ATLAS experiment
SUSY searches with the ATLAS
detector
ATLAS search for strongly produced
squarks and gluinos
Kinematic variables for discovery of
new physics and development of new
ATLAS analysis techniques

Helsinki Institute of
Physics, Finland

Prof Katri Huitu

Fermion-Higgs interactions at ILC

Henan Normal
University, China

Assoc Prof Ning Liu

Single top partner production in LHT
mode

High Energy Accelerator Dr Soshi Tsuno
Research Organisation
(KEK), Japan

Tau trigger data quality monitoring in
the ATLAS experiment
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Institution

Researcher

Project

Imperial College
London,
United Kingdom

Dr Oliver Buchmueller

Phenomenological implications of
SUSY

Dr Pat Scott

Higgs portal dark matter studies,
helioseismology constraints on dark
matter

Indiana University,
United States

Dr Jonathan Hall

Direct detection of dark matter in the
E6SSM

Indian Institute of
Science Education and
Research Mohali, India

Dr Ketan Patel

750 GeV diphoton excess at the LHC

Indian Institute of
Technology Bombay,
India

Dr Kumar Rao

Fermion-Higgs interactions at ILC

Institut de Fisica
d’Altes Energies (IFAEBarcelona), Spain

Dr Arely Cortes
Gonzalez

Search for new phenomena in monojet + MET events at 13 TeV

Institute of High Energy
Physics, China

Dr Ping Wang

Parton distribution functions

XG Wang

Chiral physics

International Centre
for Theoretical Physics
(ICTP), Italy, and Jijel
University, Algeria

Dr Amine Ahriche

Scalar sector phenomenology of
3-loop radiative neutrino mass models

Institute of High Energy
Physics, Austrian
Academy of Sciences,
Austria

Dr Christian Irmler

The assembling of the silicon vertex
detector of Belle II detector

Institute of High Energy
Physics, China

Assoc Prof Peng-Fei
Yin

Electroweak phase transition and
electroweak baryogenesis
The 750 GeV diphoton excess and
dark matter

Institute for Kernphysik,
Mainz, Germany
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Dr Fa Peng Huang

Electroweak phase transition and
electroweak baryogenesi

Prof Xiao-Jun Bi

The 750 GeV diphoton excess and
dark matter

Prof Xinmin Zhang

Electroweak phase transition and
electroweak baryogenesis

Prof Yaquan Fang

VBF analysis in Higgs to two leptons
channel at ATLAS

Qian-Fei Xiang

The 750 GeV diphoton excess and
dark matter

Dr Felix B Erben

Mass splitting
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Researcher

Project

Institute for
Particle Physics
Phenomenology (IPPP),
Durham University,
United Kingdom

Dr Simon Platzer

Measurements of coherence-sensitive
4-jet observables with the OPAL
dataset

Institute for Particle
Dr Simon Platzer
Physics Phenomenology
(IPPP), Durham
University, United
Kingdom, and
Manchester University,
United Kingdom

Measurements with the OPAL dataset

Ionnina, Greece

Prof Jannis Vergados

Dark matter detection; double beta
decay

Irvine University, United
States

Dr Alaettin Serhan
Mete

SUSY searches in 2-lepton final states
with the ATLAS experiment

JCHP, Julich and
Regensburg University,
Germany

Prof Dr Dirk Pleiter

Lattice studies

Istituto Nazionale di
Fisica Nucleare (INFN)
Gran Sasso National
Laboratory, Italy

Prof Stefano Ragazzi

SUPL

INFN, Italy

Dr Ambresh Shivaji

Top Yukawa coupling at LHC

Dr Ada Farilla

Higgs boson study through the WW
channel in the ATLAS experiment

Dr Alberto Annovi

Fast Tracker project in the ATLAS
experiment

Prof Paola Giannetti

Fast Tracker project in the ATLAS
experiment

Dr Claudia Tomei

SABRE

INFN, Italy, and Yerevan
Physics Institute,
Armenia

Dr Aram Kotzinian

Exploring spin effects in semiinclusive deep inelastic reactions

Jefferson Lab,
United States

Dr Michael Pennington Nonperturbative QED
Dr Wally Melnitchouk

RESEARCH
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Parton distribution functions
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Project

Karlsruhe Institute of
Technology, Germany

Dr Stefan Gieseke

Measurements with the OPAL dataset
Measurements of coherence-sensitive
4-jet observables with the OPAL
dataset
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Prof Margarete
Mühlleitner

Natural supersymmetry and
SUSY Higgs (Next-to-minimal
Supersymmetric Standard Model)
Non-standard Higgs decays in
the Exceptional Supersymmetric
Standard Model

Kobe University, Japan

Korean Institute for
Advanced Study, Korea

KTH Royal Institute of
Technology, Sweden

Laboratoire de
l’accélérateur linéaire,
France

Dr Satoru Takahashi

The GRAINE Project

Prof Shigeki Aoki

The GRAINE Project

Dr Zhaofeng Kang

Scalar minimal dark matter
New physics opportunities in the
boosted di-Higgs plus \ ET signature

Prof P Ko

New physics opportunities in the
boosted di-Higgs plus \ ET signature

Dr Juan HerreroGarcia

Neutrinos from GUTs down to low
energies

Prof Tommy Ohlsson

Neutrinos from GUTs down to low
energies

Stella Riad

Neutrinos from GUTs down to low
energies

Dr Marumi Kado

ATLAS Physics Coordinator

Laboratoire de Physique Dr Takashi Toma
Théorique d’Orsay
(LPT), France
Prof Sebastien
Descotes-Genon

A model of neutrino mass and dark
matter with an accidental symmetry

Lancaster University,
United Kingdom

Prof Anupam
Mazumdar

Baryogenesis and inflation

Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory,
United States

Dr Sasha Pranko

Higgs to tau tau

Dr Simone PaganGriso

Track reconstruction in boosted
objects for new physics searches

Dr Zach Marshall

Development of simulation techniques
for ATLAS

CKMFitter

Improving the truth collection in the
ATLAS experiment
Leipzig University,
Germany
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Dr A Schiller

Lattice QCD
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Project

Liverpool University,
Department of
Mathematics,
United Kingdom

Dr Paul Rakow

Lattice studies

Lund University,
Sweden

Jesper Christiansen

Development of a new model for
colour reconnections

Prof Torbjorn
Sjostrand

Ongoing development of the PYTHIA
Monte Carlo event generator

Manitoba University,
Canada

Dr NL Hall

Electroweak physics

Dr PG Blunden

Electroweak physics

Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, United
States

Dr Phiala Shanahan

Symmetry breaking

Prof Jesse Thaler

Quark/gluon jet fragmentation

Max Planck Institute for
Physics, Germany

Dr Wan-Zhe Feng

Vector-like matter in supersymmetry;
two higgs doublet model

Dr Stefan Kluth

Measurements with the OPAL dataset
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Institution

Measurements of coherence-sensitive
4-jet observables with the OPAL
dataset
Michigen State
Prof C-P Yuan
University, United States

Higgs self-coupling in supersymmetric
models

Milano University, Italy

Dr Tommaso Lari

SUSY searches with the ATLAS
detector

Minnesota University,
United States

Prof Tony Gherghetta

SUSY implications from WIMP
annihilation into scalars at the galactic
centre

Munster University,
Germany

Dr Pietro Giudice

Two-colour QCD

Nagoya University,
Japan

Prof Makoto Tomoto

ATLAS SUSY studies and upgrade

Prof Toru Ijima

Flavour physics

National Center for
Theoretical Sciences
(NCTS), Hsinchu,
and National Taiwan
University, Taiwan

Prof Xiao-Gang He

Physics beyond the Standard Model

National Institute for
Nuclear Physics and
High Energy Physics
(NIKHEF), Amsterdam,
Netherlands

Dr Kalliopi Petraki

Dr Mathias Ritzmann

Development and implementation of
QCD antenna showers in the VINCIA
shower generator

New York University,
United States

Prof Gregory
Gabadadze

Quantum gravity, gravitational waves

The He–McKellar–Wilkens phase

Dark matter models and baryogenesis
Dark matter models including collider
implications
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NExT Institute,
University of
Southampton, United
Kingdom

Prof Stefano Moretti

Exceptional Supersymmetric
Standard Model

Niels Bohr Institute,
Denmark

Assoc Prof Stefania
Xella

Energy scale calibration of hadronic
tau decays for the ATLAS detector
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Tau lepton identification correction
factor study in the ATLAS experiment
Tau performances
Prof Holger B Nielsen

Cosmological constant
Dark energy, the cosmological
constant problem, the vacuum energy
problem
Supergravity models with degenerate
vacua and dark energy density
Two Higgs doublet extension of the
Standard Model

Nordita, Sweden

Northeastern University,
United States
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Dr Christopher Savage Effect of muon decay on dark matter
phenomenology
Prof Katherine Freese

Effect of muon decay on dark matter
phenomenology

Prof Pran Nath

Sparticle hierarchies in SUSY

Northern Illinois
Dr Jahred Adelman
University, United States

ATLAS Fast Tracker offline software
development and validation

Oskar Klein Centre,
Sweden

Dr Abram Krislock

Development of tools for applying
LHC constraints to BSM physics
theories

Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory,
United States

Dr David Asner

Belle II / SUPL

Peking University, China

Dr Ran Ding

The ATLAS leptonic-Z excess from
light squark productions in the
NMSSM extension with a heavy dirac
gluino

Physics Department,
Stockholm University,
Sweden

Sunny Vagnozzi

Exploring small-scale structure
puzzles with dissipative dark matter

Physics Division,
Argonne National
Laboratory, United
States

Dr Ian C Cloë

Proton structure and symmetry
breaking

Physical Research
Laboratory, India

Prof Saurabh D
Rindani

Single-top production
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Project

Princeton University,
United States

Prof Frank Calaprice

SABRE

Red Hat, United States

Dr Sage Weil

Development of a Ceph/CephFS
infrastructure for HEP use cases

RIKEN Advanced
Institute for
Computational Science,
Japan

Dr Yoshifumi
Nakamura

Lattice studies

Roma Tre University,
Italy

Dr Davide Meloni

Neutrinos from GUTs down to low
energies

Russian Academy of
Sciences, Russia

Dr Igor Gavrilenko

Track reconstruction in boosted
objects for new physics searches

Rutgers University,
United States

Dr Nathaniel Craig

Supersymmetric twin Higgs models

Rutherford Appleton
Laboratory, United
Kingdom

Dr Bruce Gallop

ATLAS semiconductor readout
electronics hardware and software

Scuola Internazionale
Superiore di Studi
Avanzati (SISSA), Italy

Dr Benedict von
Harling

Shanghai Jiao Tong
University, China

Prof Pei-Hong Gu

Electroweak phase transition and
electroweak baryogenesis

SLAC National
Accelerator Laboratory,
United States

Dr Stefan Prestel

Collaboration on PYTHIA with regard
to new antenna showers
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Institution

Data acquisition for the ATLAS
silicon-strip tracker
Non-minimal supersymmetric models
and Higgs couplings
SUSY Implications from WIMP
annihilation into scalars at the galactic
centre

Development and implementation of
QCD antenna showers in the VINCIA
shower generator
VINCIA

SLAC National
Accelerator Laboratory
and Stanford University,
United States

Stanford University,
United States

Dr Stefan Hoeche

VINCIA interface to SHERPA

Dr Valentin Hirschi

VINCIA interface to MadGraph

Prof JoAnne Hewett

Simplified models for Higgs physics

Prof Tom Rizzo

Simplified models for Higgs physics

Dr Matthew Wood

Cherenkov Telescope Array

Dr Martin Kocian

Readout electronics hardware and
software

Prof Dong Su

Readout electronics hardware and
software

Prof Savas
Dimopoulos

Naturalness in supersymmetric
models
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Stockholm University,
Sweden

Dr Christophe
Clement

SUSY searches through vector boson
fusion production

Prof Jan Conrad

Global and modular BSM inference
tool (GAMBIT) and Cherenkov
Telescope Array

Assoc Prof Hong-Hao
Zhang

Scalar minimal dark matter

Chengfeng Cai

Scalar minimal dark matter

RESEARCH

Sun Yat-Sen University,
China

The 750 GeV diphoton excess and
extra dimensions

The 750 GeV diphoton excess and
extra dimensions
Mr Ze-Min Huang

Scalar minimal dark matter

Sussex University,
United Kingdom

Dr Nicky Santoyo

Supersymmetric searches in 2 and
3 lepton final states in the ATLAS
experiment

Swansea University,
United Kingdom

Dr Simon Hands

Two-colour QCD

Swinburne University,
Australia

Prof Jeremy Mould

SABRE/SUPL

Technische Universität
Dresden, Germany

Prof Dominik
Stoeckinger

Flexible supersymmetry

Thomas Jefferson
National Accelerator
Facility, United States

Dr Harut Avakian

Studying the spin structure of nucleon
in experiments at JLab and planned
electron-ion collider

Tohoku University,
Japan

Prof Ken-ichi Hikasa

Single top squark production as a
probe of natural supersymmetry at
the LHC

Tokai University, Japan

Prof Wolfgang Bentz

Modelling quark hadronisation
process
Proton structure and symmetry
breaking
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Tsinghua University,
Beijing, China

Dr Zuowei Liu

Vector-like matter in supersymmetry;
two Higgs doublet model

United Arab Emirates
University, UAE

Prof Salah Nasri

Scalar sector phenomenology of
3-loop radiative neutrino mass models

University of Aachen,
Germany

Prof Michael Kraemer

Simplified models for Higgs physics
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Project

University of Adelaide,
Australia

Dr Paul Coddington

Distributed data storage solutions
for high-energy particle physics in
Australia

Dr Shunde Zhang

Distributed data storage solutions
for high-energy particle physics in
Australia

Ross Wilson

Distributed data storage solutions
for high-energy particle physics in
Australia

Dr Christoph Weniger

Higgs portal dark matter studies

Dr Jennifer Gaskins

Cherenkov Telescope Array

Dr David Šálek

Search for new phenomena in monojet + MET events at 13 TeV

University of Bern,
Switzerland

Dr Lewis Tunstall

Next-to-minimal softsusy

University of Bonn,
Germany

Dr Jochen Dingfelder

Tau performances

University of
Amsterdam, The
Netherlands
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Institution

Type III seesaw
Dr Will Davey

Tau lepton identification correction
factor study in the ATLAS experiment
The search for high-mass resonances
decaying into two taus final states for
the ATLAS experiment

Dr Regina Moles Valls

Measurement of the Wt cross-section
at 13 TeV in ATLAS

Prof Ian Brock

Measurement of the Wt cross-section
at 13 TeV in ATLAS

University of British
Columbia, Canada

Dr Alison Lister

Measurement of charged particle
multiplicities @ 13 TeV

University of
Cambridge, United
Kingdom

Dr David Robinson

Data acquisition for the ATLAS
silicon-strip tracker

Dr Teng Jian Khoo

ATLAS search for strongly produced
squarks and gluinos

Dr Tina Potter

SUSY EWK searches
Supersymmetry studies for the
ATLAS upgrade

Prof Benjamin
Allanach

Next-to-minimal softsusy
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University of Chicago,
United States

Prof David W Miller

Boosted objects for new physics
searches

RESEARCH

ATLAS supersymmetry searches in
multijet final states
Dr Gabriel Facini

Track reconstruction in boosted
objects for new physics searches

Dr Maximilian
Swiatlowski

ATLAS supersymmetry searches in
multijet final states

University College
London, United
Kingdom

Dr Emily Nurse

Measurement of charged particle
multiplicities @ 13 TeV

University of Geneva,
Switzerland

Dr Thomas Jacques

Simplified models of dark matter at
the LHC

Johanna Gramling

Simplified models of dark matter at
the LHC

Prof Allan Clark

7 TeV differential cross-section of
top–antitop quark (psuedotop)
Top quark differential distributions in
the ATLAS experiment

University of Glasgow,
United Kingdom

Prof Tobias Golling

ATLAS supersymmetry searches in
multijet final states

Dr Andy Buckley

New techniques for simplified model
combinations

Dr David J Miller

Exceptional Supersymmetric
Standard Model

Dr James Ferrando

Simultaneous measurements of
Standard Model cross-sections at the
ATLAS experiment

Prof Colin Froggatt

Cosmological constant
Supergravity models with degenerate
vacua and dark energy density
Two Higgs doublet extension of the
Standard Model
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University of Hamburg,
Germany

Dr H Stüben

Lattice studies

University of Hawaii,
United States

Prof Sandip Pakvasa

Exceptional Supersymmetric
Standard Model

University of Helsinki,
Finland

Dr Anca Tureanu

Zitterbewegung

University of Kentucky,
United States

Dr Guiyu Huang

Collider test of selected seesaw
mechanisms of neutrino masses
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Project

University of Lancaster,
United Kingdom

Prof Anupam
Mazumdar

Supersymmetric dark matter
properties and detection prospects,
matter–antimatter asymmetry and
inflation in various supersymmetric
scenarios

University of Liverpool,
United Kingdom, and
CERN

Dr Eduardo Nebot del
Busto

Optical fibre based beam loss
monitors for next generation linear
collider

University of Louisiana
at Lafayette, United
States

Dr James Dent

Dark matter at the LHC

University of
Mr Basem El-Menoufi
Massachusetts Amherst,
United States
Dr Peter Winslow

Lorentz-violating extensions to the
Standard Model
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Baryogenesis

Prof Michael RamseyMusolf

Baryogenesis and leptogenesis

University of Maynooth,
Ireland

Dr Jon Ivar Skullerud

Two-colour QCD

University of Milan, Italy

Dr Alberto Stabile

Phase-II fast track trigger in the
ATLAS experiment

Dr Attilio Andreazza

Tau lepton identification correction
factor study in the ATLAS experiment

University of Oklahoma,
United States

Dr Baris Altunkaynak

Sparticle hierarchies in SUSY

University of Oregon,
United States

Assist Prof Tim Cohen

Dissecting jets plus MET searches

Dr Mansoora Shamim

Tau trigger data quality monitoring in
the ATLAS experiment

University of Oslo,
Norway

Assoc Prof Are Raklev

New methods for fast supersymmetric
cross-section calculations

Dr Anders Kvellestad

New methods for fast supersymmetric
cross-section calculations

Prof Torsten
Bringmann

Global and modular BSM inference
tool (GAMBIT) and Cherenkov
Telescope Array

University of Padua, and Dr Michele Doro
INFN Padua, Italy

Cherenkov Telescope Array

University of
Pennsylvania, United
States

Prof Mark Trodden

The astroparticle/collider physics
connection

University of Pittsburgh,
United States

Prof Tao Han

Collider test of selected seesaw
mechanisms of neutrino masses

University of Science
and Technology of
China, Hefei, China

Dr Ning Chen

LHC searches for heavy neutral Higgs
bosons with a top jet substructure
analysis
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University of Sheffield,
United Kingdom

Prof Neil Spooner

Cygnus collaboration developments

University of
Southampton, United
Kingdom

Prof Steve King

Exceptional Supersymmetric
Standard Model

University of Southern
Denmark, Denmark

Dr Emiliano Molinaro

Neutrinos from GUTs down to low
energies

Dr Ian Shoemaker

Dark matter indirect detection

University of Sussex,
United Kingdom

Dr Fabrizio Salvatore

Search for SUSY with taus

University of Texas,
Arlington, United States

Dr Louise Heelan

Searches for strong SUSY with
squarks and gluinos

Natural Supersymmetry and
SUSY Higgs (Next-to-minimal
Supersymmetric Standard Model)

ATLAS search for strongly produced
squarks and gluinos
University of Tokyo,
Japan

Dr Chengcheng Han

Compressed SUSY at the LHC

Prof Masaaki
Hayashida

Cherenkov Telescope Array

University of Valencia,
Spain

Dr Jae-hyeon Park

Flexible supersymmetry

University of Vienna,
Austria

Prof Christoph
Schwanda

Leptonic and semileptonic decays of
B mesons

University of Warwick,
United Kingdom

Dr Matthew
Beckingham

Tau trigger data quality monitoring in
the ATLAS experiment

University of WisconsinMadison, United States

Dr Ran Lu

Supergravity grand unification

Vanderbuilt University,
United States

Prof Thomas Weiler

Dark matter at the LHC

Yale University, United
States

Assist Prof Sarah
Demers

Higgs boson study through the tau
pair decay channel and associated
production mode in ATLAS

Dr Cristobal Cuenca
Almenar

Tau trigger data quality monitoring in
the ATLAS experiment

Dr Ford Garberson

ATLAS supersymmetry searches in
multijet final states

Prof Fei Wang

750 GeV diphoton excess and topbottom seesaw

Zhengzhou University,
China

Supersymmetric model building with
composite states, supersymmetric
unification of all forces, new dark
matter candidates, new Higgs
particles
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Research facilities

ATLAS at the LHC, CERN

RESEARCH

CoEPP experimentalists work in large
collaborations that are based at major
high-energy physics laboratories. The
main collaboration that CoEPP is involved
in is the ATLAS collaboration at CERN,
based in Geneva. By far the greatest use
of overseas laboratory facilities takes
place at the LHC at CERN, where CoEPP
works on the ATLAS experiment and has
an office on-site. CoEPP facilities also
include the Australian-ATLAS Tier 2 grid
site, which is based at the University of
Melbourne node. Other collaborations that
involve CoEPP members include the Belle
II collaboration at KEK, the High Energy
Accelerator Research Organization, based
in Tsukuba, Japan. In addition, CoEPP
researchers are involved in the planned
southern hemisphere SABRE (sodiumiodide with active background rejection)
direct-detection dark matter experiment, to
be placed within the Stawell Underground
Physics Laboratory (SUPL; currently
under construction).

Founded in 1954, the CERN laboratory sits
astride the France–Switzerland border near
Geneva. It was one of Europe’s first joint
ventures and now has 20 member states.
CoEPP researchers are able to access and
use the CERN facilities through a formal
Co-operation Agreement between CERN
and Australia, which has been in place since
August 1991.
The ATLAS detector is one of two
general-purpose detectors at the LHC. It
investigates a wide range of physics, from
the search for the Higgs boson to extra
dimensions and particles that could make
up dark matter.
Beams of particles from the LHC collide at
the centre of the ATLAS detector, making
collision debris that fly out from the
collision point in all directions. Most of the
debris is composed of long-lived, wellknown SM particles. These, we hope, are in
The most famous
image of the ATLAS
detector showing
eight torodial magnets
and a calorimeter
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some cases daughters coming from decays
of new particles. In general, the collisions
are mostly proton–proton; however, at
specific periods, heavy-ion collisions are
included (typically lead ions). Six different
detecting subsystems arranged in layers
around the collision point record the paths,
momentum and energy of the particles,
allowing them to be individually identified.
Two huge magnet systems bend the
paths of charged particles so that their
momentums can be measured.
The interactions in the ATLAS detector
create an enormous flow of data. To digest
the data, ATLAS uses an advanced “trigger”
system to tell the detector which events to
record and which to ignore. Complex dataacquisition and computing systems are
then used to analyse the collision events
recorded. At 46 metres long, 25 metres
high and 25 metres wide, the 7000-tonne
ATLAS detector is the largest volume
particle detector ever constructed. It sits
in a cavern 100 metres below ground near
the main CERN site, close to the village of
Meyrin in Switzerland.
Image showing flow
of data from Tier 0 to
Tier 2 sites across the
world
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CoEPP scientists were involved in the
design and construction of the detector,
in particular the silicon tracker. CoEPP
researchers take shifts at CERN to help
operate the detector, undertake data
analysis, and work on the trigger system
and detector research.
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WLCG is a collaboration of more
than 150 computing centres in nearly
40 countries, linking national and
international grid infrastructures. It
provides computing resources to store,
distribute and analyse the incredible
amount of data created by the LHC. The
WLCG is made up of different “tiers”, which
are classified according to storage and
analysis. Tier 0 is the CERN computing
centre and acts as the central point; all LHC
data passes through Tier 0, however, only
a limited amount is used for computational
purposes. Tiers 1 and 2 are where most
analysis and storage occurs; Tier 3 are
local clusters. The Australian ATLAS Tier 2
grid site is housed in Queensberry Street
Data Hall 2 at the University of Melbourne;
it comprises 950 central processing units
and provides 900 terabyes of grid storage.
Australia also operates three Tier 3 clusters
at Adelaide, Melbourne and Sydney
universities with a combined storage of
112 terabytes.

Melbourne University
School of Physics
Experimental Particle
Physics Laboratory

RESEARCH

Worldwide LHC
Computing Grid

The Melbourne University School of Physics
Experimental Particle Physics Laboratory
has been developed over the past 15 years.
It was used extensively in the development
of the semiconductor tracker (SCT)
assembly for ATLAS. Work in the laboratory
includes precision assembly of doublesided silicon strip detector assemblies and
silicon vertex detectors (SVDs). Current
work encompasses projects associated
with the Belle II experiment in Japan.
The facilities include:
• class 1000 clean-room space (~100 m2)
• grey room space of a further 80 m2
• wire bonders and micro-manipulators
for precision assembly
• robotic glue dispensers
• 3D measuring systems
• precision testing and measurement
systems.
Chia-Ling Hsu
and Phillip Urquijo
working on the Belle II
detector development
in the clean room
at the Melbourne
Experimental Particle
Physics Laboratory
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CoEPP researchers participate in particle
physics activities beyond the core program
of the current Centre. These activities
develop relationships and networks with
major international research centres
and programs, and gain recognition
for Australian research. The two major
associated activities of the Centre are the
Belle II experiment at KEK in Tsukuba, and
SUPL, which will be located in Stawell,
Victoria, and will house the SABRE directdetection dark matter experiment.

Belle II
For the past two decades, Melbourne
and Sydney universities have enjoyed
fruitful participation in the international
Belle II experiment and its predecessor
Belle. The Australian contribution is highly
valued, with membership on both of the
experiment executive boards – Barberio
(past), Urquijo and Sevior (current). In 2014,
Adelaide joined the national effort.
Right: The Belle II
detector at the
upgraded accelerator
SuperKEKB.

The Belle II detector is situated on the
SuperKEKB collider, which will produce
billions of electron–positron (e–e+) collision
events per year, and hence billions of
pairs of heavy quark (b, c) and tau lepton
pairs. Belle II will observe and record the
products of these collisions to search
for new physics at the high-intensity
frontier. It is capable of looking for very
rare processes, possibly resulting from
the presence of new particles of very high
mass or small coupling not accessible
at the LHC. SuperKEKB is expected to
switch on in February 2016, and to be
commissioned through the year. Belle II is
under construction and is expected to start
taking data in 2017.
The Australian groups have taken leading
roles in the construction of Belle II,
including the SVD, the high-level trigger
(HLT) system, the data acquisition system
(DAQ) and the Belle II grid computing.
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The innermost layer of the SVD is being
built in Melbourne. Electrically working
detector ladders were built in 2015, with
construction of the final modules to be
completed in early 2016 (To. Baroncelli, Ti.
Baroncelli, Taylor, Volpi, Williams, Webb).
A new effort on the development of
the software of the SVD began in 2015
(Caria, Urquijo, Webb), in particular on
data quality monitoring, cluster position
algorithms, ionisation measurements and
detector calibration.
The software framework of the HLT and
associated data quality management
continued to be developed in Melbourne
(Li, Urquijo). Furthermore, the trigger
selection criteria for the entire trigger
system were developed, including the
hardware-based level 1 and the HLT. It is
being readied for collision data during
commissioning and first physics in 2017.
The radiation hardness of the DAQ system
was studied and addressed (Pesantez,
Urquijo). Radiation hardness can occur as a
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The Belle II computing grid and associated
applications for analysis continue to be
developed in Melbourne (Bloomfield,
Dossett, Hsu, Kahn, Sevior).
As physics coordinator, Urquijo leads
the Belle II physics program, which
has 650 collaborators. He developed
the experiment’s strategies for first
physics data, initiates and chairs an
international workshop series with leading
theorists on the physics of Belle II, and
developed core analysis software (Jaeger,
Pesantez, Tenchini). In 2015, Adelaide
joined the physics program to develop
B-reconstruction methods.
Although the previous experiment – Belle
– is no longer taking data, analysis of
Belle’s uniquely large dataset is ongoing,
with Australian groups playing key roles:
Urquijo and Sevior lead the CKM (Cabibbo–
Kobayashi–Maskawa) and Hadronic B
decay groups, respectively. Barberio was
the former CKM convenor and Yabsley
was the former charm convenor. The
groups wrote numerous refereed journal
publications in 2015, on semileptonic and
leptonic B(s) decays (Sibidanov, Urquijo,
Varvell), radiative B decays (Pesantez,
Urquijo) and hadronic B decays (Sevior).
Many analyses commenced or continued
in 2015, including studies of CP violation
in hadronic B decays (Bloomfield, Hsu),
searches for dark photons and dark matter
(Guenther), lepton flavour violation (Moore,
Duong) and new physics in semileptonic B
decays (Ermakov, Waheed).

Stawell Gold Mine in Victoria. The scientific
effort for SUPL includes the Adelaide,
Melbourne and Swinburne universities, and
the Australian National University; the key
scientific organisation the Australian Nuclear
Science and Technology Organisation; and
international partners Princeton University
and the Italian National Institute of Nuclear
Physics (INFN). The laboratory will house
one of two SABRE experiments – the “twin”
experiment will be located at the Gran
Sasso Laboratory in Italy. SABRE will be a
direct-detection dark matter experiment
comprised of ultra-pure thallium-doped
sodium iodide crystals. These crystals will
occasionally be struck – by what is hoped
will be a dark matter particle – causing
nuclear recoil leading to energy deposition
in the sodium iodide. This energy is released
as a high-energy gamma ray and recorded.
Because the two experiments will be located
in different hemispheres, it is hoped that
they will test the annual modulation results
from the earlier generation DAMA/LIBRA
dark matter experiment.
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result of single event upset bit-flits caused
by slow neutrons passing through the
readout electronics on many subdetectors.

Centre researchers involved in the
SUPL effort include Elisabetta Barberio,
Anthony Thomas, Anthony Williams and
Phillip Urquijo.
Temporary laboratory
within the Stawell
Gold Mine. Image by
Mark Killmer, taken
during the Interactions
2015 Photowalk.

Stawell Underground
Physics Laboratory
SUPL is a laboratory currently under
construction 1 kilometre deep within the
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DEVELOPMENT
CoEPP Annual Scientific
Workshop

DEVELOPMENT

17–20 February 2015, Hobart, Tasmania
The annual workshop is a key event in the CoEPP calendar, providing
opportunities for discussion and collaboration, as well as planning
for the future. The 2015 workshop was hosted by the Monash
node and held at the Best Western Hotel in Hobart, Tasmania. It
was the largest workshop so far, with 125 staff, students, Partner
Investigators and international guests attending for scientific talks, a
poster session, meetings and opportunities to socialise.
As in 2014, the workshop was preceded
by a 2-day Summer School for graduate
students. This year it was held at the
Clayton campus of Monash University, and
was attended by 40 students. Aimed at
new CoEPP students in honours, Masters
and PhD studies, the school included
lectures on fundamental particle physics
and hands-on tutorials. Topics included
the SM and BSM, dark matter, Higgs,
flavour physics, research computing and
the LHC Run 2. Interstate students and
staff from Adelaide and Sydney stayed at
Mannix College, and enjoyed an informal
closing session with a pizza supper at
the workshop venue. Staff and students
then travelled together to Hobart for
the workshop.
The opening sessions of the workshop
focused on the latest Higgs theoretical and
experimental results, followed by flavour
physics and updates on future facilities
and research computing. As a workshop
first, four PhD students near completion
gave 3-minute thesis talks. These 3-minute

talks were received with great interest and
enthusiasm, and are likely to become a
permanent feature of the workshop series.
The poster session and welcome reception
were held on Wednesday evening, and
gave both students and junior postdocs
the opportunity to present their work
to the CoEPP community; 26 posters
were presented and assessed by a panel
of judges.
The second day was dedicated to new
physics and particle astrophysics, including
a talk via videoconference from Nobel
laureate Professor Brian Schmidt, and
talks from visiting academics. The final day
included talks from CoEPP’s international
partners, some insights from the Australian
Research Council’s Brian Yates on CoEPP’s
mid-term review, and a summary of
CoEPP’s activities from the Director,
Geoffrey Taylor. An invitation to University
of Tasmania academics brought local
physicists to this session.
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DEVELOPMENT

Parallel to the scientific program,
the research computing team and
administrators from all nodes conducted
their own programs to discuss finance
management, reporting, and outreach and
communications across CoEPP.
In conjunction with the Hobart workshop,
Melbourne node Director Professor
Ray Volkas held a public lecture at the
University of Tasmania. Professor Volkas
entertained and informed an audience of
120 with a talk on “The known unknowns
of the universe”. The talk was recorded and
is available to view on the CoEPP website
at www.coepp.org.au/outreach-education/
public-talks.
On Thursday evening, CoEPP staff,
students and partners attended a dinner
at Hobart’s Museum of Old and New Art
(MONA). The dinner gave junior CoEPP
members a chance to mix informally with
their more senior colleagues, and the
The CoEPP Annual
Scientific Workshop
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artworks certainly got conversation started!
The evening concluded with a speech
from the host, Monash node Director
Associate Professor Csaba Balazs, and
the award of the student poster prize to
Adelaide student Phiala Shanahan for her
poster titled “Attometer-scale symmetry
in electromagnetic quark distributions of
protons and neutrons”.
The annual workshop concluded with a
joint meeting of the CoEPP Executive
Board, Partner Investigators and the
Advisory Board. CoEPP Director Professor
Geoffrey Taylor and Centre Manager David
Varvel presented reports and performance
indicators, and board members provided
valuable input to CoEPP based on their
external experience, with special reference
to future plans regarding CoEPP’s
upcoming CoEPP2 proposal.
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Summer School statistics

Number of attendees: 125

Number of students: 40

7 Advisory Board members, 4 visitors

11 academic staff (9 lecturers, 2 postdocs
as tutors)

20 academic staff (incl Directors and
Chief Investigators)
14 postdocs
68 students
9 professional staff
3 research computing staff
Node breakdown:
• Adelaide: 20
• Melbourne: 66
• Monash: 8 (excluding Advisory Board
members)
• Sydney: 20
11 non-CoEPP people from various
institutions

DEVELOPMENT

Workshop statistics

Node breakdown:
• Adelaide: 8
• Melbourne: 24
• Monash: 3
• Sydney: 5

Left and below:
the CoEPP Annual
Scientific Workshop
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Spring school on particle physics
and cosmology

DEVELOPMENT

1–2 October 2015, University of Sydney

Program coordinators
Archil Kobakhidze, Michael Schmidt

Lecturers
Julien Berengut (University of New South
Wales), Kevin Finelli (University of Sydney),
Jan Hamann (University of Sydney), Archil
Kobakhidze (University of Sydney), Michael
Schmidt (University of Sydney), Peter
Skands (Monash University), Yvonne Wong
(University of New South Wales)

Participants

Right: Spring School
participants

The first spring school on particle physics
and cosmology organised by CoEPP
researchers targeted third- and fourthyear students in New South Wales. It also
attracted several second-year students, as
well as students from Melbourne. More than
30 students from the University of Sydney,
the University of Technology Sydney and
the University of Melbourne attended the
school.
The spring school included lectures on
different topics in particle physics and
cosmology, from basic theory to current
research topics. Besides teaching the
fundamentals of particle physics and
cosmology, another aim was to stimulate
interest to pursue a career in particle
physics among New South Wales students.
The first day featured introductory lectures
on the basics of quantum field theory, the
SM and homogeneous cosmology, as well
as an introduction to baryogenesis and big
bang nucleosynthesis. The lectures on the
second day built on the foundations laid
on the first day, discussing particle physics
phenomenology and experiments as well
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as inhomogeneous cosmology, dark matter
and dark energy. There was a great interest
in the different topics discussed at the
school. The students actively participated
in the lectures by asking many questions
during the lectures and the coffee and
lunch breaks.
On both days the lectures were followed by
a question-and-answer session to provide
an open forum to discuss any questions
from the students. All lecturers, CoEPP
Chief Investigators Kevin Varvell and Bruce
Yabsley, and other members of the particle
physics group at the University of Sydney
were happy to answer the many student
questions and provide further insight into
the current topics in particle physics and
cosmology.
The spring school concluded on Friday
with an informal gathering.
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DEVELOPMENT

Left: Associate
Professor Peter
Skands and Spring
School participant

Left: Dr Kevin Finelli
lecturing at the Spring
School
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Awards and recognition
Dr Phillip Urquijo wins 3M Eureka Prize for Emerging
Leader in Science
DEVELOPMENT

Dr Phillip Urquijo was awarded the 3M Eureka Prize for
Emerging Leader in Science for leadership of the Belle II project,
which includes collaboration with 99 organisations from
23 different countries.
Dr Urquijo is the Physics Coordinator
of the Belle II experiment, based at the
KEK laboratory in Japan, where he leads
an international team of more than
600 physicists. The Belle II experiment will
use the SuperKEKB particle accelerator
to smash electrons into positrons in the
search for new physics.

“It’s an honour to receive this
prestigious award, which reflects
the interest in Belle II and
calibre of its research program
– a huge global effort of 650
collaborators. Including my
group in Melbourne, which plays
key roles supported by the ARC.”
Nicknamed the “Oscars of Australian
science”, these awards recognise
researchers, leaders and communicators
breaking new ground in their fields and
inspiring those around them to follow suit.
Dr Phillip Urquijo
Photo by Brendon
Thorne/Getty Images
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Urquijo is helping build Australia’s position
in the field of particle physics, with the aim
of making us a hub for particle physics
in the Asian region. He is building a team
of researchers to be leaders in the years
to come:
In years to come, I know that Belle
II will provide unique insights into
some of the remaining puzzles in
fundamental physics. I’m hoping we’ll
discover new elementary particles,
provide some answers into matter/
antimatter asymmetry; but it could
just be something out of the blue,
something we weren’t expecting;
now that would be really exciting.
Urquijo has been described as one of the
best experimental particle physicists of his
generation; his contributions to the field
were acknowledged by the International
Union of Pure and Applied Physics young
scientist prize in 2012.

“I congratulate Dr Urquijo on
his amazing achievements to
date and for being a leader
in international physics. His
fast track on such a major
international project is a great
credit to his talents, as this role
would usually fall to a more
senior scientist.”
Kim McKay AO, Executive Director and
CEO of the Australian Museum.
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Sean Crosby receives Endeavour Executive Fellowship

From July to October 2015, Sean Crosby
worked in the cloud computing team at
CERN. Cloud computing is becoming a big
part of CERN and the grid’s computing
capacity. Sean was involved in some
critically needed accounting, benchmarking
and traceability work, and was specifically
tasked with improving the efficiency of
their cloud. The cloud computing platform
chosen at CERN is based on the Openstack
opensource project, much like Australia’s
NeCTAR Research Cloud, which CoEPP
uses extensively to provide batch resources
to our researchers. Experiments at CERN
use Openstack to create virtual machines,
which run on physical hardware controlled
by CERN IT, which then run their code and
process data.
Scientists noticed that when code for
experiments was run on the cloud, which
is ever increasing in size, and is providing
the bulk of the tier 0 and batch resources
at CERN, the performance of the code was
much lower than expected.

DEVELOPMENT

Sean Crosby, Research Computing Administrator and Developer,
received an Endeavour Executive Fellowship awarded by the
Australian Government Department of Education and Training.
The highly competitive, merit-based fellowship supports
Australian and overseas recipients to undertake study, research
and professional development programs in another country.

“Working with another team
for an extended period of time
was extremely rewarding for
me, and I made some great
friends and learnt many things
I will be able to apply to our
resources in Australia.”
Sean Crosby

Sean Crosby at Lac
Leman in Geneva

Sean’s work centred on benchmarking
the physical hardware and comparing
it with that of the virtual machines, and
finding where the inefficiency was. When
his project started, the virtual machines
performed 20% less than the underlying
physical hardware. With a combination of
improvements, this performance loss was
brought down to 6%, which was greatly
appreciated by the experiments and the
cloud computing team.
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OUTREACH AND
ENGAGEMENT
OUTREACH

CoEPP organises and participates in a range of outreach activities
that are designed to encourage and inspire the next generation of
researchers, involve and educate the general public and engage
with nontraditional audiences. Through public lectures, specific
programs targeting high school students, participation in external
events and National Science Week, CoEPP’s outreach program
continues to strengthen, mature and grow. Some highlights from the
2015 program are given in the next few pages.

High schools program
The high schools program delivers
opportunities for young people to engage
in, and develop their passion for, physical
sciences at key decision-making times in
their study lives.

Work experience week
at the Melbourne node

Work experience week
Year-10 students are immersed in a weeklong program of tutorials, lectures and lab
sessions. Sessions included lectures on
the history of particle physics (developed
and presented by Chief Investigator Nicole
Bell), distributed computing and the WLCG,
the SM and dark matter. The week is run
concurrently with the astrophysics work
experience week (run by the ARC Centre
of Excellence for All-sky Astrophysics), and
the two groups of students come together
to share lab sessions and lectures on dark
matter, fundamentals of astrophysics and
the SM. All participants undertake research
projects that are presented at the end of
the week.
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International particle physics masterclass

OUTREACH

The masterclass is an annual calendar
highlight. First offered in 2012, it has
consistently grown in reach, and sees
year 11 and 12 students attend a day-long
event of lectures and tutorials on the LHC
and the SM, lab sessions where students
analyse real ATLAS experiment data, and
an international video conference where
all the groups connect with each other
and with physicists at Fermilab, United
States, to present and discuss results.
The day culminates in an ATLAS virtual
visit, where all participants link up with
scientists at CERN, are taken on a tour of
the ATLAS control room, and are given
the opportunity to ask questions about
the largest experiment on Earth. In 2015,
CoEPP ran two distinct masterclasses:
the July masterclass, where the Monash

Students at the offsite
masterclass held
at South Oakleigh
Secondary College
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node participated for the very first time,
and an offsite masterclass held at South
Oakleigh Secondary College. The offsite
class was open to all year levels, with four
schools participating.
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OUTREACH

Sydney and Melbourne
(below) participants
at the international
masterclass in particle
physics held in July
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Collision

ABOUT

In 2015, CoEPP ran the Collision project
for the third time. Run as a competition
for National Science Week, Collision
asked the public to engage with particle
physics concepts, and the restart of the
LHC, through art. The call for entries was
distributed across Australia to high school
teachers, the general public, scientists and
artists, and had two distinct categories: a
schools category where both the student
and their school received prizes, and the
open category for all other entries. A
feature on LHC physics and previous years’
Collision entries were published in Double
Helix in the months preceding the close
of submissions, with the winning schools
entry published in the December issue of
Double Helix.

A moment of embrace
by Melanie Tang
from Camberwell
Girls Grammar
School; winner of the
schools category
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Engagement highlights from Collision in
2015 included an entire family in Tasmania
submitting artwork to escape their chilly
winter; their ages ranged from 9 to
47 years old. In New South Wales, the
Elonera Montessori School’s visual arts
teacher collaborated with the science
teacher on the project. They discussed
how mass and energy are both annihilated
and created in particle collisions and then
created their own visual interpretation of
what this might look like. Visual artists,
both national and international, created
work for Collision that ranged from oil
paintings to digital media. An exhibition of
selected work will be held in 2016 as part of
the Adelaide Fringe Festival.
Project partners for Collision included
RiAus, and CSIRO Publishing – Double
Helix magazine.
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TEDxCERN@Monash and virtual visit to CMS

of academia to inform our present and
change our future.

OUTREACH

The TEDxCERN official broadcast at
Monash university has become a staple
of the CoEPP’s outreach program. The
2015 theme – Breaking the Rules –
brought ideas to challenge the norm, and
transformative solutions to real-world
issues. From tangible interfaces that allow
human interaction via e-devices, using 3D
technology as a means to revolutionise
education and product fabrication, to
exploring transformations of matter into
habitable structures, TEDxCERN’s speakers
brought their visions for a new world.
These ideas push beyond the boundaries

For the first time, the TEDxCERN event was
accompanied with a virtual visit to the CMS
experiment at CERN. CMS is one of the
two general purpose detectors at the LHC
at CERN looking for new physics. Virtual
visits are tours of the experiment and
control room, guided by CMS scientists.
They are relayed via videolink and give
the unique opportunity to ask questions
about the physics and technology behind
the experiment.

Supersymmetry by
Franz Antony – an
artist / illustrator/
graphic designer
based in Sydney;
winner of the
open category
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OUTREACH

Particle Fever showings at National
Science Week
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Below: Molly Patton
won first place
in the People’s
Choice Category
of the Photowalk
Competition for her
image of an electric
mining drill deep
inside the Stawell
Gold Mine.

As part of the National Science Week
program of events, CoEPP showed
free screenings of the Mark Levinson
film Particle Fever. The showings were
promoted to, and attended by, the general
public, high schools and undergraduate
students. Each screening included a special
introduction by a CoEPP researcher and
opportunities for question-and-answer
sessions afterwards.
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Global Physics Photowalk

Japan; SLAC, United States; and TRIUMF,
Canada. Each lab submitted their three top
choices from the locally hosted events to
two global competitions: a jury competition
and a people’s choice competition
conducted via an online vote. Two
submissions from SUPL were among the top
photos in the competition categories. Mark
Killmer’s photograph featuring Dr Phillip
Urquijo working at the temporary laboratory
set up in the Stawell Gold Mine won second
place in the Jury Category. In the People’s
Choice Category, where more than 3800
photography enthusiasts voted online,
first place was awarded to Molly Patton’s
photograph revealing an electric mining drill
deep inside the Stawell Gold Mine.

OUTREACH

Every two years, the global particle physics
communications group Interactions
Collaboration, organises a “photowalk”,
where physics laboratories from across
the world give rare behind-the-scenes
access to take pictures in areas seldom
open to the public. On 25–26 September,
eight laboratories opened up their doors
to hundreds of amateur and professional
photographers. In 2015, Australia
participated for the first time, with the SUPL
allowing six photographers to take images
of an underground physics laboratory in
its early stages of development. Other
participating laboratories in 2015 were
CERN, Switzerland; DESY, Germany;
Fermilab, United States; INFN, Italy; KEK,

Mark Killmer received
second place in the
Jury Category of the
2015 Photowalk, for his
image depicting the
temporary laboratory
at SUPL.
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PUBLICATIONS
Refereed journal articles

PUBLICATIONS
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ATLAS Collaboration

PUBLICATIONS
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CDF Collaboration. “Search for resonances
decaying to top and bottom quarks with
the CDF experiment”, Phys. Rev. Lett. 115(6),
061801 (2015).
CDF Collaboration. “Tevatron combination
of single-top-quark cross sections and
determination of the magnitude of the
Cabibbo–Kobayashi–Maskawa matrix
element Vtb”, Phys. Rev. Lett. 115(15), 152003
(2015).

CDF Collaboration. “Constraints on models
of the Higgs boson with exotic spin and
parity using decays to bottom–antibottom
quarks in the full CDF data set”, Phys. Rev.
Lett. 114(14), 141802 (2015).

PUBLICATIONS

CDF Collaboration. “Study of the energy
dependence of the underlying event in
proton-antiproton collisions”, Phys. Rev. D
92(9), 092009 (2015).

CDF Collaboration. “Search for production
of an ϒ(1S) meson in association with a
W or Z boson using the full 1.96 TeV pp̄
collision data set at CDF”, Phys. Rev. D
91(5), 052011 (2015).
CDF Collaboration. “Measurement of
differential production cross section for
Z/γ∗ bosons in association with jets in pp̄
–
collisions at √s = 1.96 TeV”, Phys. Rev. D
91(1), 012002 (2015).
CDF Collaboration. “Studies of hightransverse momentum jet substructure
and top quarks produced in 1.96 TeV
proton–antiproton collisions”, Phys. Rev. D
91 (2015) 3, 032006.
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Refereed conference proceedings
K Finelli, “Single top quark production cross
section measurements using the ATLAS
and CMS detectors at the LHC”. PoS DIS
163 (2015).

PUBLICATIONS

SD Rindani, P Sharma and A Shivaji,
“Unravelling the non-standard top and
Higgs couplings in associated top-Higgs
production at the high-luminosity LHC”.
arXiv, 1512.07408 [hep-ph] (2015).
JJ Wu, T-SH Lee, DB Leinweber, AW
Thomas and RD Young, “Finite-volume
Hamiltonian method for ππ scattering in
lattice QCD”. arXiv, 1512.02771 [hep-lat]
(2015).
AW Thomas in D Leinweber et al., “N*
spectroscopy from lattice QCD: the Roper
explained”. arXiv, 1511.09146 [hep-lat]
(2015).
RD Young and J Zanotti in J Dragos et al.,
“Improved determination of hadron matrix
elements using the variational method”.
arXiv, 1511.05591 [hep-lat] (2015).
SD Rindani, P Sharma and AW Thomas,
“Polarization of the top quark as a probe
of its chromomagnetic and chromoelectric
couplings in single-top production at the
Large Hadron Collider”. arXiv, 1510.08959
[hep-ph] (2015).
R Nevzorov, “LHC signatures and
cosmological implications of the E6
inspired SUSY models”. arXiv, 1510.05387
[hep-ph] (2015).
C Froggatt, R Nevzorov, HB Nielsen and
A Thomas, “On the smallness of the
cosmological constant in SUGRA models
with Planck scale SUSY breaking and
degenerate vacua”. arXiv, 1510.05379 [hepph] (2015).
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C Balazs in J Carr et al., (CTA Consortium
Collaboration), “Prospects for indirect
dark matter searches with the Cherenkov
Telescope Array (CTA)”. arXiv, 1508.06128
[astro-ph.HE] (2015).
AD Medina, “SUSY implications from WIMP
annihilation into scalars at the galactic
center”. arXiv, 1505.05565 [hep-ph] (2015).
A Ahriche, KL McDonald and S Nasri,
“Three-loop neutrino mass models at
colliders”. arXiv, 1505.04320 [hep-ph]
(2015).
BHJ McKellar, “50 years of CP violation –
what have we learned?” AIP Conf. Proc.
1657, 030001 (2015).
L Wu, JM Yang, CP Yuan and M Zhang, “hhh
coupling in SUSY models after LHC Run I”.
arXiv, 1504.07945 [hep-ph] (2015).
A Ahriche, KL McDonald and S Nasri,
“Models for neutrino mass and physics
beyond standard model”. arXiv, 1504.06759
[hep-ph] (2015).
RR Volkas, “Searching for radiative neutrino
mass generation at the LHC”. Int. J. Mod.
Phys. A 30, 1530030 (2015).
T Boz, P Giudice, S Hands, JI Skullerud
and AG Williams, “Two-color QCD at high
density”. arXiv, 1502.01219 [hep-lat] (2015).
P Skands, “Modelling hadronic interactions
in HEP MC generators”. EPJ Web Conf. 99,
09001 (2015).
A Kotzinian, HH Matevosyan and AW
Thomas, “Sivers effect in dihadron
electroproduction”. EPJ Web Conf. 85,
02026 (2015).

AP Spray and Y Cai, “Semi-annihilating
wino-like dark matter”. arXiv, 1510.02179
[hep-ph] (2015).

P Ballett, SF King, C Luhn, S Pascoli and
MA Schmidt, “Precision measurements of
θ12 for testing models of discrete leptonic
flavour symmetries”. J. Phys. Conf. Ser. 598,
012014 (2015).

P Urquijo, “Physics prospects at the Belle II
experiment”. Nucl. Part. Phys. Proc. 263–
264:15–23 (2015).

L Lee, “SUSY searches in the ATLAS
Experiment”. J. Phys. Conf. Ser. 623, 012018
(2015).
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Conference presentations
Sujeet Akula

Nicole Bell

“Clues for simplified models from SUGRA
sparticle hierarchies and LHC data”,
talk, Phenomenology 2015 Symposium,
May 2015.

“Particle–antiparticle asymmetries from
scattering”, invited talk, PACIFIC 2015,
September 2015.

“FlexibleSUSY: spectrum generation
for SUSY and non-SUSY models”, talk,
SUSY 2015, International Conference
on Supersymmetry and Unification of
Fundamental Interactions, August 2015.

Katie Auchettl
“The multiwavelength analysis of SNR MSH
11-61A”, talk, Fifty One Ergs, June 2015.
“X-ray analysis of the proper motion and
pulsar wind nebula for PSR J1741-2054.”,
talk, 225th American Astronomical Society
Meeting, January 2015.

Csaba Balazs
“Supersymmetry and naturalness”, talk,
Planck 2015: 18th International Conference
From the Planck Scale to the Electroweak
Scale, May 2015.
“Naturalness and Supersymmetry”, talk,
SUSY 2015, International Conference
on Supersymmetry and Unification of
Fundamental Interactions, August 2015.
“Naturalness of the CMSSM and
CNMSSM”, talk, Brookhaven Forum 2015:
Great Expectations, a New Chapter,
October 2015.
“Naturalness, supersymmetry and dark
matter”, invited talk, Scientific/Organising
Committee, DSU 2015 – 11th International
Workshop on Dark Side of the Universe,
December 2015.

Neil Barrie
“Generating luminous and dark
matter during inflation”, talk, SUSY
2015, International Conference on
Supersymmetry and Unification of
Fundamental Interactions, August 2015.

Lucien Boland
“Australia-ATLAS site report”, talk, HEPiX
Fall 2015 Workshop, October 2015.

PUBLICATIONS

Peter Athron

“The particle physics of dark matter and
beyond”, plenary talk, 8th Australasian
Conference on General Relativity and
Gravitation, December 2015.

Peter Cox
“The unnatural composite Higgs at the
LHC”, talk, Composite Higgs Program at
Fermilab, October 2015.

Sean Crosby
“Site report – Australia”, talk, Canada cloud
face-to-face meeting 2015, June 2015.
“Virtualisation performance and features”,
talk, ATLAS Software and Computing
Workshop, September 2015.
“Automated performance testing
framework”, talk, HEPiX Fall 2015
Workshop, October 2015.
“Australia-ATLAS”, talk, DPM December
2015 Workshop, December 2015.

Noel Dawe
“Lepton flavour violation searches at
the LHC”, plenary talk, KEK-FF2015,
October 2015.

Kevin Finelli
“Single top quark production cross section
using the ATLAS detector at the LHC”,
talk, Deep Inelestic Scattering and related
subjects, April 2015.

Nadine Fischer
“Coherent showers for the LHC”, talk,
Radcor-Loopfest 2015, June 2015.

“Generating luminous and dark matter
during inflation”, talk, COSMO 2015,
September 2015.
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Robert Foot

Hrayr Matevosyan

“Dissipative dark matter and rotation
curves of galaxies”, invited talk, PACIFIC
2015, September 2015.

“Transverse momenum distributions”,
plenary talk, QNP20115, Seventh
International Conference devoted to Quarks
and Nuclear Physics, March 2015.

Dylan Harries

“Sivers effect in one- and two-hadron
electroproduction”, talk, 5th International
Workshop on Lattice Hadron Physics: LHP
V, July 2015.

PUBLICATIONS

“Z limits and naturalness in U(1)
extended models”, invited talk, SUSY
2015, International Conference on
Supersymmetry and Unification of
Fundamental Interactions, August 2015.

Paul Jackson
“The recursive jigsaw technique”, parallel
talk, SUSY 2015, International Conference
on Supersymmetry and Unification of
Fundamental Interactions, August 2015.

Archil Kobakhidze
“Higgs vacuum stability and its implications
for beyond-standard-model physics”, talk,
Gordon Research Conference — Particle
Physics: Prospects of Particle Physics at
the 13TeV Large Hadron Collider 2015, June
2015.
“Electroweak baryogenesis with anomalous
Higgs couplings”, talk, CosPA 2015, October
2015.

Rebecca Leane
“Dark matter at the LHC: EFTs and
gauge invariance”, parallel talk, SUSY
2015, International Conference on
Supersymmetry and Unification of
Fundamental Interactions, August 2015.

Lawrence Lee
“Applications of the recursive jigsaw
technique to searches for gluino and
stop pair production”, parallel talk,
SUSY 2015, International Conference
on Supersymmetry and Unification of
Fundamental Interactions, August 2015.

Chunhua Li
“Trigger and data acquisition systems
at the Belle II experiment”, parallel talk,
EPS-HEP 2015, July 2015.

Shelley Liang
“The scale invariant top condensate model”,
talk, COSMO 2015, September 2015.
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“Tranverse spin effects in two hadron
electroproduction”, invited talk, TMDe 2015
international workshop, September 2015.
“Monte Carlo inspired models of spin
correlations”, invited talk, ECT international
workshop, October 2015.

Bruce McKellar
“Quantum phases in Maxwell and Yang
Mills theories”, invited talk, Conference
on 60 Years of Yang-Mills Gauge Field
Theories, May 2015.

Anthony Morely
“Charged-particle multiplicities at different
pp interaction centre-of-mass energies
measured with the ATLAS detector at the
LHC”, talk, EPS-HEP 2015, July 2015.

Roman Nevzorov
“On the smallness of the cosmological
constant in SUGRA models with Planck
scale SUSY breaking and degenerate
vacua”, invited talk, EPS-HEP 2015, July
2015.
“Exotic Higgs decays in U(1) extensions of
the MSSM”, invited talk, 17th Lomonosov
Conference on Elementary Particle Physics,
August 2015.

Pere Rados
“Combination of the Higgs boson property
measurements using the ATLAS detector”,
talk, SUSY 2015, International Conference
on Supersymmetry and Unification of
Fundamental Interactions, August 2015.

Soumya Rao
“Non universal gaugino mass models
vis-avis LHC and dark matter”, invited
talk, SUSY 2015, International Conference
on Supersymmetry and Unification of
Fundamental Interactions, August 2015.
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“Detecting dipolar dark matter in beam
dump experiment”, invited talk, TAUP 2015:
XIV International Conference on Topics in
Astroparticle and Underground Physics,
September 2015.

Phiala Shanahan
“Electromagnetic form factors of the octet
baryons from lattice QCD”, invited talk,
NSTAR, May 2015.

“Charge symmetry violation in the
electromagnetic form factors of the
nucleon”, invited talk, LHPV2015, July 2015.

Pankaj Sharma
“Unravelling the non-standard top and
Higgs couplings in associated top-Higgs
production at the High-Luminosity LHC”,
talk, TOP2015, International conference on
top physics, September 2015.

Peter Skands
“Updated PYTHIA forecasts for 100 TeV”,
talk, QCD, EW and tools at 100 TeV,
October 2015.

Andrew Spray
“The unnatural composite Higgs”, parallel
talk, Phenomenology 2015, May 2015.
“Semi-annihilating wino-like dark
matter”, parallel talk, PLANCK2015: 18th
International Conference from the Planck
Scale to the Electroweak Scale, May 2015.

Ray Volkas
“Searching for radiative neutrino mass
generation at the LHC”, invited talk,
International Conference on Massive
Neutrinos, February 2015.
“What I think about when I think about
dark matter”, invited talk, Origin of Mass
2015, May 2015.
“Searching for radiative neutrino
mass generation at the LHC”, invited
talk, IX International Conference on
Interconnections between Particle Physics
and Cosmology, June 2015.
“What I think about when I think about dark
matter”, invited talk, The Standard Theory
and Beyond in the LHC Era, October 2015.

Martin White
“ColliderBit: a new framework for collider
constraints on BSM physics models”, invited
talk, Identification of Dark Matter with a
Cross-disciplinary Approach, April 2015.

Bruce Yabsley
“Conventional and exotic charmonium
production at the ATLAS experiment’
and ‘Studies of associated charmonium
production at ATLAS”, talk, CHARM 2015,
May 2015.

Ross Young
“Applications of the Feynman–Hellmann
theorum in hadron structure”, invited talk,
Lattice 2015, July 2015.

Anthony Thomas

“Theory/interpretation of results”, invited
talk, PWA 8/ATHOS 3, July 2015.

“From hadron to nuclear structure”, plenary
talk, Hadrons and Hadron Interactions
in QCD - effective theories and Lattice
(HHIQCD2015), February 2015.

“Cottingham formula and the proton–
neutron electromagnetic self-energy”,
invited talk, LHPV2015, July 2015.

“The origin of nuclear structure: in-medium
changes in nucleon structure”, invited talk,
LHPV2015, July 2015.

Daniele Zanzi

“QCD and a new paradigm for nuclear
structure”, invited talk, QCD-TNT4
Workshop, September 2015.

PUBLICATIONS

“Charge symmetry violation in the
electromagnetic form factors of the
nucleon”, invited talk, SSP 2015 – 6th
International Symposium on Symmetries in
Subatomic Physics, June 2015.

“The physics of the proton spin problem”,
plenary talk, Pacific Spin 2015, October
2015.

“Searches for the SM Higgs boson in
association with top quarks at LHC”,
parallel talk, WIN 2015, 25th International
Workshop on Weak Interactions and
Neutrinos, June 2015.
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CoEPP annual scientific workshop
Talks
C Balazs, “Naturalness and supersymmetry
– is SUSY dead?”.
I Baldes, “The role of CP violating
scatterings in baryogenesis”.
PUBLICATIONS

J Barnard, “Composite GUTs at present and
future colliders”.
N Barrie, “Generating luminous and dark
matter during inflation”.
L Boland, “Update on research computing”.
A Brennan, “Dark matter searches”.
B Callen, P Shanahan, A Spencer-Smith, G
White, 3-minute thesis talks.
A Clark, “CoEPP as seen by a Partner
Investigator”.
N Dawe, “H → tau tau (results, Run-2, CP)”.
A Ermakov, “Belle physics”.
K Finelli, “Recent results in top quark
physics at ATLAS”.
J Hamann, “Hunting for features in the
primordial power spectrum using Planck
data”.
P Jackson, “High Luminosity upgrades to
the ATLAS Si-strip tracker readout”.
T Khoo, “Cambridge activities in CoEPP
and ATLAS”.
T Kubota, “FTK and iTK”.
L Lee Jr, “0-lepton recursive jigsaw analysis
prospects and triggers”.
C Li, “Status of Belle II”.
S Lonsdale, “Unified dark matter through
asymmetric symmetry breaking”.
M Milesi, “Tracking in Run-2”.
A Millar, “Dark matters: a UV complete
picture of asymmetric dark matter and
coannihilations”.
R Nevzorov, “Cosmological constant in
SUGRA models with Planck scale SUSY
breaking and degenerate vacua”.
L Pesantez, “Global fits with CKMFitter”.
S Rao, “Detecting dipolar dark matter in
beam dump experiments”.

P Sharma, “Discovery potential of charged
Higgs in decay channel H+ → W + h in
single production with a top quark at the
LHC”.
A Spencer-Smith, “Higgs vacuum stability
in a mass-dependent renormalisation
scheme and implications for inflation”.
L Spiller, “Event shapes”.
A Stabile, “FTK phase-II R&D/on FTK stateof-the-art”.
G Taylor, “Summary of CoEPP activities”.
P Taylor, “Vector boson scattering and
quartic gauge couplings”.
K Varvell, “Why we should study B-meson
leptonic decays at Belle II”.
M Volpi, “The Stawell DM laboratory”.
S Williams, “SVD construction”.
Y Wong, “Large-scale structure with
analytical methods”.
B Yabsley, “B physics and hidden flavour
studies at the LHC”.
B Yates, “Insights on the CoEPP midterm review and the next round of centre
applications”.
J Yue, “Probing CP-violating top-Higgs
coupling through enhanced signal and top
polarisation at the LHC”.
D Zanzi, “ttH (Run-1, Run-2)”.

Posters
C Avram, “Dark matter annihilations at early
cosmic times: impact and observational
features”.
I Baldes, “The role of CP violating
scatterings in baryogenesis”.
T Bloomfield, “SoGE: one grid engine to
rule them all”.
B Callen, “Grand unified hidden sector dark
matter from a simple gauge group in an
extra dimension”.
J Clarke, “Electroweak naturalness in threeflavour type I see-saw and implications for
leptogenesis”.
P Cox, “A naturally light dilaton”.
N Fischer, “Coherent showers for the LHC”.
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A Huitfeldt, “Sensitivity estimation of LHC
Run 2 to the H to WW coupling”.
P Jaeger, “K-short selection in Belle II using
multivariate analysis methods”.
C Jones, “Anomalous decays and Wess–
Zumino–Witten terms in the SU(4)/Sp(4)
composite Higgs model”.

A Manning, “Baryon asymmetry from
quantum fluctuation”.
M McDonald, “Applying preliminary
constraints to simplified models of dark
matter at the Large Hadron Collider”.
A Millar, “Dark matters: a UV complete
picture of asymmetric dark matter and CP
violating scatterings”.
F Nuti, “Search for anomalous production
of prompt same-sign lepton pairs and pairproduced doubly charged Higgs bosons
with 8 TeV data”.
P Rados and P McNamara, “The ATLAS tau
trigger”.

A Scaffidi, “LUX likelihood and limits on
spin-independent and spin-dependent
WIMP-nucleon couplings”.
P Shanahan, “Attometer-scale symmetry
in electromagnetic quark distributions of
protons and neutrons”.
C Suster, “Simultaneous measurements of
the ttW and ttZ production cross-sections
at ATLAS”.
M Talia, “Effective description of a
supersymmetric Standard Model”.
T Trott. “SUSY implications from WIMP
annihilation into scalars at the galactic
centre”.

PUBLICATIONS

B Le, “A multivariate approach to the
search for the Higgs boson decaying to τ
pair in the associated production mode in
proton-proton collisions with ATLAS”.

T Ruggeri, “Measurement of cosmic ray
air showers at ground level (an outreach
program for secondary schools)”.

S Vagnozzi, “Dissipative dark matter”.
J Webb, “Belle II level 3 SVD electrical test”.
G White, “Who cares about the
d-dimensional properties of gamma 5?”
S Williams, “Belle II: optical measurement
and alignment systems used in assembly”.
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PERFORMANCE
Awards

PERFORMANCE

Suntharan Arunasalam

Ben Geytenbeek

CoEPP 2015 Scholarship, CoEPP

CoEPP 2015 Scholarship, CoEPP

University Medal for Physics,
University of Sydney

David Murray Scholarship for 2014,
University of Adelaide

Wessam Badr

The Angus Hurst Prize for 2014,
University of Adelaide

ND Goldsworthy Scholarship for Physics
2015, University of Melbourne

The Fred Jacka Memorial Prize,
University of Adelaide

The Muriel Ramm Science Bursary,
University of Melbourne

Paul Jackson

Ankit Beniwal

Promotion Level D, University of Adelaide

The HS Green Prize, University of Adelaide

Archil Kobakhidze

Rupert Coy

Sydney University International Research
Collaboration Award, University of Sydney

Physics Foundation Scholarship No. 3,
University of Sydney

Brian Le

Physics Honours Scholarship,
University of Sydney

The Professor Kernot Research Scholarship
in Physics, University of Melbourne

University Medal for Physics,
University of Sydney

Andrew Lifson

Sean Crosby
2015 Endeavour Executive Fellowship,
Department of Education and Training,
Australian Government

CoEPP 2015 Scholarship, CoEPP

Adrian Manning
CoEPP Annual Workshop Poster Prize,
CoEPP

Joshua Ellis
ND Goldsworthy Scholarship for Physics
2015, University of Melbourne
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Millie McDonald

Phiala Shanahan

Dieul Kurzweil Scholarship,
University of Melbourne

CoEPP Annual Workshop Poster Prize,
CoEPP

John Tyndall Scholarship,
University of Melbourne

Phillip Urquijo

The Women in Physics Award,
University of Melbourne

2015 3M Eureka Prize for Emerging Leader
in Science, Australian Museum

Alex Millar

David Wakeham

CoEPP Annual Workshop Poster Prize,
CoEPP

CoEPP 2015 Scholarship, CoEPP

Anthony Morely
ATLAS Outstanding Achievement Awards,
CERN

Isaac Sanderson
ND Goldsworthy Scholarship for Physics
2015, University of Melbourne
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ND Goldsworthy Scholarship for Physics
2015, University of Melbourne
Wyselaskie Scholarship in Natural Science,
University of Melbourne

Ross Young
Promotion Level D, University of Adelaide
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Centre-recognised leadership

Martin Sevior
Executive Board member, Belle and Belle II

Csaba Balazs
International Advisory Board, Dark Side of
the Universe International Workshop series
Editorial Board member, Scientific Reports
(Nature Publishing)
Monash University, Particle Phenomenology
Group Leader
Leader, GAMBIT Collaboration
Co-Chair, SUSY 2016 Conference

Elisabetta Barberio
University of Melbourne ATLAS Team
Leader

Caroline Hamilton
Digital Governance Committee,
InterActions Collaboration

International Advisory Committee,
Europe-Asia-Pacific Summer School
Co-convener, Hadronic B-decays group –
Belle

Peter Skands
International Advisory Board, MPI@LHC
workshop series
International Advisory Board, CERNFermilab Hadron-Collider Physics Summer
School (HCPSS)
International Advisory Board, Monte Carlo
Tools for Beyond the Standard Model
Physics (MC4BSM) workshop series
Conference Committee, Workshop on HighPrecision Alpha_S Measurements: from
LHC to FCC-ee
Leader, VINCIA Collaboration

Board member, Interactions Collaboration

Geoffrey Taylor

Paul Jackson

ATLAS National Contact Physicist
(Australia)

University of Adelaide ATLAS Team Leader
ATLAS Speakers Committee Advisory
Board – member
Australian representative, International
Particle Physics Outreach Group (IPPOG)

Bruce McKellar AC
President, IUPAP (International Union of
Pure and Applied Physics)
Director, IUPAP-UK
Director, IUPAP, Singapore Ltd

PERFORMANCE

Boards and official roles

Vice-Chair and Chair-designate, ACFA
(Asian Committee for Future Accelerators)
Member, AsiaHEP (Asia-Pacific High Energy
Physics Panel)
Member, CEPC (Circular Electron Positron
Collider) International Advisory Committee
Lepton–Photon 2015 Conference
Committee
Australian Representative, ATLAS Resource
Review Board
Australian Representative, WLCG Resource
Review Board
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Anthony Thomas

Raymond Volkas

Member, Council of the University
of Adelaide

Vice-President, APCosPA (Asia-Pacific
Organization for Cosmology and Particle
Astrophysics)

Past-Chair, IUPAP Working Group on
International Cooperation in Nuclear
Physics
Vice-Chair, Asian Nuclear
Physics Association
Editorial Board, Journal of Physics G
Editorial Board, Progress in Particle and
Nuclear Physics
Chair, International Conference on Nuclear
Physics (Adelaide, Sep 2016)

Phillip Urquijo

International Advisory Committee for
the International Conference on Neutrino
Physics and Astrophysics
Commission 11 (C-11), IUPAP; Divisional
Associate Editor (Particles and Fields) of
Physical Review Letters
Co-Chair, SUSY 2016 Conference

Physics Coordinator, Belle II

Martin White

Executive Board, Belle and Belle II

Co-leader, GAMBIT Collaboration

Institutional Board, Belle II
CKM convener, Belle

Bruce Yabsley

Kevin Varvell

International Advisory Committee,
International Workshop on Charm Physics

University of Sydney ATLAS Team Leader
Institutional boards, Belle and Belle II
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Executive Committee, Division of
Astrophysics, Cosmology and Gravitation,
Association of Asia-Pacific Physical
Societies

General editor, Physics of the B Factories
ATLAS Speakers Committee
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Chair, ATLAS Software Performance
Management Board

Elisabetta Barberio

Anthony Morley

Editor, TES note; Type III neutrino note

Convener, ATLAS Beamspot Group

Institute Board representative, FTK

Convener and editor, ATLAS minimum bias
at 13 TeV

Amelia Brennan
LHC Dark Matter Forum

Editorial Board Chair, “Reconstruction of
hadronic decay products of tau leptons
with the ATLAS experiment”

Cameron Cuthbert

Brian Petersen

ππY analysis contact

Supersymmetric partners to quarks and
gluons

Kevin Finelli
Cross-section subgroup convener, Top
working group

Responsible for External packages in the
ATLAS Software Infrastructure team

Aldo Saavedra
Editor, pseudotop paper

ttV analysis contact

Top MET liaison

TOPLHC working group: ATLAS contact for
pseudo-top and common acceptance

Phillip Urquijo

Paul Jackson

Editor, new phenomena producing trilepton
resonances

Supersymmetry, strong production with
taus

PERFORMANCE

ATLAS and LHC working
groups, Higgs analysis
groups

FTK working group
Tau trigger working group

Convenor, supersymmetry upgrade

Geng-Yuan Jeng
Subconvenor and editor, VH, H → tau tau

Takashi Kubota
Subconvenor and editor, VH, H → WW

Antonio Limosani

Bruce Yabsley
Contact, ππY analysis

Daniele Zanzi
Subconvenor, CP for Higgs to tau tau
Convener, Tau trigger slice
Member of Higgs working group
coordination

AIDA editor and coordinator
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PERFORMANCE

Media activities

E Barberio
“Are we a step closer to understanding
dark matter?” The World Economic Forum,
September 2015.
“Broad delivers on SUPL funding promise”,
Stawell Times-News, May 2015.
“Council in Canberra to talk physics, funds
and telecommunications”, Stawell TimesNews, March 2015.
“Council wins another national award for
underground physics laboratory at Stawell”,
Stawell Times-News, April 2015.

“Stawell underground physics lab scores
National Awards for Local Government
accolade”, The Wimmera Mail-Times,
June 2015.
“Stawell Underground Physics Laboratory
could employ 200 people in 18 months”,
Stawell Times-News, June 2015.

“Global Physics Photowalk 2015”,
Lightsources.org, September 2015.

“Stawell Underground Physics Laboratory
receives big boost from Federal
Government”, The Melbourne Newsroom,
May 2015.

“Gold mine study earns Northern
Grampians Shire Council an award”, Stawell
Times-News, February 2015.

“Stawell Underground Physics Laboratory:
benefits would be enormous”, Stawell
Times-News, March 2015.

“Halls Gap Rural Summit 2015 kicks off with
38 regional councils”, The Wimmera MailTimes, April 2015.

“Taking science underground”, The Age,
June 2015.

“How we plan to bring dark matter to
light”, Australasian Science, I Fucking Love
Science, Phys.org, Swinburne University of
Technology, The Conversation, The Epoch
Times, September 2015.
“Information session today on Stawell’s
Underground Physics Laboratory”, Stawell
Times-News, April 2015.
“Mining Big Hill still an open case”, Stawell
Times-News, March 2015.
“Rural Summit 2015: Halls Gap hosts 38
councils”, The Wimmera Mail-Times, April
2015.
“State commitment to particle physics
laboratory welcomed”, Stawell Times-News,
February 2015.
“Stawell dark matter lab construction phase
expected to start early next year”, ABC
(Western Victoria), September 2015.
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“Stawell particle physics lab a step
closer after state government’s $1.75m
commitment”, The Wimmera Mail-Times,
February 2015.

“This is what women in STEM look like
around the world”, Mic, May 2015.
“Underground physics laboratory in Stawell
now a step closer”, Stawell Times-News,
May 2015.

C Black
“Large Hadron Collider is cranking up again:
prepare to have your mind blown”, Sydney
Morning Herald, June 2015.

A Brennan
“Australian scientists helping to unlock
mysteries of the universe at CERN”, ABC
News, January 2015.
“Australian team contributing to CERN
research”, ABC Radio National Breakfast,
January 2015.
“Meet the young Australian physicist
searching for the secrets of the universe”,
ABC 7.30, January 2015.
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A Thomas

AM with Ian Henschke, ABC Radio National,
April 2015.

“Origin of the spin of the proton”,
Australian Physics, May 2015.

AM with Mandy Presland, ABC Radio
National, April 2015.

“Origin of proton spin”, Australian Physics,
June 2015.

“Fun events put science in the spotlight”,
NewsMaker, University of Adelaide News,
August 2015.

P Urquijo

“Girls ‘discouraged’ to pursue engineering
by parents’ perceptions”, The Institution of
Engineering and Technology, March 2015
“The LHC is back and it’s ready to probe
the limits of matter”, Australasian Science,
Australian Business, The Conversation,
February 2015.

A Kobakhidze
“Naturalness: a scale-invariant alternative”,
Institute of High Energy Physics – Chinese
Academy of Science, June 2015.

L Lee
“From ATLAS around the world: a view
from Down Under”, ATLAS Experiment
Blog, April 2015.

M Sevior
“Large Hadron Collider gets back on line
this month”, Customs Today, March 2015.
“The call for nuclear energy to stop
biodiversity loss”, Australasian Science,
February 2015.

G Taylor
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P Jackson

“Physics deep underground, the mystery
of the identity-switching neutrino –
annual Nobel Prize in physics public
lecture”, Australian Institute of Physics,
November 2015.
“2015 3M Eureka Prize for Emerging
Leader in Science”, Australian Museum,
August 2015.
“Accolades flow from Eureka moments”,
Science Network WA, August 2015.
“Australian Museum Eureka Prizes 2015”,
Zimbio, September 2015.
“Australia’s top science prizes for 2015”,
Business Insider Australia, August 2015.
“Chasing the secrets of the universe”,
UniMelb Pursuit magazine, September 2015.
“Eureka 2015: Australia’s top science prizes
announced”, Australian Geographic, August
2015.
“Eureka Prize winners announced”, 9News,
Cairns Post, Geelong Advertiser, Gold
Coast Bulletin, Herald Sun – News, MSN –
Australia, News.com.au, Ntnews.com.au,
Perth Now, The Advertiser, The Australian,
The Courier-Mail, The Daily Telegraph, The
Mercury, Townsville Bulletin, Weekly Times
Now, August 2015.

“CoEPP works on the ATLAS experiment at
CERN”, ABC Radio National, March 2015.

“Pioneers of quantum computing are
among the 2015 Eureka Prize winners”, I
Fucking Love Science, The Conversation,
August 2015.

“Meet the young Australian physicist
searching for the secrets of the universe”,
ABC 7.30, January 2015.

“Three Melbourne academics finalists
in prestigious Eureka prize”, Musse –
Melbourne University, July 2015.
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“University of Melbourne celebrates the
outstanding achievements of Eureka
Prize winners”, The Melbourne Newsroom,
August 2015.
"Weird science segment on antimatter”,
Triple R, September 2015.
"Where did the antimatter go?” Stories of
Australian Science, July 2015.

K Varvell
“Large Hadron Collider is cranking up
again: prepare to have your mind blown”,
Ararat Advertiser, Augusta Margaret River
Mail, Barossa Herald, Bay Post, Beaudesert
Times, Bega District News, Bellingen Shire
Courier-Sun, Bendigo Advertiser, Blacktown
Sun, Blayney Chronicle, Blue Mountains
Gazette, Bombala Times, Boorowa News,
Border Chronicle, Braidwood Times,
Brisbane Times – Technology, Bunbury
Mail, Busselton-Dunsborough Mail, Camden
Haven Courier, Camden-Narellan Advertiser,
Campbelltown Macarthur Advertiser,
Canowindra News, Central Midland &
Coastal Advocate, Central Western Daily,
Cessnock Advertiser, Coastal Leader,
Collie Mail, Cooma-Monaro Express,
Cootamundra Herald, Crookwell Gazette,
Daily Liberal, Donnybrook-Bridgetown
Mail, Dungog Chronicle, Eastern Riverina
Chronicle, Eyre Peninsula Tribune, Fairfield
City Champion, Forbes Advocate, Glen
Innes Examiner, Gloucester Advocate,
Goondiwindi Argus, Goulburn Post, Great
Lakes Advocate, Grenfell Record, Guardian
News, Harden Murrumburrah Express,
Hawkesbury Gazette, Hills News, Hunter
Valley News, Illawarra Mercury, Inverell
Times, Jimboomba Times, Katherine Times,
Kiama Independent, Lakes Mail, Latrobe
Valley Express, Lithgow Mercury, Liverpool
City Champion, Magnet, Mandurah Mail,
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Manning River Times, Merimbula News
Weekly, Merredin Wheatbelt Mercury,
Midland Express, Milton Ulladulla Times,
Moree Champion, Mudgee Guardian,
Murray Mail, Muswellbrook Chronicle,
Namoi Valley Independent, Narooma
News, Narromine News, Newcastle Herald,
Northern Argus, Nyngan Observer,
Oberon Review, Parkes Champion-Post,
Parramatta Sun, Penrith City Gazette, Port
Lincoln Times, Port Macquarie News, Port
Stephens Examiner, Redland City Bulletin,
Rouse Hill News, Roxby Downs Sun, South
Coast Register, South West Advertiser,
Southern Cross, Southern Highland News,
Southern Weekly, St George & Sutherland
Shire Leader, St Marys-Mt Druitt Star,
Stawell Times-News, Stuff.co.nz - Science,
Summit Sun, Sunraysia Daily, Sydney
Morning – Technology, Tenterfield Star,
The Advocate, The Age, The Area News,
The Armidale Express, The Avon Valley
Advocate, The Border Mail, The Canberra
Times, The Courier, The Daily Advertiser,
The Esperance Express, The Examiner,
The Flinders News, The Guardian, The
Guyra Argus, The Irrigator, The Islander,
The Macleay Argus, The Maitland Mercury,
The Moyne Gazette, The Murray Valley
Standard, The Naracoorte Herald, The
North West Star, The Northern Daily Leader,
The Observer, The Queanbeyan Age, The
Recorder, The Ridge News, The Riverina
Leader, The Rural, The Scone Advocate,
The Singleton Argus, The Standard, The
Star, The Times - On The Coast, The
Transcontinental, The Wagin Argus, The
Wimmera Mail-Times, The Young Witness,
Town & Country Magazine, Walcha News,
WAtoday.com.au, Wauchope Gazette,
Wellington Times, West Coast Sentinel,
Western Advocate, Western Magazine,
Whyalla News, Wingham Chronicle,
Wollondilly Advertiser, Yass Tribune, June
2015. and appearance on ABC News 24,
April 2015.
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Advertiser, Southern Cross, Southern
Highland News, Southern Weekly, St
George & Sutherland Shire Leader,
St Marys-Mt Druitt Star, Summit Sun,
Sunraysia Daily, Sydney Morning –
Technology, Tenterfield Star, The Advocate,
The Age, The Area News, The Armidale
Express, The Avon Valley Advocate,
The Border Mail, The Courier, The Daily
Advertiser, The Esperance Express, The
Examiner, The Flinders News, The Guardian,
The Guyra Argus, The Irrigator, The Islander,
The Macleay Argus, The Maitland Mercury,
The Moyne Gazette, The Murray Valley
Standard, The Naracoorte Herald, The
North West Star, The Northern Daily Leader,
The Observer, The Queanbeyan Age, The
Recorder, The Ridge News, The Riverina
Leader, The Rural, The Scone Advocate, The
Singleton Argus, The Standard, The Star,
The Sydney Morning Herald, The Times –
On The Coast, The Transcontinental, The
Wagin Argus, The Young Witness, Town &
Country Magazine, WA Today – Technology,
Walcha News, WAtoday.com.au, Wauchope
Gazette, Wellington Times, West Coast
Sentinel, Western Advocate, Western
Magazine, Whyalla News, Wingham
Chronicle, Wollondilly Advertiser, Yass
Tribune, August 2015.
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“Science Week: some choice events at
the inaugural Sydney Science Festival”,
Penrith City Gazette, Redland City Bulletin,
Rouse Hill News, Stawell Times-News, The
Wimmera Mail-Times, Ararat Advertiser,
Augusta Margaret River Mail, Barossa
Herald, Bay Post, Bega District News,
Bellingen Shire Courier-Sun, Bendigo
Advertiser, Blacktown Sun, Blayney
Chronicle, Blue Mountains Gazette,
Bombala Times, Boorowa News, Border
Chronicle, Braidwood Times, Brisbane
Times, Brisbane Times – Technology,
Bunbury Mail, Busselton-Dunsborough Mail,
Camden Haven Courier, Camden-Narellan
Advertiser, Campbelltown Macarthur
Advertiser, Canberra Times – Technology,
Canowindra News, Central Midland &
Coastal Advocate, Central Western Daily,
Cessnock Advertiser, Coastal Leader,
Collie Mail, Cooma-Monaro Express,
Cootamundra Herald, Crookwell Gazette,
Daily Liberal, Donnybrook-Bridgetown
Mail, Dungog Chronicle, Eastern Riverina
Chronicle, Eyre Peninsula Tribune, Fairfield
City Champion, Forbes Advocate, Glen
Innes Examiner, Gloucester Advocate,
Goondiwindi Argus, Goulburn Post, Great
Lakes Advocate, Grenfell Record, Guardian
News, Harden Murrumburrah Express,
Hawkesbury Gazette, Hills News, Hunter
Valley News, Illawarra Mercury, Inverell
Times, Jimboomba Times, Katherine Times,
Kiama Independent, Lakes Mail, Latrobe
Valley Express, Lithgow Mercury, Liverpool
City Champion, Magnet, Mandurah Mail,
Manning River Times, Merimbula News
Weekly, Merredin Wheatbelt Mercury,
Midland Express, Milton Ulladulla Times,
Moree Champion, Mudgee Guardian,
Muswellbrook Chronicle, Namoi Valley
Independent, Narooma News, Narromine
News, Newcastle Herald, Northern Argus,
Nyngan Observer, Oberon Review, Parkes
Champion-Post, Parramatta Sun, Port
Lincoln Times, Port Macquarie News,
Port Stephens Examiner, Roxby Downs
Sun, South Coast Register, South West

R Volkas
“Possible new particle hints that universe
may not be left-handed”, New Scientist,
August 2015.

M White
“Bright young researchers win Tall Poppy
awards”, University of Adelaide, July 2015.
“South Australia’s brightest young
researchers honoured by Tall Poppy
Awards”, The Lead South Australia, July
2015.
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Key performance indicators
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KPI

Target 2015

Actual 2015

Number of research outputs – journal publications

60

1771
(109 ATLAS, 21
Belle, 12 CDF, 68
theory and other)

Number of research outputs – refereed
conference proceedings

30

22

Quality of research outputs

50%

98.40%

Number of invited talks / papers / keynote
lectures at major international meetings

35

45

Number and nature of commentaries about the
centre’s achievements; media releases

6

6

Number and nature of commentaries about
the centre’s achievements; articles (including
television and radio)

4

367

Number of attended professional training courses
for staff and postgraduate students

15

21

Citation data for publications

740

4915
(as at 24 February
2016)

Number of centre attendees at all professional
training courses

20

70

Number of new postgraduate students working
on core centre research and supervised by centre
staff – PhD

14

15

Number of new postgraduate students working
on core centre research and supervised by centre
staff – Masters by Research and Masters by
Coursework

8

12

New postdoctoral researchers working on core
centre research

3

10

New Honours students working on core centre
research and supervised by centre staff

12

14

Number of post graduate completions and
completion times by students working on core
centre research and supervised by centre staff

14

12 Honours, 6
Masters, 7 PhD
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Target 2015

Actual 2015

Number of early career researchers (within 5
years of completing PhD) working on core centre
research

16

23

Number of students mentored

60

102

Number of mentoring programs

7

7

Number of international visitors and
visiting fellows

15

31

Number of national/international workshops
held/organised by the centre

2

5

Number of visits to overseas laboratories and
facilities

35

85

Number of government/industry and business
community briefings

5

5

School visits

20

16
(includes
118 masterclass
students from
43 schools and
12 work experience
students from 6
schools)

National Science Week event participation

5

9

Other public activities

6

7

Review of
website
structure

Redeveloped
website in line
with mobile
technologies;
launched in June

20,000

56,533

Public talks given by centre staff

15

18

Prizes and awards

16

31

Number of new organisations collaborating with,
or involved in, the centre (CSIRO Publishing,
IPPOG)

2

2

Currency of information on the centre’s website

Number of website hits

PERFORMANCE

KPI

1 Activities with Belle and CDF are listed in the annual report but are not included in KPI reporting.
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Financial report

Statement of income and expenditure for the year ended
31 December 2015
2011
reporting
period

2012
reporting
period

2013
reporting
period

2014
reporting
period

2015
reporting
period

2016
reporting
period
(estimated)

$0

$3,738,983

$3,940,654a

$4,403,387e

$4,529,160

$4,412,131

ARC indexed
income

$3,656,701

$3,797,390

$3,943,493

$4,062,667

$4,135,430

$4,205,732

Node
contribution

$1,632,000

$752,000

$1,151,785b

$1,238,678b

$1,195,368

$1,192,000

$484,785

$161,595

$64,638

$1,055

$17,333

$201,904c

$1,880

$18,182

$-

Total
income

$5,289,756

$5,051,508

$5,458,777

$5,367,863

$5,348,980

$5,397,732

Balance

$5,289,756

$8,790,491

$9,399,431

$9,771,250

$9,878,140

$9,809,863

$1,132,439

$2,989,585

$3,951,676

$3,468,297

$4,118,841

$4,492,284

$28,365

$186,544

$61,687

$161,739

$40,999

$150,000

$265,379

$80,923

$582,041f

$225,788h

$689,000h

$559,307

$610,838

$666,854

$648,111

$892,500

$57,370

$35,482

$49,309

$150,717g

$150,000

$497,999

$155,907

$99,555

$186,010

$186,000

$49,886

$60,774

$89,614

$68,000

$428,462

$153,522

$5,929

$-

Carry
forward
Income

NeCTAR
Other

Expenditure

Salaries
Equipment
Maintenance
Travel,
accomodation
and conferences

$260,725

Scholarships
Services and
general

$129,244

Outreach and
mediad
NeCTAR

$293,622

$-

New initiativesi
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$-

$127,000

Total
expenditure

$1,550,773

$4,849,806

$5,374,861

$5,242,091

$5,466,009

$6,754,784

Balance

$3,738,983

$3,940,685

$4,024,570

$4,529,160

$4,412,131

$3,055,078
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Financial summary

a Carry forward adjustents from 2012
b Monash School of Physics Contribution for 2013
was paid in Q1 and is reported in the 2014 annual
report
c “Other” comprises prior year income
adjustments, corrections to NeCTAR carry
forward, and income timing differences.
d “Outreach and media” was included under
“Services and general” in 2011 and 2012.
e Adjustment to Adelaide opening balances, due
to timing differences in income transfer between
the University of Melbourne and the University
of Adelaide and carry forward adjustments to
Melbourne and Sydney.
f Includes total expense for ATLAS M & O of
$302,217, with $140,685 relating to 2013 expense.
g Scholarship amount includes additional expense
for student support and summer studentships.
h No payment made for ATLAS M & O in 2015.
Additional payment to be made in 2016.
i New initiatives were decided by Executive
Committee and approved by Advisory Board and
include a longer-term visitor program and the
initiation of an accelerator R&D program.

ARC contract
The Centre for Excellence for Particle
Physics at the Terascale commenced as
a Centre of Excellence on 1 January 2011.
Funding was approved for seven years
ending in December 2017, with a review
held in 2014. Additional funding and
in-kind support from the four collaborating
institutions and in-kind support from the
seven partner institutions provide further
funding and support for the Centre.

ARC funding
The Centre for Excellence for Particle
Physics at the Terascale is funded by
the Australian Government through the
Australian Research Council. The funding
for the centre is for seven years with an
annual base contribution to the centre of
$3,600,000. Additional amounts each year
for indexation increase this funding.

In 2015 the Centre received $4,135,430 of
indexed ARC funds. This was distributed to
the four nodes of the Centre according to
the Centre’s inter-institutional Agreement
and was used to fund operational expenses.

PERFORMANCE

Notes to the statement of
income and expenditure

Institutional funding
Under the centre's funding agreement with
the ARC, the collaborating institutions are
required to contribute the following annual
amounts:
The University of Melbourne

$660,000

The University of Sydney

$235,000

Monash University

$132,000

The University of Adelaide

$165,000

Payments for 2015 from the institutions
were:
The University of Melbourne

$660,000

The University of Sydney

$235,000

Monash University

$135,368

The University of Adelaide

$165,000

NeCTAR
The ARC Centre of Excellence for Particle
Physics at the Terascale administers and
manages the NeCTAR project on High
Throughput Computing for Globally
Connected Science for the National
eResearch Collaboration Tools and
Resources (NeCTAR office). 2015 Income
and Expenditure for this project is:
Carry forward:

$5,961

Income:

$-

Salaries:

$-

Other expenditure:
End of year balance carry
forward into 2016

$5,929
$32
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Other $18,182

2015 Income
Total income
$5,348,980

Node contribution
$1,195,368

ARC indexed income
$4,135,430

2015
Expenditure
Total expenditure
$5,466,009

NeCTAR $5,929
Equipment $40,999
Outreach and media $89,614
Scholarships $150,717
Services and general $186,010
Maintenance $225,788

Travel,
accomodation
and conferences
$648,111

Salaries
$4,118,841

132
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University of Melbourne
University of Melbourne - Research Computing
University of Adelaide
University of Adelaide - Research Computing
University of Sydney
University of Sydney - Research Computing
Monash University

2015 Reporting
Period
$2,737,223
$43,200

$3,000
$613,938
$3,000
$233,682
$11,227

Cambridge University

$11,227

L’Universite de Geneve

$11,227

Albert Ludwigs Universität Freiburg

$33,680

INFN Sezione di Milano

$22,454

Duke University

$11,227

University of Minnesota

$22,856

University of Melbourne - RDSI Storage Unit

$225,000

University of Melbourne - VLSCI: IBM iDataPlex Cluster

$450,000

University of Melbourne - Unimelb ITS: Tape backup Unit
University of Melbourne - AWS Research Grant
University of Melbourne - Cloud compute
Total

Total $5,460,341

$586,036

University of Pennsylvania

University of Melbourne - VicNode RDS REDS storage Allocation

2015 In-kind
contributions

PERFORMANCE

Contributor

$65,576
$4,000
$10,000
$361,788
$5,460,341
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Detailed activity plan

Research program 2016
in detail
Higgs program
In 2016, CoEPP researchers will analyse
the new data from Run 2 for important
and challenging Higgs boson property
measurements. These include the
observation of the H → 𝜏𝜏 decay, the
measurement of the Higgs boson quantum
numbers, the search for the Higgs boson
production in association with a pair of
top quarks, and the measurement of
the VH(H → WW) cross-section. CoEPP
researchers will aim to pin down evidence
for new physics in measurements of various
couplings such as Higgs-gauge boson
couplings and Higgs–top quark coupling.
New strategies for precision measurements
of the Higgs couplings in current and future
experiments will also be investigated.

Higgs physics theory
With new data at 13 TeV becoming
available, CoEPP theorists will further
explore properties of the 125 GeV Higgs
boson within the effective field theory
approach to the SM. The new Higgs
data will allow testing of various BSM
scenarios, such as multi-Higgs models,
supersymmetry and other theories. Model
building will also be an active research
area. CoEPP theorists will investigate
cosmological implications of the Higgs
boson. Research activities will include
the electroweak phase transition and
baryogenesis, and the Higgs vacuum
stability. Further studies of theoretical
ideas, such as supersymmetry, scale
invariance and cosmological relaxation,
motivated by the naturalness principle, will
also be a focus.
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Neutrino mass
CoEPP researchers will expand their study
of neutrino mass models and mechanisms,
with an emphasis on approaches that can
be tested at experiments operating at
both the energy and precision frontiers.
New particles predicted in neutrino mass
models, particularly radiative models, can
give distinctive signatures at the LHC, and
CoEPP members will continue their studies
of promising variants of such frameworks.
Precision tests of neutrino mass models
will be explored, including lepton flavour
violating processes, in addition to general
studies of effective operators that can play
a role in neutrino mass generation. These
tests will provide further information about
the underlying mechanism of neutrino
mass, and in some cases allow general
statements regarding the viability of
groups of models.
CoEPP researchers will also study
connections between the neutrino mass
problem and other known shortcomings
of the SM. This research will include an
exploration of relationships between the
origin of neutrino mass and the nature
of dark matter, with CoEPP scientists
expanding previous ideas and taking them
in new directions. This research will extend
the scope of experimental explorations
of neutrino mass models, enlarging the
spectrum of relevant experiments from the
LHC and precision experiments to include
dark matter searches (in particular, directand indirect-detection experiments).

Precision tests
Efforts to test the predictions of the SM at
the highest levels of precision will continue
using ATLAS data collected in Run 2 of the
LHC. CoEPP researchers have established
leadership in the analysis of the top quark,
soft QCD signatures, and electroweak
physics in the ATLAS experiment, and will
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Full results from the Q-weak experiment at
the Jefferson Lab, Virginia, United States,
are anticipated to be reported in 2016.
This is the first dedicated measurement to
determine the electroweak charge of the
proton, with a precision that can probe new
physics in the multi-TeV range. The final
results will be based on the full dataset,
following the preliminary result published
in 2013, which analysed just the first 4% of
data taken.

Dark matter
Dark matter research in 2016 will continue
to concentrate on model building,
phenomenology and collider detection.
CoEPP theorists will develop BSM theories
that incorporate complete dark matter
sectors. Theoretical work on the formulation
and validity of dark matter effective field
theories will also be performed.
Experimental studies of LHC dark matter
signals will continue, with key CoEPP
participation in the ATLAS mono-X working
groups. These experimental results will be
used to constrain effective field theories
and simplified models. Complementary
constraints on dark matter models will also
be formulated using indirect detection

techniques. In particular, models that can
account for the galactic centre gamma ray
excess via the annihilation of various dark
matter particles will be examined.
The GAMBIT collaboration will continue
to perform statistical fits to collider and
astrophysical dark matter information, and
plans to release code and results within
the year.
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continue to develop new and innovative
techniques to fully exploit Run 2 data
within these areas. The analysis of final
states with a single top quark in association
with a W boson will be extended to test
predictions of perturbative QCD in new
ways. Additionally, an inclusive analysis to
study signatures with a two-lepton final
state will be developed, which combines
the experience of researchers working on
several types of SM measurements to create
a unique analysis that is more inclusive than
traditional cross-section measurements.
Such studies provide another way to look
for new physics beyond the SM, by testing
SM predictions at the most extreme limits
available to experimentalists today.

Preparations will be undertaken for future
experimental dark matter direct detection
work at the SUPL mine in Stawell.

Supersymmetry
Results will be published for the most
exhaustive statistical inference of the
plausibility, naturalness, and discovery
prospects of the 25-parameter MSSM.
A similar outcome for more constrained
versions of the model is planned. This work
will be done by the GAMBIT Collaboration,
which consists of 28 physicists from about
20 international institutes, including CoEPP
members from Adelaide, Monash and
Sydney universities. In the context of the
NMSSM, CoEPP researchers will publish
results demonstrating that electroweak
baryogenesis and thermal freeze out of
dark matter can plausibly account for all the
observed matter content of the universe.
CoEPP theorists will scrutinise the
Exceptional Supersymmetric Standard
Model (E6SSM) further, with more detailed
studies of Higgs physics, the implications
of dark matter abundance measurements
and new findings from direct-detection
dark matter experiments. Recent hints of
a diphoton signature will be examined in
this context, as E6 inspired models are one
of the leading possibilities to explain this
very exciting excess. CoEPP experimental
researchers have pioneered new techniques
to search for physics beyond the SM,
involving the development of new kinematic
variables for particles that decay semi-
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invisibly. An analysis in the flagship “jets
plus missing energy” discovery channel is
in the final stages of completion on the Run
2 ATLAS dataset, and will be updated with
new data in 2016. This has expanded the
discovery reach for supersymmetric squark
and gluino production. Other analyses are
targeting final states with two or more
leptons, and various final states with
combinations of leptons and b jets. Taken
together, these analyses probe gluino and
weak gaugino production, plus all three
generations of squarks.

Exotic mesons
Further progress in exotic meson studies
at the LHC will depend on developing
searches in new final states, many of them
quite difficult to reconstruct. This work
has already begun, using Run 1 data as a
test bed. During 2016, the focus will shift
to Run 2 data, where the higher collision
energy provides opportunities through
harder momentum spectra and larger rates,
and further challenges through tighter
trigger conditions for reconstructing exotic
meson decays.

Research computing
In 2016, the RC team will continue to focus
on providing excellence in terms of resource
reliability and availability. It is also expected
that greater engagement with researchers
will help to improve the services the team
provides and increase their effective use.
Continued innovation is a must in the
research computing field. As the world
moves towards Software as a Service
(SaaS) computing models, and technology
allows for a paradigm shift towards
Infrastructure as Code (IaC), the nature
of system administration and computing
services provision will evolve tremendously.
The RC team will concertedly drive CoEPP
computing services towards the emerging
technologies and approaches that are
delivering the disruptive power of new
enterprises in the commercial sector.
The team will be looking to harness the
benefits of these for the advancement of
the ambitious scientific program CoEPP has
articulated for 2016.
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Management and governance
The International Advisory Committee will
continue to support the centre through
regular contact with the Centre Executive
and a foreshadowed meeting at the
International Conference on High Energy
Physics in Chicago in 2016.

Personnel
Each year CoEPP has been steadily
increasing its intake of research higher
degree students. In 2016, increases will occur
across all nodes, particularly in the new
research groups in Adelaide and Sydney
(experimental and theory, respectively).
Across the centre, student numbers are
estimated to be 110 in 2016, a growth of 10%
compared with the comparative numbers
for 2015. In addition, a new continuing
lectureship in experimental particle physics
is in train at the Melbourne node.

Education and development
Education and development activities will
continue to feature strongly across CoEPP
in 2016. The graduate summer school will be
run for a third year and will again be held as
the lead-in to the annual scientific workshop
in February 2016. The school has been seen
as a great success, particularly for new
students who receive a strong grounding
in experimental and theoretical aspects of
particle physics.
The postdoctoral mentoring program will be
introduced at the February 2016 workshop
to facilitate career advice from CoEPP Chief
Investigators across the nodes. Once this
has been introduced, it is planned to extend
it to a mentoring program for PhD students.

Outreach
In 2016, CoEPP will continue its highly
successful high schools programs:
international masterclass and work
experience week. Public engagement
activities will include supporting the
Australian tour of renowned string theorist
Professor Brian Greene. CoEPP will work in
partnership with the Powerhouse Museum in
Sydney to augment the Collider exhibition,
with an Australian focus. An exhibition of
entries from the art-meets-science program
Collision will be held during the Adelaide
Fringe Festival.
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Case studies

The 2014 CoEPP annual report reported
on the development of the SUPL and the
direct-detection dark matter experiment to
be housed there. The Australian experiment
will be one of a “twin”, the other will be
housed in the INFN Gran Sasso laboratory
in Italy.
During the past 12 months, considerable
progress has been made. SUPL is well
advanced, with the international firm AMEC
Foster Wheeler contracted to provide the
detailed design of the laboratory. In early
2016, excavation work will commence
at the 1025 level, and the full laboratory
construction and fit-out will be completed
by the end of 2016.
Further work has progressed on the
laboratory’s key experiment, the SABRE
experiment. The direct detection of
dark matter is proving to be one of the
most difficult physics and engineering
challenges of the 21st century, with only
one experiment claiming some degree of
success (DAMA-LIBRA), but which still
requires independent verification. It is
anticipated that this verification will come
from the SABRE experiment. The current
SABRE collaboration consists of around
30 members primarily from Princeton
University (United States), INFN (Italy),

Melbourne and Adelaide universities, and
the Australian National University.
The detector will use ultra-high purity
sodium iodide (NaI) crystals. New
techniques in growing these crystals are
being developed to ensure production
of crystals of the required purity. CoEPP
physicists are working with the leading
researchers from the SABRE collaboration
to develop the 5 kilograms of crystals
required by the experiment. This work
includes the possibility of manufacturing
one of the crystals in Australia, which will
help to minimise background-radiation
induced contamination effects in the
final product. The development of lowbackground NaI precursor powder and new
low-background photomultiplier tubes will
provide sufficient experiment sensitivity to
confirm the DAMA-LIBRA experiment in a
3-year run with 4σ sensitivity.
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Contribution to
Frontier Technologies:
Breakthrough Science

For the full-scale experiment, twin
detectors will be placed at Gran Sasso,
Italy and at SUPL, Australia. This setup
allows measurements in the northern and
southern hemispheres, reduced systematic
effects and verification as to whether other
seasonal or site effects have an influence
on measurements. The proof-of-principle
experiment at Gran Sasso will be upgraded
to the full-scale experiment.
Data taking in this experiment is
anticipated to commence in 2017, with the
experiment supported through Australian
Research Council Linkage and LIEF grants.
This funding, in addition to funding for the
underground laboratory, will help to ensure
that Australian participation in this frontier
physics experiment is at the leading edge
of worldwide research in this field.
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Promoting an Innovation
Culture
Innovation and creativity are at the
heart of the particle physics community.
At CoEPP this is fostered through the
development of strong networks and
collaborative relationships between
students, postdoctoral researchers and
faculty; between centre nodes; with
industry; and with other international
academic institutions.
Students and postdocs are asked to
think about the “big questions” and are
encouraged to engage with fundamental
physics questions at a deep level. Students
are often jointly supervised between
theorists and experimentalists, research
seminars include participation from both
disciplines, and situating theorists and
experimentalists in the same office space
short-circuits the traditional divisions
in particle physics between theory and
experiment. Researchers are encouraged
Dr Takashi Kubota’s
work on a new
electronics device
called “Associative
Memory” will have farreaching applications
in the fields of
vision science and
particle physics.
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to think not only about the applications
of new ideas in physics, but also how to
extend these applications to other areas of
scientific research.
This promotion of innovation and training
within CoEPP has led to collaborations
between theorists and experimentalists
in areas such as the use of cutting-edge
methods in machine learning and data
science, as well as the possible medical
applications of technologies currently
being developed for the ATLAS detector
upgrade program. In the latter, CoEPP
is involved in a project that pioneers
the hardware implementation of visual
processing algorithms. This illustrates how
the strong emphasis on innovation within
CoEPP is leading to important outcomes
not only in physics, but also in areas that
affect the wider community.
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The computing and data management
infrastructure deployed across the WLCG is
essential for performing complex searches
and measurements with the LHC collision
data. Researchers face the increasingly
challenging task of processing data that
is far too large to store on local resources
and must take advantage of the vast grid
of computing sites, including CoEPP’s Tier
2 grid site at the University of Melbourne’s
data centre. The data recorded by the
LHC is roughly equivalent to 3500 years
of full HD movies, and the interesting
collision events often differ from the rest
in ways that can only be detected by
vast computing power. The discovery
of the Higgs boson was confirmed in
about 500 events recorded from over
4,000,000,000,000,000 events analysed
in 2011 and 2012. That is only one event in
every 8000 billion – this is like trying to find
one full stop printed on a piece of paper
more than 2.5 km long.

Researchers collaborate on developing
software that naturally operates within
the grid-computing model. This software
performs an initial pass over collision
events on the grid and reduces the data
down to certain events and subsets of
the contained particles that pass baseline
analysis cuts. The selection requirements
must be optimised to strike a good balance
between data reduction and retaining the
necessary information about each event
required to perform the analysis. The
smaller amount of interesting data can then
be transferred to local CoEPP disk storage
for more detailed analysis. At this stage,
researchers make heavy use of local CoEPP
resources such as the Tier 3 computing
cloud and interactive computing nodes.
At CoEPP, collaborative research has been
improved by installing and maintaining
its own GitLab service. This provides a
safe place to store software, and a web
interface facilitating task management and
communication between researchers.

PERFORMANCE

Smart Information Use

Google Earth
image showing
WLCG activity.
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CoEPP’s Tier 3 offers a faster turnaround
between compute job submission and
output retrieval than the WLCG, providing
hundreds of compute cores along with the
ability to access the central LHC software
made available through the CERN Virtual
Machine File System. Although initial data
reduction on the WLCG is infrequent,
researchers are continuously tweaking their
final analyses, making the fast turnaround
especially important when meeting tight
deadlines. The many local compute cores
also allow an analysis framework to be
optimised so that processing multiple

data samples or testing different model
parameter values can be run in parallel. In
this way, researchers have been leveraging
the power of parallel and distributed
computing from the initial data reduction
on the WLCG down to the production of
results ready for publication. Both in use of
disk storage space and compute time, the
international network of LHC researchers
are making smart use of the information
and resources available to them to
accomplish the common goals of the LHC
research program.
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